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Jason Michael Gaines 
 
 Music conservatories play an important role in the musical development of 
musicians. Students often choose to attend a conservatory because they are seeking to 
focus their efforts on honing their skills as performers, composers, or both. The use of 
music technology has increased in recent years as hardware and software has become 
more user friendly, resulting in the incorporation of music technology into the 
professional practice of musicians. While the innovation of technology has been swift, 
the adoption of music technology by educators in music conservatories has been slow 
when compared to those in other institutions of higher education. With each passing year, 
conservatories are graduating an increasing number of musicians who are met with 
greater expectations than those of previous generations. This multi-site case study 
investigated the perceived role of technology in the conservatory curriculum as reported 
by conservatory students and faculty. Further, this study examined the supports that are in 
place, for both students and faculty, in regard to integrating technology into current and 
future curricula. Research has been conducted to investigate the integration of technology 
 
 
into curricula; however, the research tends to focus on challenges for technology 
integration rather than technology as a tool for supporting sound pedagogical practice. 
Findings from this study indicate that students wish to see an increased presence 
of music technology in the curriculum as they hone their skills during their studies. 
Further, increased access to music technology, as well as support on using music 
technology in effective and engaging ways during instruction was identified. 
Conservatories can benefit from additional staff positions to support the use of music 
technology, frequent and relevant professional development for faculty, additional 
computer laboratories for student and faculty use, and increased communication between 
students, faculty and administration on the use of music technology throughout the 
conservatory. The implications of the findings and recommendations have the potential to 
positively impact the experience of students in conservatory communities. Future 
avenues of research might investigate the relevance of conservatory pedagogy in modern 
music performance and composition, pathways to support consistent and relevant 
professional development, and necessary supports to increase access to music technology 
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I – INTRODUCTION 
 
Personal Narrative 
I enrolled in an east coast conservatory in 1998 as a jazz trumpet performance 
major. I chose to attend a conservatory instead of a school of music within a university, 
because I believed the pedagogical values of conservatory life would benefit me. Indeed, 
the education I received prepared me for a career as a commercial musician. Shortly after 
entering the music conservatory, I began to work in various Broadway and studio 
recording settings. As the years passed, it became increasingly apparent that the use of 
instrumentalists in live performance and studio recording settings was diminishing as a 
result of digital musical instruments. Everywhere I looked it seemed as if technology was 
replacing my colleagues. A number of musicians were bothered by the increased use of 
music technology. Admittedly, I initially shared the same sentiment, but I began to see 
the use of technology as a tool for musicians, rather than a replacement.  
During my studies at the conservatory, music technology was loosely 
acknowledged, but was never included with any significance in the formal curriculum. I 
began to see a contradiction, or more fairly an omission, from what I was experiencing as 
a professional musician and what I was being taught in school. I began to pursue my own 
professional development in the use of music technology outside of the conservatory. In 
the end, the skills I acquired in the use of music technology, teamed with my 
conservatory training, afforded me additional professional opportunities. The use of 





and create a deeper level of engagement that has the ability to augment and strengthen 
educational experiences (Manzo, 2015). It is my belief that the use of technology as an 
educational tool can engage music students on a profound level, resulting in reflective 
growth that can be transformative (Mezirow, 2003) in the personal growth as a musician. 
That said, technology is not the only factor in student success. Student achievement and 
growth in music using technology is only possible with the presence of sound goals that 
are tightly integrated into curricula (Cremata, 2010). Without thoughtful reflection of 
professional practice, the integration of music technology may not be relevant to student 
learning (Cuban, 2001). 
Background 
 Music conservatories play an important role in the musical development of 
musicians (Clarefield, 2004). Students often choose to attend a conservatory because they 
are seeking a traditional approach to honing their craft as a music performer, a composer, 
or both (Plaskett, 1992). Further, students often choose a particular conservatory for 
specific faculty members, the prestige of the conservatory and the location of the 
conservatory (Landes, 2008). While the student-teacher relationship is important, other 
factors such as mature social skills, self-confidence, musicality and charisma contribute 
to student growth in conservatory settings (Jarvin & Subotnick, 2010). Clarfield argues 
that while music conservatories prepare students to become highly competent musicians, 
they do not necessarily adequately prepare students for life as musicians outside of the 
conservatory walls. Cremata (2010) states that curricular changes are needed in higher 
education to support students in their pursuit of being successful as working musicians, 





In recent years, the use of technology within institutions of higher education has 
increased as students have incorporated it into their studies (Rege, 2008). Music 
technology has evolved into a modern musical instrument that musicians have 
incorporated into music performance and composition (Riddle, 1993; Manzo, 2015). The 
definition of a musical instrument is often solidified at the moment of its creation 
(Riddle, 1993); however, new technology is allowing musicians to redefine what is 
classified as a musical instrument in much faster timeframes than before (Cremata & 
Powell, 2017). Modern innovation in the classification and design of musical instruments 
is moving much faster than the innovation from the transition from catgut to steel strings 
in stringed instruments (Riddle, 1993). The line between physical and virtual instruments 
is being increasingly obscured. Boehm (2007) writes, 
   This term, “music technology” has perceptually different and shifting meanings, 
depending on the context in which it is being used. The multiplicity of what 
exactly is understood by “music technology” is an indication of the fragmentation 
of communities at large and their emerging cultural boundaries, be it sound-
engineering, electro-acoustic music, music informatics, or music education 
technology. It also represents a fragmentation of our formerly holistically 
humanistic concept of knowledge and the delivery of knowledge. (p. 7) 
 
Cremata and Powell (2017) note, 
   Change is on the horizon and through digital, de-territorialized e-collaboration a 
whole new musical world is before us. The question then is how will the music 
education profession react? Will it embrace this new digital venue and shape it to 
maximize student-centered learning through constructivist learning models or will 
it resist and/or dismiss this new opportunity for music learning? Only time will 
tell. (p. 313) 
 
Technological innovation has made available a number of tools that educators can use to 
engage students in learning; however, the adoption of these tools has been slow (Haight, 
2011). Educators work tirelessly to provide students with the best education possible. 





current and future curricula, despite their best efforts (Srisurichan, 2012). Educators who 
are not supported in the integration of technology in the classroom are left in an 
uncomfortable position (Boriack, 2013). Many of the students in their classroom are 
already consumers of music technology (Burnard, 2007).  
Students are experimenting with readily available computer hardware and 
software in their musical explorations. This is accomplished through applications such as, 
Apple’s Logic Pro, Propellerhead’s Reason, Avid’s Pro Tools, and others to augment 
music performance and composition. Educators are often characterized as, “digital 
immigrants,” while their students are often described as, “digital natives” (Boriack, 
2013). While this characterization may not always be true (Dobbs, 2017), educators 
should be supported in their use of technology (Haight, 2011). That said, it is important 
not to implement technology for the sake of technology (Ertmer & Ottenbreit-Leftwich, 
2013). Manzo (2015) writes, 
   The actual classroom use of such pieces of technology, as well as the 
technologies themselves, may vary greatly from teacher to teacher. A band or a 
choir director may find the only “technology” that supports his or her methods is 
to record the ensemble as they perform and listen to the recordings in the class 
while making critical notes. Other ensemble directors may find it helpful to make 
full YouTube channels of videos that demonstrate how to play each instrument, so 
that class time can be spent on performing the literature instead of repeatedly 
showing beginners how to hold and clean their clarinet. In all cases, there is likely 
some technology that exists that can assist your pedagogical objectives be they 
composition, performance, or education in general. (p. 182) 
 
Problem Statement 
 Each year, thousands of conservatory-trained musicians graduate and begin to 
cultivate their career in music (Ondracek-Peterson, 2013). The use of technology in 





with the increase of technology in the learning of music students, there have been 
difficulties integrating technology in a meaningful way for educators at the conservatory 
level (Ferreira, 2007). Rege (2008) questions which factors foster technology usage in 
schools of music: 
   What factors influence the amount of music technology taught at music 
schools? For example, does the curriculum with general education and core music 
requirements affect the amount taught? Is there a difference in technology 
requirements among different music majors? Are schools with music technology 
programs in place more likely to support music technology instruction? And 
finally, how are these technology skills assessed? (p. 18) 
 
Some researchers have noted challenges that affect the integration of technology into 
curriculum include staff training and professional development (Staples, Pugach, & 
Himes, 2005) and future training that is consistent and relevant (Bauer &Daugherty, 
2001). Professional development in technology instruction has primarily been overlooked 
as a necessary tool for music educators (Tweed, 2013). Ertmer and Ottenbreit-Leftwich 
(2013) state that pedagogical focus should be shifted from the integration of technology 
into curricula to the developed of technology-enabled teaching and learning.  
The integration of technology into conservatory curriculum arguably benefits 
students by introducing them to tools that can create more engaging musical experiences 
in group rehearsals, applied lessons, and individual practice (Day, 2017). Manzo (2015) 
believes technology creates new opportunities for musicians to not only expand their craft 
as artists, but also to engage with audiences in new ways. He notes,  
   From mobile apps to music-oriented video games, a wealth of new music-
making instruments and tools exist as a result of these new music technologies. 
With each application, the potential to use such tools to facilitate creativity for an 
audience also exists. Can you use QR codes to create an interactive “scannable” 
musical environment or gallery? In what ways can video game engines be used to 





performance venues of the past still exist as they always have, but the venues of 
tomorrow are still being created and defined. (p. 178) 
 
Music technology is an important component of music education and can foster 
student growth through individual learning paths (Cremata, 2010). Non-traditional 
methods of conservatory study, including the use of music technology, should be 
explored by music educators to facilitate student learning with technology 
(Caravello, 2017). As Rege (2008) argues, “students should be fluent in a myriad 
of music technologies. The skills to use these technologies should be acquired 
during their college experience” (p. 8). 
Purpose Statement 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the perceived role of technology in the 
conservatory curriculum as reported by conservatory students and faculty. Further, this 
study seeks to examine supports that are in place, for both students and faculty, in regard 
to integrating technology into current and future curricula. These supports include 
hardware and software acquisition and maintenance, professional development 
opportunities for faculty, student access to technology, within the conservatory. For the 
purpose of this study, music technology is the application of technology, such as 
computers and software, to the creation and performance of music. Whether it is the use 
of sequencer and editing software, or electronic musical devices, musical technology and 
its definition expands as technology expands.  Music technology encompasses the 
composition, recording, and playback of music (National Association for Music 






1. What role does music technology play at the music conservatory? 
2. How are music technology courses incorporated into conservatory curricula? 
3. How does music technology align with traditional conservatory culture and 
values?  
4. Do faculty members and students feel the use of technology in conservatory 
settings will better prepare students for a career in music? 
5. How are faculty members and students being supported in teaching and learning 
with music technology? 
Conceptual Framework 
 Music technology provides music students and educators with new paths of 
exploration in music composition and performance (Manzo, 2015). An investigation of 
the perceived role of technology in the conservatory curriculum, as well as supports that 
are in place for faculty and students, will benefit conservatory stakeholders. Research has 
been conducted to investigate the integration of technology into curricula (Cremata, 
2010; Dalgarno, 2009; Rege 2008; Srisurichan, 2012); however, the research tends to 
focus on challenges for technology integration rather than technology as a tool for 
supporting sound pedagogical practice (Ertmer & Ottenbreit-Leftwich, 2013). Teacher 
attitude (Dalgarno, 2009) as well as teacher efficacy (Haight, 2011) play a role in the 
integration of technology. Haight notes that, “changing related teacher beliefs and their 
technological self-efficacy may lead to an increase in technology integration into the 





searching to refine their professional practice are more likely to have a positive attitude 
toward the use of technology, resulting in a high level of self-efficacy. Educators should 
work to expand their professional practice through the lens of technology in order to 
prepare students for 21st-century career expectations (Ertmer & Ottenbreit-Leftwich, 
2013). 
Figure 1 depicts the connections between traditional conservatory culture and the 
integration of music technology in the curriculum. There are various nodes at which 
faculty and students engage with music technology: student use of technology, teacher 
efficacy, and physical access to technology. Access to technology impacts both students 
and faculty through general maintenance of hardware and software, and Bring Your Own 
Device (BYOD) initiatives. Of note, student use of technology (technology as a career 
tool, entrepreneurship, and transformative experiences with music technology as a 
performance tool) and teacher efficacy (integration of music technology into curricula, 
and professional development) seem to be on divergent paths, but in fact, inform one 
another. Student engagement with technology in the conservatory is directly related to the 
use of technology by faculty members. 
Delimitations 
1. This study only addressed the perceived role of music technology in the 
conservatory curricula, as reported by conservatory students and faculty, in 
two conservatories in North America. 
2. This study addressed the thoughts, perceptions and reflections of students and 





3. This multi-site case included two conservatories. Participants were provided 
pseudonyms and any likeness to actual conservatories is unintended and 
purely coincidental. 
Research Plan 
The researcher conducted a multi-site case study to examine the perceived role of 
technology in the conservatory curriculum as reported by conservatory students and 
faculty. Further, the researcher aimed to examine supports that are in place, for both 
students and faculty, in regard to integrating technology into current and future curricula. 
A multi-site case study provides data that is specific to the environments that are 
investigated (Wiersma & Jurs, 2005). While the researcher contacted the dean of students 
at six conservatories through electronic mail message and phone correspondence, only 
two conservatories consented to have research conducted at their institution. The 
researcher conducted interviews with five faculty members and five students from each 
conservatory, totaling 20 participants. Participants were provided pseudonyms to conceal 
their identities. The interview data were imported into QSR International’s NVivo 
software for qualitative data analysis. The findings from this study are presented in 
Chapter IV and discussed through the lens of the related literature in Chapter IV. 
Plan for Remaining Chapters 
 The related literature will be presented and explored in Chapter II. The 
methodology will be explained in greater detail in Chapter III. Chapters IV and V present 





the research questions presented earlier in this chapter. Finally, a summary of the study is 













II – REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 
This chapter aimed to support the rationale and research questions presented 
previously. The researcher will investigate the following areas as they relate to the study:  
 Technology and the Conservatory Curriculum 
 Technology in Music Education 
 Integration of Technology into Curriculum 
 Technology as a Musical Instrument 
 Technology and Entrepreneurship 
 Technology and Professional Development 
 Budgets for Hardware and Software Acquisition and Maintenance 
 Transformative Learning Theory  
Collectively, this research served to provide a foundation through which the findings of 
this study were explored in Chapters IV, V, and VI. 
Technology and the Conservatory Curriculum 
 With each passing year, conservatories graduate thousands of musicians who are 
seeking to enter an industry that is saturated with highly-qualified, professional musicians 
(Ondracek-Peterson, 2013). Students often choose a conservatory-based education 
because they wish to be immersed in the study of music without the distraction from 
other subject matters (Plasket, 1992). New expectations have been placed on 





communication, and the general culture in the United States in the twenty-first century” 
(Ondracek-Peterson, 2013, p. 21).  
Music curriculum in the conservatory has arguably been stagnant and tends to 
exclusively focus on Western Classical music (Kennedy, 2005). Further, Kennedy asserts 
that contemporary genres and styles are not equally honored within the conservatory 
curriculum. However, Kennedy noted a small subsection of music conservatories are 
utilizing music technology in degree offerings, and the overall curriculum. Kennedy 
writes: 
   The Music Technology major appeals to students who demonstrate interest in 
producing music with computers, music software, and MIDI equipment and 
stresses the application of technology as a valuable and near-indispensable 
resource in composition, new media, and performance. In broad terms, the 
curriculum focuses on the study of representative hardware and software theory, 
acquiring knowledge of technical aspects, and practical application of technology 
to musical tasks. (p. 160) 
  
Clarefield (2004) states that music conservatories prepare conservatory students 
to be highly-competent professional musicians but does not adequately prepare 
students for sustainable careers when leaving the conservatory.  
 Conservatory curricula should reflect the expectations and requirements of music 
students in the 21st century (Munnelly 2017; Ondracek-Peterson 2013): 
   Students are making movies and recording albums on their phones and 
computers before entering college. These students have exposure to a huge variety 
of music through music streaming services, YouTube, social media, etc. We 
cannot assume that their expectations in relation to education and careers are the 
same as students 20 years ago. (Munnelly, 2017, p. 6) 
 
Munnelly (2017) conducted research to ascertain if music students feel as if they are 
being adequately prepared for careers in music based upon the demands of a 21st-century 





in regard to study of their primary instrument, but a number of students did not feel that 
they were adequately prepared for the non-musical aspects of their career. Students 
expressed a need for, “business skills, marketing, financial management and technology 
skills” (p. 165).  
 Miksza (2012) believes that an open dialogue about innovation and curricular 
changes in music education should be nurtured and fostered, but cautions that such 
conversations should be grounded in reasoned argument. Miksza notes, 
   Several popular computer programs are designed so that individuals can create 
music using iconic representations of samples. Students working with these 
programs can often create a very nice sounding musical product very quickly. 
This, in and of itself, is not a problem. However, it would not be accurate to 
assume that a student’s understanding of principles of music composition or 
improvisation would develop quite so quickly and completely. (p. 47) 
 
Day (2017) would argue that as schools continue to embrace technology, learning 
will naturally begin to occur in that space. Technology in curriculum should be 
seen as just another tool in music learning, rather than the learning tool itself 
(Ertmer & Ottenbreit-Leftwich, 2013).  
 Technology is a valuable component of music learning and should be 
viewed as a component of post-secondary curricula (Cremata, 2010). However, a 
number of faculty members at conservatories and schools of music do not believe 
that technology should be a central focus of learning, even though music 
technology is pervasive in the careers of 21st-century musicians (Munnelly, 
2017). New facets of music education are often not widely accepted at first:  
   Resistance to a new facet of music education at the university level is not 
without precedent. When jazz music first entered university curricula in the form 
of ensembles and courses for credit, many music educators resisted this 






Technology has not been integrated at the conservatory at the same rate as other 
academic institutions, such as schools of music (Varma, 2016). This is primarily 
due to teacher comfort level with technology, desire to use technology, and a 
belief that technology may not provide value above what is offered in traditional 
curricula (Rege, 2008). 
Technology in Music Education 
The study of music can be a highly engaging and a potentially profound 
experience for teachers and students alike. Teachers often search for pedagogical 
methods that offer a deeper musical experience for a wider selection of the student 
population (Caravello, 2017). In recent years, music technology has emerged as a viable 
and integral component of a student’s musical exploration (Caravello, 2017). Bruner 
(1996) states that the function of education is to provide individuals with skills and the 
opportunity to use those skills in a manner that is indicative of their full potential. 
Technology in music education can arguably provide these skills and offer activities that 
heighten the musical experience of students (Manzo, 2016) 
Cremata (2010) notes,  
   Music education technology, the use of technology for music instruction, needs 
specific and pointed direction regarding its relevance to the music education 
community coupled with serious introspection to begin a free exchange of ideas 
among its educators as it continues to evolve from its current stage of early 
development. (p. 11) 
  
Cremata conducted research to determine how music technology was used to foster the 
development of music education students. Further, he sought to discover how students 
learn to use technology and what issues, if any, they experienced in this pursuit. The 





and can reach students at their current state of development: “Music technology, 
especially in the form of visual interfaces, is greatly capable of accessing both the visual 
and aural learning pathways of students” (Cremata, 2010, p. 184). Further, the study 
found that there were many benefits associated with technology in the classroom. 
Cremata explains, 
   Several participants felt that numerous benefits existed with the use of music 
technology for learning in music education practice. They suggested how music 
technology facilitates creativity, allows students to work at their own pace, helps 
students learn through their own approaches, and helps them work through trial 
and error. They suggested that this ultimately allows teachers the freedom to more 
readily address the needs of multiple students in a mixed level classroom. If 
faculty at these sites are to effectively teach groups of students at a time, then 
tools like music technology might prove effective to help maximize learning 
potential. (p. 185) 
 
Pitts and Kwami (2002) studied the impact of information and communications 
technology (ICT) in schools throughout England. Students used ICT in music classes to 
compose music in groups. The researchers sought to discover the level of usage and the 
role of technology in schools. Pitts and Kwami found that the majority of the schools 
used technology in their music lessons, but there did not seem to be a standard approach 
between schools and within classrooms in each school. Teacher training was identified as 
an obstacle in some of the schools because there was not a standard curriculum for 
teaching with technology. Even with the absence of a consistent curriculum, students 
reported that they were able to engage with music on a deeper level when technology was 
incorporated into lessons. Hungate (2016) agrees with Pitts and Kwami (2002) and 
conducted research to design musical experiences with technology that could be utilized 





technologically-based tools and techniques that they [teachers] can use in their 
classrooms on a daily basis to enhance their students’ musicianship and make 
their [teachers] traditional band, choir, or orchestra program stronger. (p. 2) 
 
There are a number of software applications for teachers to use in education. Teachers 
could benefit from curated lists, and accompanying lessons, to utilize technology in 
music learning (Hungate, 2016).  
Portowitz, Peppler, and Downton (2014) conducted research to determine if music 
technology could be utilized to augment and enhance the InHarmony Model of music 
learning. This model, targeted at younger learners, incorporates multiple modalities of 
learning: working memory, self-regulation, and cognitive flexibility. The researchers 
relied upon the Teach, Learn, Evaluate! (TLE) software package. The software offers a 
series of online lessons that scaffold a sequence of musical activities. They found that 
students excelled in their music learning through the lessons provided by TLE. Portowitz 
et al. (2014) state, 
   The InHarmony program proposed a multi-layered model for children to study 
music using computer technology. Through carefully designed individual study 
sessions, followed by group tasks and discussions, the participants engaged in a 
learning process that helped them better understand what they know, how they 
learn, and how they can improve their musical understanding. (p. 258) 
 
The researchers believe that the results of this study can be replicated in music 
learners of various ages. Further, they believe the InHarmony model can offer a,  
holistic environment sensitive to the preferences of today’s students and to their 
individual modes of learning. By proposing a technology-based music education 
curriculum, it provides a model of how music education classrooms may stimulate 
active learning. (p. 285) 
 
 The use of music technology is not limited to a singular device and can be 
incorporated through numerous hardware and software applications (Manzo, 2016). 





sought to examine the effectiveness of e-learning in music theory and music appreciation 
courses. The researcher utilized attitudinal questionnaires, and pre- and post-tests of 
music achievement with participants. The questionnaires were designed to measure the 
technological background and perceptions of student participants. The pre- and post-tests 
were administered to measure student achievement in music theory and composition. Md 
Noor found students’ perceptions of technology correlated to motivation to use 
technology. Further, students who used e-learning technologies performed significantly 
higher on music theory and appreciation assessments when compared to students who 
used traditional methods. Technology can be used to more deeply engage students in 
music learning (Md Noor, 2014).  
 Caravello (2017) was interested in examining how the study of popular music was 
incorporated into string performance programs: “Although classical repertoire may still 
dominate the music studied in a traditional string orchestra setting, music education needs 
to acknowledge popular music as a valuable form of contemporary repertoire” (p. 13). 
Caravello argues that nontraditional string methods, such as the incorporation of music 
technology, are an important component of popular music and should be explored by 
classical music students in tandem with explorations in multiculturalism. Allsup (2011) 
notes that borrowing from musical styles can provoke, “fascinating discussions about the 
meaning of multiculturalism, cultural ownership, and when, whether, and how to respect 
traditions outside the Western classical art paradigm” (p. 32). Caravello (2017) found that 
music technology, in tandem with other nontraditional string methods, engaged students 





  In recent years, social media has become increasingly important because it allows 
people to, “maintain connections with friends and family and disseminate thoughts and 
information to a potentially large audience in a matter of seconds” (Albert, 2015, p. 31). 
With this sentiment in mind, a number of educators have used social media for personal 
reasons, but are now beginning to see the benefits of social media, and related 
technology, in the classroom (Freberg & Kim, 2017). Social media can allow educators 
and students to engage with one another, as well as peers, outside of the walls of the 
traditional classroom (Vlieghe, Vandermeersche, & Soetaert, 2016). Social media 
networks can help to build communities of practice among educators as well as students 
(Albert, 2015). He explains how this technological advancement in education has been of 
benefit to students:  
   Through these communities hosted by YouTube and online forums, students of 
all ages—adolescent through late adult- hood—have been able to learn about 
musical performance practices at home. Students are able to upload self-generated 
video and audio files for feedback from other members of the online community. 
Reciprocal positive interactions within the online communities and feedback on 
self-generated video and audio files have resulted in positive music learning 
experiences, improved confidence, and strengthened self-concepts as musicians. 
(p. 32) 
 
Further, Albert explains how social media networks can aid students in honing 
performance skills:  
   Social networks such as Facebook Groups, Edmodo, and Google Classroom can 
host videos and audio files recorded by a member of an online community—a 
music class or ensemble—with the purpose of soliciting supportive and 
constructive feedback. Teachers can facilitate a discussion about what 
constructive feedback looks like, model it for students with a sample student 






Integration of Technology into Curricula 
There are many ways to conceptualize what a curriculum is, but at the most basic 
level curriculum can be thought of as a purpose to action (Tyler, 1949). In an ideal 
setting, this purpose to action is arguably a pedagogical framework through which 
educators and students learn together. Innovations in technology have provided educators 
with rich instructional tools, but the adoption of these instructional tools has been slow 
(Haight, 2011). This is often due to, “intrinsic factors such as beliefs related to teaching 
and learning, as well as teacher concerns regarding self-efficacy and their ability to 
effectively implement technology” (p. 12). Acquiring and maintaining new pedagogical 
skills in regard to technology can be difficult, and at times, unsustainable for educators 
(Ausband, 2006). The integration of technology into curricula should be focused on 
sound pedagogical approaches, rather than the technology itself (King-Sears & 
Evmenova 2007). Miksza (2013) agrees with Ausband (2006) and shares the following: 
   We must be careful not to conflate technological progress with educational 
progress when considering how new technologies can be incorporated in music 
curricula. Teachers and students make the learning happen. Technology by itself 
does not, regardless of the technological tool involved (such as tablet computers, 
touch screens, and social networking applications). (p. 47) 
 
Srisurichan (2012) conducted research to explore the integration of technology in 
classrooms and how teacher beliefs impact the level to which technology is used in 
instruction. Srisurichan notes, 
   Teachers progress through different stages when trying to teach with 
technology. These stages range from deciding whether to adopt or reject a 
technological innovation for teaching, to obtaining but not often using or actively 
incorporating technology into their practice on a regular to refining their 
technology practice for better solutions toward more constructivist approaches. (p. 
153) 
 





   Key factors affecting educational technology integration can be separated into 
two categories: (1) subjective characteristics of teachers (e.g., teachers’ beliefs 
about pedagogy and their own technology proficiency, their access to technology, 
their freedom to shape instruction, and their knowledge of/experience with 
teaching and learning with technology) and (2) factors associated with teaching 
environments (e.g., time and opportunity for experiencing technology integration, 
support from mentors/school administrators/colleagues, and learning 
communities). (p. 157) 
 
Educator attitudes towards technology integration often varies between schools, 
and even within classrooms (Oncu, Delialioglu, & Brown, 2008). Teachers are often the 
driving force for integrating technology into the classroom. Oncu et al. conducted 
research to determine how teachers decide which technologies are relevant to their 
classroom community and to ascertain what teachers expect to gain from adopting new 
technologies. The researchers collected participant data through interviews with teacher 
and classroom observations. Participants stated that the integration of technology into the 
school curriculum was difficult due, in part, to lack of availability of the technology 
itself. The availability of technology in classrooms is a critical component of student 
learning (Dobbs, 2017). School funding severely limited the use and adoption of 
technology in the curriculum. Despite participant difficulties in using technology in the 
classroom, the researchers identified several positive attributes of technology integration 
in curricula: (a) student application of knowledge through the lens of technology, (b) 
increased student involvement, (c) increased student comfort with technology, and the (d) 
continued exploration of integrating technology in a meaningful way.  
Welch (2013) built on the work of Fuller (2002), who conducted research to 
determine if technical or technology coordinators have an impact on the integration of 
technology into the curriculum. Fuller says that technology coordinators carry the burden 





teaching and support, and general maintenance of technology throughout the school. 
Fuller concluded that technology coordinators have a significant impact on how 
technology is integrated in a school. Welch echoed the findings of Fuller and noted that 
instructional technology research teachers (ITRT) had a significant impact on the 
integration of technology teacher efficacy in Virginia schools. Welch notes, 
   Since training/support provided by the ITRT was positively correlated with 
increased teacher comfort with technology with participants who reported fairly 
high levels of comfort with technology, it would seem valuable to research 
whether the ITRT model may be even more effective with teachers whose 
comfort level is initially lower. (p. 86) 
 
Further, Welch states, 
   It would appear from this study that contact with the ITRT had a positive impact 
on teachers' tendencies to engage in certain technology-based activities and 
behaviors. Data showed that the more frequently those interactions occurred, the 
more likely teachers were to integrate technology in their classrooms. (p. 86) 
 
Laptop programs have been in existence, in some form, since the late 90s, but 
even with new technology in the classroom, the manner in which teachers construct and 
teach lessons has largely remained the same (Dalgarno, 2009). The findings indicated that 
it is not enough to solely purchase hardware and place it in school community; 
technology integration should be met with supports that foster creative instruction and 
student learning. Necessary supports include: (a) understanding intrinsic and extrinsic 
motivation of teachers and related goals, (b) clear professional development plans and 
strategies, (c) faculty planning across disciplines, (d) budgeting for upgrades and 
maintenance of technology, and (e) dedicated support personnel for integrating 
technology into lessons (Dalgarno, 2009). Tweed (2013) would agree with Dalgarno in 
that teachers should be supported in their integration of technology. However, Tweed 





technology, it should be placed upon sound pedagogical practices that are supported by 
technology. This discrete difference shifts the focus off the technological tools at hand, 
and refocuses on student learning through technology (Stewart, 2014).  
Rege (2008) conducted research to ascertain the skills that were necessary to 
undergraduate music students. Rege states,  
   Too few undergraduate performance majors are learning the music technology 
skills that they will need to function effectively as working musicians once they 
graduate. Professional musicians need to have the ability to use technology to 
notate music, arrange/edit /play back music, record music, organize their digital 
music collection, and market themselves digitally. Yet, most performance majors 
graduate from college without having been taught these skills. (p. 5) 
 
Rege (2008) found that undergraduate students were not being exposed to technology in 
the learning because conservatories do not implement technology in the core curriculum. 
Further, “insufficient funding,” “lack of facilities and equipment,” and, “weak technology 
skills of the faculty” were identified as contributing factors (p. 56). 
 Ritzenthaler (2009) would agree with Rege (2008) and Dalgarno (2009): “With 
billions of dollars being spent nationally, and millions district wide, on educational 
technology each year, what evidence was there that educators were integrating 
educational technology into their everyday lessons?” (p.2). Ritzenthaler examined how 
technology was being incorporated into secondary schools. Findings indicated that 
teachers were not supported in the integration of technology into the curriculum. 
Participants reported that they received, “twenty or fewer hours of training in the last five 
years” (p. 77). While Ritzenthaler’s study is nearly 10 years old at the time of this 
writing, the results are echoed by Ertmer and Ottenbreit-Leftwich (2013), Tweed (2013), 





Technology as a Musical Instrument 
 The traditional definition of a musical instrument and where and how it is 
performed is changing in the world of technology (Cremata & Powell, 2017). Music 
technology is transforming the definition of a music instrument. Riddell (1993) examined 
how musical instruments have evolved over time. He posits that instruments that one 
might consider traditional today were at one point feats of technological advancement. 
With this sentiment in mind, Riddell argues that “traditional” instruments have evolved 
as techniques for building them have improved. He explains how the construction of 
violin strings evolved to reflect the needs of performers: 
   Gut strings produce a sound not reminiscent of the modern violin. Aesthetic 
preferences aside, the emergence of steel string violins met the demand for 
presentation of violin music in large concert halls which were a relatively 
unknown acoustic space in the eighteenth century. Although concert halls were 
becoming more common by the end of the nineteenth century, it was not until the 
1920s that steel strings became necessary and accepted for orchestral music. 
(p.43) 
 
Riddell explains that the introduction of new technological instruments is often difficult 
and ultimately met with skepticism not unlike computer-based music performance 
(Cremata, 2010). He describes the introduction of the Theremin, an instrument created by 
Soviet inventor Léon Theremin in 1928, as a technological wonder. The instrument was 
prominently featured in radio broadcasts and early film music, but in the end, was 
ultimately disregarded by many as a novelty (Riddell, 1993). Musical instruments that are 
technology-based are often seen as illegitimate by musicians and are believed to lower 
the quality of music performance (Cremata, 2010).  
 In recent years, music technology has been able to move past the perceived 





arguably provided the foundation for the creation of others. D’Errico (2016) investigated 
digital instrument creation, digital literacy and cultural practice, and digital instrument 
performance in pop culture. He notes that musical genres on the cultural fringe, such as 
hip hop, would likely not exist if it were not for music technology. D’Errico explains, 
   While hip-hop practitioners had always admired the perceived physicality of 
“analog” hardware devices such as drum machines and samplers, the 
experimental nature of Low End Theory led many DJs to embrace software in 
their stage setups for the first time. As a result, the laptop screen created a literal 
and metaphorical barrier between performer and audience, encouraging musicians 
to seek new ways of highlighting the process of music-making for their audiences. 
(p. 2) 
 
D’Errico (2016) believes that the incorporation of software into live performance began 
to elevate its status as a musical instrument. Further, D’Errico believes that musical 
exploration in software has led to creative shifts in hardware, but the use of computer-
based music in live performance has been met with skepticism:  
   Since the computer serves as the primary focal point for the stage setup, laptop 
DJs are often accused of playing video games or simply checking e-mail without 
offering the audience an entertaining performance. (p. 136) 
 
Williams (2014) shares D’Errico’s assertion that the combination of computer hardware 
and software can create new dynamic musical instruments and performance opportunities 
for musicians. He argues that modern hardware creations, such as Apple’s iPad, are 
paving the way for new musical experiences. Further, he cautions the marginalization of 
music technology in favor of traditional musical instruments, such as the trumpet and 
oboe. Williams writes, 
   Our mistake in traditional music education is that we elevate the importance and 
worthiness of certain instruments. This is a mistake and tends to marginalize other 
instruments and, by default, the styles with which they are usually associated – 
not to mention the humans who participate with, and gain meaning from, such 






Williams has utilized iPads in the creation of what he refers to as a, “modern chamber 
orchestra” (p. 95). Manzo (2016) notes that music ensembles that primarily comprise 
digital instruments such as the iPad were simply not possible just a few decades ago 
because hardware had not advanced to level that could facilitate real-time performance 
through the lens of software and hardware. An iPad, much like a computer workstation, 
can perform various functions that are dictated by the software that is installed on the 
device (Riley, 2013). To that end, an iPad can just as easily function as a word processing 
tool as it can as a tool for music composition, performance and production. The 
functionality of the iPad has also been extended by hardware manufacturers in recent 
years. An increasing number of third-party companies are building devices to specifically 
enhance the composition and performance capabilities of mobile devices, such as the 
iPad (Gaines, 2015). This is arguably further abstracting the idea of music technology as 
in instrument. For Williams (2014) the notion of being an, “iPadist” (p. 97) is sometimes 
difficult for performers of traditional instruments to support. This is due to the multi-
faceted design of the device. 
Kang (2016) conducted research to determine students’ preference of performing 
with iPads in music classrooms. She sought to determine if students would more deeply 
engage in classroom performance opportunities through the use of an iPad, or through the 
use of more “traditional” instruments, such as the guitar, and the gayageum, a Korean 
string instrument. Kang found that many students preferred to use the iPad because it, 
“appeared to promote students’ engagement by minimizing the challenges and 
stimulating willingness to learn” (p. 84). Conversely, other students preferred to use 





acoustic instruments in an authentic setting. Some students complained that the iPad 
instruments were too easy and boring to enjoy due to their simplified functions” (p. 86). 
While data collected in this study did not determine a clear preference for digital or 
acoustic instruments, it suggested that the iPad can be used as a tool to differentiate 
instruction and to help engage students in music learning (Kang, 2016).  
In another study, Martin (2016) investigated music making with touchscreen 
applications and sought ways to network devices to extend the device’s capabilities to 
support interactive creative performance in group settings. Martin used iPads as, “Digital 
Musical Instruments (DMIs) where users interact with touch-screens to directly control 
synthesized sounds” (p. 1). Martin developed six iPad applications, as well as a server 
application to support networked performance, throughout the course of the study. The 
study utilized machine learning to analyze the qualities of each performance and 
rehearsal with the DMIs. Further, Martin’s system provided real-time responses to the 
performer who was using the DMI in a musical setting. Martin found that the user 
interface (UI) response system augmented and enhanced the perceived quality of 
improvised musical performances with DMIs.  
 The use of the Internet for music learning, performance and composition has 
increased as web technologies have evolved to allow desktop-class software to run in a 
web browser (Rosas, Machado, & Behar, 2016). These technological advancements have 
been leveraged by companies, such as MusicFirst, and allow individual users to engage 
with software that is hosted on remote servers on any compatible, web-enabled device. 
This innovation arguably provides new opportunities for Internet-based performance and 





2016). Upitis, Abrami, Brook, Troop, and Varela (2012) found that Internet-based tools 
can benefit applied lessons with traditional instruments. They state: 
   Web-based technology has the ability to increase students’ motivation to 
practice, and in doing so, provide support to both students and teachers in the 
studio music context. Results also demonstrated that students develop more 
sophisticated self-regulation strategies as a result of using these tools, and that 
these strategies are applied to the learning of repertoire and other music-making 
activities. (p. 13) 
 
Technology has also had an impact on the venues in which music can be performed and 
experiences in. Cremata and Powell (2017) conducted research that involved the use of 
an online music collaboration project (OMCP). Students were asked to engage in musical 
collaborations outside of the traditional music classroom through online music 
performance tools. The researchers found that students were enthusiastic about the 
process of creating music online and collaborating with others. The students reported that 
they experienced greater autonomy in the collaborative online space because, “students 
can now co-create, co-construct, and co-learn, all while co-shaping their sense of self in 
culturally relevant learning environments that are supportive, liberating, engaging, and 
challenging” (p. 313). Cremata and Powell believe that online collaborative spaces could 
evolve into new virtual performance spaces that allow users in remote locations to 
interact with each other.    
Technology and Entrepreneurship 
 Professionals in the 21st century approach their work and career paths in many 
ways that are drastically different than did their counterparts generations before. This is 
due in part to technological tools that have emerged (Ertmer & Ottenbreit-Leftwich, 





teaching profession, and related teaching tools and best practices, has largely remain 
unchanged by the emergence of technology in the late 20th century. Ertmer and 
Ottenbreit-Leftwich believe that teachers need to further their professional practice in 
order to prepare students to be digital citizens of the 21st century. They explain, 
   As with other professionals, we expect teachers to use technology in ways that 
extend and increase their effectiveness. It is no longer appropriate to suggest that 
teachers’ low-level uses of technology are adequate to meet the needs of the 21st-
century learner. Using technology simply to support lecture-based instruction falls 
far short of recommended best practice. (p. 257) 
 
Technological tools are invaluable in cultivating a career in music (Varma, 2016). An 
entrepreneurial spirit that incorporates the use of varied tools, including technology, is 
important to sustaining a music career: “Musicians need to know how to self-promote 
through social media and traditional interpersonal connections, network, be able to use 
electronics such as an electric violin, adapt and use technology” (Ondracek-Peterson, 
2013, p. 168).  
 Snow (2012) conducted research to examine how entrepreneurship is fostered in 
schools of music to prepare for sustainable careers in music. Many conservatories and 
schools of music are offering programs to foster entrepreneurialism in music students. 
Many of these programs aim to help music students develop “non-musical” skills to 
support a career in music. Students are introduced to pedagogical skills for incorporating 
teaching into professional practice, as well as business, networking, and marketing skills. 
Snow noted that technological skills are important to for students are working to maintain 
a career in music. The, “ubiquity of musical learning options now available through 
online and interactive technologies on computers, mobile devices, and game consoles 





learning options will arguably support students as the build a career as a 21st-century 
musician. Many students in schools of music and conservatories share the belief the 
technology is an important component of a successful music career (Munnelly, 2017). 
 Music technology has allowed musicians to place a greater emphasis on becoming 
their own business and taking control of their career trajectory. This is due to recent 
reductions in cost of professional-grade audio recording hardware and software (Tonelli, 
2015). Musicians can now create high-quality audio recordings in non-traditional 
environments with increasingly portable computers and mobile devices (Gaines, 2015; 
Manzo, 2017; Walzer, 2016). Tonelli (2015) states that music technology is providing 
new revenue streams for professional musicians through work in recording studios and 
music technology companies. Further, “the Internet, email, music-related software, and 
social media” (p. 401) were identified as technological competencies that would be of 
benefit to students. Technological skills – when used in tandem with, “non-tangible 
skills,” such as communication and presentation, networking, goal setting and time 
management – can foster a sustainable career in music (Tonelli, 2015).  
 Unlike those with career paths in many creative fields, musicians have the 
opportunity to work for company-based employment, such as recurring performance in 
symphonic orchestra or a Broadway pit. In recent years, the number of qualified 
musicians seeking to obtain full-time employment in a performance ensemble has grown 
dramatically despite the lack of new performance opportunities (Bennett & Bridgstock, 
2015). For this reason, the creative work of musicians is often explored through a 
portfolio of part-time, ad hoc performance opportunities. Bennett and Bridgstock sought 





students during the first week of their post-secondary studies in the arts. They 
interviewed five students of the original cohort upon graduation to explore how their 
career aspirations evolved throughout their studies. The researchers found that most 
students sought full-time employment in a performance ensemble at the beginning of 
their post-secondary studies. However, perceptions of success and career trajectory 
changed as students worked to build careers upon graduation. Bennett and Bridgstock 
note that student, “portfolio work” now included teaching engagements, as well as 
explorations in music technology to foster performance opportunities. 
 The study of music technology arguably expands the entrepreneurial spirit of 
musicians by providing tools to widen the scope of career opportunities (Dobbs, 2017). 
Many musicians are exploring composing music for video game consoles. Newcomb 
(2012) detailed the history of music performance and composition for video games. 
Newcomb stated that many early video game soundtracks were composed by 
programmers who possessed a limited musical sentiment, and as a result, early music did 
not exhibit a range large complexity or musicality. As video game consoles evolved, so 
did the music that was composed for the video games. Composers who were well-versed 
in music technology were able to create more intricate scores that adapted to game play 
(Newcomb, 2012). This new avenue of music composition that was born out of 
technological advancements in the late 20th century has arguably created new career paths 
for musicians. Music students should be presented with the tools to broaden their 
understanding of technology (Dobbs, 2017) so that they will be better equipped to 





Technology and Professional Development 
 Technology evolves at a staggering rate due to human ingenuity and innovation in 
the sciences (Murthy & Mani, 2013). Technology has a deeply rooted role in society and 
education. Manzo (2016) states that there are many ways that technology has can be used 
in music education, as well as performance. He believes that music technology can be 
combined into the following categories: composition, performance and education. Further 
sub-categories for each category include self-directed activities and teacher-facilitated 
activities. With the arguably ever-changing landscape of technology, it can be difficult 
for educators to remain current with advancements. Boriack (2013) notes that students 
are often seen as “digital natives” while their teachers are seen as “digital immigrants.” 
She argues that students have grown up with technology and are more comfortable with 
its use in many facets of their life, as a result. Those who teach with music technology are 
often self-taught and have not had formal training to integrate technology into the 
curriculum (Sorah, 2012). Conservatory faculty members are undoubtedly skilled 
performers, composers and theorists, but may not have the proper training to engage with 
technology on a deep level. Without this training, it is extremely difficult to marry the use 
of technology to sound curricular goals (Boriak, 2013). 
Levin and Wadmany (2008) conducted a longitudinal study that reports the 
factors affecting instruction with technology by examining six teachers who use 
technology in the classroom. The three-year study found that the manner in which a 
teacher teaches is directly related to the experience they have had. In other words, you 
teach what you know and do. The study suggests that in order to prepare teachers to teach 





students. Further, the study suggests that we look beyond the classroom experience of 
teachers and honor their development patterns of learning to better prepare them to teach 
technology in a manner that is meaningful and engaging. Jackson (2013) agrees with 
Levin and Wadmany in that professional development for teachers should be 
individualized and tailored to their specific needs:  
   One-size-fits-all trainings are not sufficient in training teachers to integrate 
technology in the classroom. Research also shows that to have effective training, a 
training needs analysis (TNA) should be conducted by the individual or group 
responsible for conducting the training. (p. 74) 
 
Mentorship in the use of technology can also provide individual support for 
teachers as they work to design curricula that incorporate technology (Kopcha, 2012). In 
order for professional development to be successful, it should be consistently available to 
educators (Penland, 2011). This helps to ensure comprehension and retention of 
information. The Internet can be effective in this regard because information is generally 
available at all times. Bauer and Daugherty (2001) studied the Internet’s ability to 
augment the training of music teachers. The participants in the study were comprised of 
music education graduate students from Ball State University and the University of 
Kansas. Participants used the Internet to complete assignments and collaborate via online 
Listservs. Bauer and Daugherty noted that participants in the study found the online 
collaboration to be highly engaging because they were able to participate on their own 
terms, ultimately learning from their peers. The online community became a support 
system for the participants. In the end, this tool transformed the learning process of 
educators and provides a continuous support system for educators. 
In a separate study, Bauer, Reese, and McAllister (2003) conducted research to 





Two hundred and three music teachers were enrolled at summer music technology 
workshops in 19 separate locations, primarily in the eastern and Midwestern United 
States. The participants represented varying disciplines of music education: general 
music, choral music and instrumental music. Sixty percent held bachelor’s degrees, 38% 
held master’s degrees and 2% held doctoral degrees. The researchers found that 
professional development did indeed aid teachers in using technology; however, there 
was a reduction in technology usage in the weeks and months after the sessions ended. 
This suggested that professional development should continual to garner the most 
positive result. 
 Day (2017) states that,  
   Students today are expected to develop key learning and innovation skills to 
achieve success in a globally connected and technology-infused world, including 
creativity and innovation, critical thinking and problem-solving, and 
communication and collaboration. (p. 16) 
 
Further, he argues that if that expectation is imposed on students, it is imperative that we 
provide teachers with the proper tools to foster student success. Many educators are not 
adequately trained to facilitate student learning, through the lens of technology, in the 
classroom (Day, 2017). Ertmer and Ottenbreit-Leftwich (2013) argue that the integration 
of technology into the curriculum has failed, and continues to fail, despite investments of 
time and money in infrastructure, training and support. They believe that a philosophical 
shift away from technology integration, and the tools identified to acquire it, is necessary. 
Further, they believe a focus on technology-enabled learning, and the pedagogy 
necessary to facilitate it, is an approach that offers a deeper collaborative role for teachers 





 Tweed (2013) agrees with Ertmer and Ottenbreit-Leftwich’s belief that educators 
should be supported in technology-enabled learning, rather than focusing on the 
acquisition of technology and subsequent integration. Tweed explored the professional 
development of technology through the lens of self-efficacy. She defines this term as, “a 
teacher’s judgment of his or her capability to bring about desired outcomes of student 
engagement and learning” (p. 16). Tweed conducted research to analyze a combination of 
factors regarding technology integration, including teacher age, teacher self-efficacy, 
years of teaching experience, and the quality of professional development teachers are 
receiving on using the technology. She found that there was a significant correlation 
between self-efficacy, meaningful and relevant professional development, and successful 
use of technology in the classroom. If teachers are supported in developing new and 
innovative pedagogical approaches to use of technology in education they will be more 
confident in their abilities, and as a result, effective in the classroom (Tweed, 2013).   
 Stewart (2014) posits that a shift is needed from the professional development of 
teachers to the development of professional learning within the school community. She 
states,  
   Appropriate conditions and characteristics of PD augment the potential for 
depth of understanding that leads to change in teaching practice. This is a shift 
from passive and intermittent PD to that which is active, consistent, based in the 
teaching environment, and supported by peers in a professional learning 
community (PLC). PLCs that have demonstrated success are comprised of 
teachers from the same school who have autonomy to select their learning 
objectives and have gone through training on how to collaborate. (p. 14) 
 
Stewart offers a five-step process that aims to support teachers and students in learning 
communities. These steps are: (a) identify student learning needs, (b) identify related 





critique and reflect on lessons. Further, Stewart believes that PLCs can have a positive 
impact on the effectiveness of professional practice of teachers: 
   Attending to the components of professional learning activities within a PLC 
can provide the structure needed to forward adult literacy teaching. These learning 
opportunities should be aligned to broader initiatives and goals within programs 
and states that allow connections from research to practice with feedback and 
reflection. Teacher learning is most impactful when participants are part of a 
community of practice with others from their program or those who teach the 
same student levels and type of content. (p. 31) 
 
In a separate study, Welch (2013) examined the role of technology integrators to 
provide support for the integration of music technology into existing and future courses. 
He refers to technology integrators as Instructional Technology Resource Teachers 
(ITRT). While the ITRT are not specifically trained in music technology, they work with 
existing music teachers to provide support for integrating technology in curriculum. The 
researcher found that music teachers who were supported by ITRT reported increased use 
and comfort level with music technology during instruction. Further, participants reported 
an increased tendency to engage with technology in their professional practice. Welch 
explains, 
   In addition to comfort, it would appear from this study that contact with the 
ITRT had a positive impact on teachers' tendencies to engage in certain 
technology-based activities and behaviors. Data showed that the more frequently 
those interactions occurred, the more likely teachers were to integrate technology 
in their classrooms. (p. 86) 
 
Budgets for Hardware and Software Acquisition and Maintenance 
 It is often difficult for educational institutions to acquire hardware and software 
for use by faculty and students due to the high cost of these items (Taylor, 2013). Further, 





integrating technology. Rege (2008) states that schools of music should allocate 
additional funding for technology purchases. She explains, 
   Given that 63.2% of the survey respondents indicated that their music school 
spent 10% or less of the operating budget on music related hardware and 
software, and that survey respondents also indicated that this amount was 
inadequate, funding is a major area that should be examined by music schools. 
While the exact percentage cannot be specified, it is evident that schools need to 
spend more on music technology to ensure adequate funding for hardware, 
software, facilities, maintenance, personnel for support, and training. The 
technology budget should take into account the size of the student and faculty 
bodies, as well as curricular offerings. (p. 60) 
 
Dobbs (2017) believes that access to music technology in the classroom is essential for 
student development in modern careers in music despite the costs associated with 
acquiring it. Dalgarno (2009) noted that budgets for acquiring hardware and software in 
educational institutions is not the only problem educational institutions face when making 
technology available. Dalgarno reported that two challenges emerged from the 
fragmentation of non-standardized computer hardware: 
   First, older models of laptops (owned by some students) were unable to support 
emerging course-specific software programs deemed essential by some teachers 
for particular topics or courses. Second, there was an insufficient quantity of 
peripheral technology (e.g., SmartBoards, printers) to support emerging 
curriculum and teaching initiatives. These observations suggest that hardware 
needs to be updated regularly to support curriculum initiatives and the focus on 
individual hardware needs that are equitable, not equal, in order to support 
teachers' needs. (p. 208) 
 
Maintaining a non-standardized set of hardware and software can increase maintenance 
costs for educational institutions.  
 Heap (2018) notes that technological advances in recent years have made 
hardware and software acquisition more affordable for schools. That said, the costs of 
acquiring hardware and software are still significant. Heap conducted research to 





supported with technology both in the school and at home. They were provided a 
computer to use while at school and a laptop for home use. Heap discovered that while 
the costs of purchasing and maintaining computers were high, educational institutions 
often overlook the cost of training faculty members and staff to effectively use 
technology during instruction: 
   Professional development must be a factor in any successful one to one platform 
adoption. Additional staff training, and professional development must focus on 
increasing the use of technology in schools and giving teachers the tools 
necessary to effectively utilize one to one devices. (p. 70) 
 
Leech (2010) would agree with Heap and believes that professional development should 
be included in technology integration plans.  
 Taylor (2013) conducted research to investigate the sustainability of technology 
integration in schools. The findings suggested that the costs associated with technology 
integration are not limited to the narrow scope of purchasing hardware and software, 
although this cost was significant. Long-term support for technology purchases also 
included upgrading technology acquisitions and training new and returning staff. Taylor 
suggests that, “making long-range plans for sustained funding is crucial. Clearly 
communicating the benefits of the model to stakeholders at various levels of the 
educational system may help sustain the program as well” (p. 173). Pine-Thomas (2017) 
explains that schools may not always be able to afford the costs associated with 
maintaining technology acquisitions. It is the responsibility of school administration to 
secure long-term funding in order to support the maintenance of technology acquisitions 






 In recent years, schools have begun to implement bring your own device (BYOD) 
programs in order to allow students to use their personal computing devices for school-
related activities, including instruction. BYOD programs have arguably helped schools 
offset the costs of purchasing hardware and software (Kotok & Kryst, 2017) while 
creating learning environments that foster increased efficiency and quality of work 
(Merga, 2015). BYOD programs have become increasingly popular in education because 
learning communities often do not require as strict data protection policies as 
corporations require (Hellquist, 2014). That said, educational institutions should ensure 
that, “sensitive data including student records and institutional knowledge must be kept 
with the utmost security” (p. 34).  
 BYOD programs have been seen as a way for educational institutions to save 
money on technology acquisitions (Kotok & Kryst, 2017), but the expansion of the 
network infrastructure required to support student-owned devices can be significant 
(Hellquist, 2014). Specialized network hardware is necessary for the implementation of 
BYOD networks. Hellquist explains, 
   Wiring and wireless access points (APs) are often installed and then never seen 
by anyone again. However, they are the building blocks of a network and must be 
taken into consideration along the way of BYOD implementation. Every device 
on a local area network (LAN), and the internet for that matter, has its own unique 
identifying address designating its spot on the LAN. (p. 35) 
 
Hellquist believes that challenges of building BYOD networks are outweighed by the 
benefits of BYOD implementation.  
 Merga (2015) agrees that BYOD programs can be of benefit to educational 
communities, but raises concerns about students being continuously connected to 





   While schools have increasingly embraced technology in recent times, with 
some research indicating resultant benefits for student digital literacy, motivation 
and assessment scores, the introduction of BYOD may signal significant changes 
to school cultures that are only being understood through implementation. It is 
concerning that little consideration appears to have been given to the potential 
impacts of BYOD policy on student health, particularly due to increasing 
understandings of the impacts of physical and mental health issues that emerge 
from high levels of screen-time in young people. (p. 470) 
 







III – METHODOLOGY 
 
Type of Study 
The researcher elected to conduct a multi-site case study to examine the perceived 
role of technology in the conservatory curriculum as reported by conservatory students 
and faculty. Also, the researcher aimed to examine supports that are in place, for both 
students and faculty, in regard to integrating technology into current and future curricula. 
These supports include hardware and software acquisition and maintenance, professional 
development opportunities for faculty, student access to technology, within the 
conservatory. A multi-site case study provides data that is specific to the environments 
that are investigated (Wiersma & Jurs, 2005). While the researcher contacted the dean of 
students at six conservatories through electronic mail message and phone 
correspondence, only two conservatories consented to have research conducted at their 
institution. The conservatories that did not consent to participate in this study stated that 
the topic of technology integration was too controversial at the time. That said, they 
expressed that such research would be valuable and requested the findings of the study 
when they become available. Upon initial approval of research, the researcher provided a 
document detailing the scope and sequence for the research, as well as faculty and 
student interview protocols to the dean of students at each conservatory. The researcher 
collected data through remote, recorded interviews with faculty members and students at 





Role of the Researcher 
In this study, the researcher played a neutral role in the data collection process. 
Interviews were structured with no involvement in long participant explanations, 
suggestion of agreement or disagreement with the participant, or improvisation of the 
interview questions (Fontana & Frey, 2005). The researcher uses technology as a 
component of his professional practice. As a result, the researcher needed to carefully 
examine identity and associated biases throughout the interview process, as well as the 
analysis of the recorded data (Delgado-Rodríguez & Llorca, 2004). It was important for 
the researcher to make clear his assumptions and reflect how those assumptions may 
framed this study (Tierney, 1998). In addition, the researcher needed to be mindful of 
unintentionally introducing interviewer bias through of his knowledge of the study and 
the related research questions. Further, it was important not to introduce researcher bias 
that would lead participants to provide an answer that participants believed the researcher 
was seeking. Delgado-Rodríguez and Llorca (2004) describe this form of information 
bias as, 
the means by which interviewers can introduce error into a questionnaire 
including administering the interview or helping the respondents in different ways 
(even with gestures), putting emphasis in different questions, and so on. (p. 639) 
 
Remote interviews, such as telephony and Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP), can help 
mitigate some aspects of the interviewer bias present in face-to-face interviews. 
Glogowska, Young, and Lockyer (2011) noted that participants in remote interviews 
often feel safer and some participants might be more willing to discuss certain subjects in 
greater detail than they otherwise would. Conversely, they mentioned that remote 





precautions such as remote interviews were implemented, the researcher acknowledges 
that participants may provide answers that they believe are what the researcher is 
expecting to hear. As previously mentioned, the researcher structured interviews in a 
manner that did not introduce agreement or disagreement with participant responses 
(Fontana & Frey, 2005). 
Before each interview, the researcher built a rapport with the participants through 
pre-interview conversations (Corsaro, 1981). These conversations outlined the 
researcher’s interest in this field of study and how the researcher came to conduct this 
research. Further, the researcher scheduled a specific time with each participant 
(Glogowska, Young, & Lockyer, 2011), shared a brief research proposal (see Appendix 
E), shared an Informed Consent Form (see Appendix F), and a Participant’s Rights Form 
(see Appendix G).  
Data Collection 
Data for this study were collected in the Fall of 2013. Participants were selected 
by the researcher from a list of faculty members and students that were provided to the 
researcher by the Dean of Students at each conservatory. Each potential participant was 
sent an introductory email that requested their participation in this study (see Appendix 
B). In the end, five faculty members and five students from each conservatory consented 
to participate in this study. As previously mentioned, the researcher provided each 
participant with a brief research proposal (see Appendix E), shared an Informed Consent 
Form (see Appendix F), and a Participant’s Rights Form (see Appendix G). Once the 






Participants were interviewed via the Skype video-conferencing service. An audio 
recording of the interview was collected via WireTap Studio, a computer application that 
is designed to operate on Macintosh-based computers. In order to provide increased 
anonymity, the likeness of each participant was not recorded via video (Glogowska, 
Young, & Lockyer, 2011). This was important for participants in this study because many 
students and faculty noted that they were fearful of retaliation if their answers could be 
construed as negative by conservatory administration. Each recorded interview was 
transcribed by a third-party transcriptionist. The names and conservatory affiliation of 
each participant were removed from each recorded interview prior to sharing the audio 
recordings with the transcriptionist. Once data collection commenced, the researcher 
provided each participant with a copy of the transcribed interview in order to provide an 
opportunity for the participant to clarify any comments and provide final approval 
(Lutrell, 2000). This allowed participants to provide a contextual frame for their 
statements in the interview (Wood, 2007). Interview data were secured throughout the 
process of initial data collection through analysis and coding of data for themes. Data 
were secured within an encrypted disk image on the researcher’s password-protected 
laptop. Further, all data were anonymized through the use of participant pseudonyms. 
Data Analysis 
Upon receipt of the interviews from the third-party transcriptionist, the interview 
data were imported into QSR International’s NVivo software for qualitative data analysis. 
Data were categorized and organized into nodes (see Appendix I) so that the researcher 
could see themes as they emerged. NVivo allows for various queries to be run in order to 





researcher see the most commonly used words within the transcribed interviews (see 
Figure 2). Upon further analysis of the data, several themes emerged: 
 The perceived role of technology in the conservatory. 
 Faculty and student view of integration of technology into curricula. 
 Technology and traditional conservatory culture. 
 The impact of technology on careers in music. 
 Access to technological software and hardware for instruction and student use. 
 Faculty support and professional development. 
These themes helped to provide a contextual frame for the role of music technology in 
the conservatory curriculum. The researcher will report the findings of these themes in 
Chapter IV.  
Risk 
Institutional review boards set forth specific guidelines that are meant to mitigate 
potential risks to human subjects that participate in research studies. These risks include 
physical and psychological distress, social and economic distress, and issues related to 
confidentiality. The level of risk in this study is minimal and is comparable to amount of 
risk that students encounter when engaging in normal classroom activities. The researcher 
ensured that all interview data were anonymized prior to third-party transcription. Each 
participant was initially assigned a numeric pseudonym. The naming convention for 
student participants was S01, S02, and so on. The faculty numeric naming convention 
was similar to the student naming convention. Each faculty participant was assigned F01, 
F02, and so on. Finally, numeric pseudonyms were replaced by the names listed in the 







Figure 2. Word Cloud 
 
Confidentiality 
The researcher provided each participant with a research plan and timeline, and a 
Participants’ Rights form. Each participant in this study accepted the terms outlined in the 
Participants’ Rights form. Interview data were secured throughout the process of initial 





data were secured within an encrypted disk image on the researcher’s password-protected 
laptop. Further, all data were anonymized through the use of participant pseudonyms. 
Participants and Setting 
The participants in this multi-site case study, both faculty and students, were 
selected from a cross-section of their conservatory communities. Deans of Students at the 
two participating conservatories were an integral component of identifying potential 
participants. The researcher sent introductory emails to senior administration at each 
conservatory (see Appendix A) to request permission to conduct research. Upon final 
approval for research from senior administration at each conservatory, the researcher was 
introduced to the Dean of Students. They posted research announcements (see Appendix 
H) on internal message boards on behalf of the researcher and provided preliminary 
participants lists. As previously mentioned, each potential participant was sent an 
introductory email that requested their participation in this study (see Appendix B). Five 
faculty members and five students from each conservatory, totaling 20 participants, were 
interviewed. They represent undergraduate students, graduate students, faculty members, 
and administration. Their disciplines of study honor a wide range of musical styles and 
instruments. As stated previously, the participants were provided pseudonyms to conceal 
their identities. A brief biographical description of each participant is provided in the 
following: 
Conservatory 1: Faculty Members 
Professor Chu. Professor Chu describes herself as a music composer. She has 





sit at the crossroads of music performance and composition, and literary arts. She teaches 
music history courses, as well as humanities courses. She is a member of the faculty 
council at her conservatory. She is also a member of the curriculum committee, a sub-
section of the faculty council. The curriculum committee is charged with the task of 
reviewing and enhancing current and future curricula. Professor Chu said that she 
understands the value of music technology, but can be afraid to use it at times: “The 
awkwardness of being in front of a classroom dependent on the technology and then not 
having it work for you has always been a distressing concern for me.” 
Professor Gutierrez. Professor Gutierrez is the chair of the composition 
department at her conservatory. She is a classically-trained pianist, but notes that she 
experiments with a wide range of musical styles. She teaches courses in music 
composition, as well as applied lessons in her piano studio. Professor Gutierrez is a 
founding member of her conservatory’s curriculum council. She said that she has, “seen 
personal technology be very useful to my composition students.  At the moment I am 
only teaching composition, giving composition lessons.” However, she does not 
necessarily know how to quantify if there are benefits to students learning through 
technology. She mentions, “I’m not so sure that it helps them develop certain skills that 
they should have without the technology.” She is interested in investigating how 
technology impacts current and future curricula.  
Professor Mendez. Professor Mendez describes himself as a 21st-century 
composer. He teaches music composition through the lens of music technology. His 
professional interests include synthesizing digital sounds for the purpose of creating new 





synthesis, and general studio recording techniques. He was very excited to be, “on the 
steering committee at the school that is sort of planning our next decade.” Professor 
Mendez expressed frustration when, 
   I realized what the school means by it upstairs, so to speak. The technology 
refers to our website, public relations, recruitment, administration, everything else 
and nothing to do with music making or performing and technology. 
 
He aims to incorporate music technology into, “symposiums and workshops and make 
this part of one of our classes.” 
 Professor Reyes. Professor Reyes describes himself as a vocalist, actor, and 
historian. He teaches various courses that include music history and applied lessons in 
vocal performance. He mentions that he, “aims to incorporate technology more into the 
several courses that use it,” but struggles somewhat to do so. Professor Reyes will often 
add a history course to his teaching schedule. He believes that music technology could be 
an important component of these courses as well. He mentions that he would, “be willing 
to explore it. I’m still learning.” Professor Reyes has had a long career in music 
performance, as well as academia. He has taught at various conservatories and schools of 
music throughout the Northeastern United States.  
Professor Smith. Professor Smith describes himself as both a, “traditional” and 
modern music composer. Professor Smith notes that he was an early adopter of music 
technology. Some of his early works explore the use of musical instrument digital 
interface (MIDI) in classical musical performance. He teaches classical music 
composition, as well as electronic music composition – his courses rely primarily upon 
music technology. Professor Smith says that he is, “focusing on one particular piece of 





that most courses in the conservatory are not using music technology: “If a piano lab 
counts as music technology, but I mean otherwise they’re primarily playing these old-
fashioned instruments, pianos and violins.” 
Conservatory 2: Faculty Members 
Professor Berg. Professor Berg describes herself as a vocalist, keyboardist, and 
actor. She has performed at concert halls throughout the world, with notable 
performances with the New York City Opera. She teaches applied lessons in vocal 
performance and keyboard skills. She also works closely with the student development 
office to provide support for career planning as students prepare to graduate from the 
conservatory. She mentioned that she,  
co-teaches a class on music entrepreneurship and practical skills for musicians, 
often focusing on business and related skills that not only make them more 
successful musicians, but musicians who can successfully merge enterprise and 
their role as artists. 
 
Professor Mohammed. Professor Mohammed is a pianist, composer, and 
conductor. He is an in-demand composer and works with orchestras throughout the 
world. He teaches music composition, conducting, and applied lessons in piano 
performance. Professor Mohammed said that he has been at this conservatory for, “six or 
seven years” and has, “had other affiliations with other conservatories in the past.” He is 
looking for ways to incorporate music technology because he feels it might, “make things 
more like the rest of the world rather than music being so isolated and old-fashioned.” 
Professor Mohammed is an active member of the faculty council at his conservatory. He 





Professor O’Brian. Professor O’Brian describes himself as a laptop improviser, 
electronics performer, and sound artist. Professor O’Brian teaches various courses that 
explore digital music composition, electronic performance, and music synthesis. He 
wishes more classes were available for his students. Professor O’Brian said that, “even if 
they were interested in moving beyond that one class in the technology direction, there’s 
really no classes available for them.” He is working with the faculty council to change 
this. His professional interests explore the notion of using music technology as vehicle 
for performance in tandem with more “traditional” musical instruments.  
Professor Peterson. Professor Peterson teaches music composition at the 
conservatory. She studied violin performance and music composition prior to joining the 
conservatory composition faculty. She primarily composes chamber music, but is 
interested in exploring composition through the lens of music technology. Professor 
Peterson feels that, “it is really difficult to be a professional musician and composer in 
this time without knowing more about these programs.” She teaches courses in 
orchestration, chamber music performance, composition, and applied lessons in string 
performance.  
Professor Washington. Professor Washington is an accomplished brass 
performer. He plays several instruments in the brass family. He is the brass department 
chair at his conservatory. Professor Washington’s performance interests include standard 
classical repertoire, as well as 21st-century music. He teaches a brass techniques seminar 
class, as well as applied lessons for brass performance majors. Professor Washington 





necessarily relevant for his studio. He said, “Most of the students go here, and the faculty 
teaches here, because of the instruments. That is beautiful technology, too.”  
Conservatory 1: Students 
The student participants in this study were only asked to provide their division 
(undergraduate or graduate), primary performing instrument, and major.   
Amanda.  Amanda is a first year graduate study at the conservatory. She is 
pursuing a Master of Music degree in classical flute performance. 
Ashley. Ashley is a sophomore undergraduate student at the conservatory. She is 
pursuing a Bachelor of Music degree in classical composition. 
Dominique. Dominique is a second year graduate student at the conservatory. 
She is pursuing a Bachelor of Music degree in vocal performance (opera).  
Ella. Ella is a second year graduate student at the conservatory. She is pursuing a 
Master of Music degree in percussion performance.  
Jasmine. Jasmine is a first year graduate student at the conservatory. She is 
pursuing a Master of Music degree in jazz guitar performance.  
Conservatory 2: Students 
Allen. Allen is a junior undergraduate student at the conservatory. He is pursuing 
a Bachelor of Music degree in classical guitar performance. 
Jackson. Jackson is a senior undergraduate student at the conservatory. He is 
pursuing an Bachelor of Music degree in classical composition. 
Joseph. Joseph is a first-year graduate student at the conservatory. He is pursuing 





Justin. Justin is a senior undergraduate student at the conservatory. He is 
pursuing a Bachelor of Music degree in classical composition.  
Omar. Omar is a freshman undergraduate student at the conservatory. He is 
pursuing a Bachelor of Music degree in jazz alto saxophone performance.  
Pilot Study Findings 
A study was conducted in during the Fall of 2009 to examine the role of music 
technology in three public school music programs in New York City. The data that were 
collected presented a clear need for further professional development of music educators 
in the public school system. While the results do not specifically apply to music 
educators at the conservatory level, music educators in the public school system are often 
products of schools of music and conservatories. Further, a number of music students in 
the public school system will choose conservatory studies upon the completion of their 
secondary education. This study furthered the researcher’s interest in the role of music 
technology in the conservatory curriculum.  
Research Questions 
1. How are music teachers exposed to professional development in the area of 
technology? 
2. How do the technological abilities of students compare to those of their music 
teachers? 





Findings and Themes 
Through the coding process, several themes emerged due to their frequent 
occurrence throughout the data collection process. The emergent themes included: (a) the 
lack of consistent professional development in the area of technology, and (b) the 
engaging properties of technology in music classrooms. The data were collected over a 
three-week period spanning October and November 2009.  
Lack of Consistent Professional Development in the Area of Technology 
Data collected revealed that there was a consistent lack of professional 
development for music teachers who wished to utilize technology in their classroom. The 
participants in this study felt that the level of professional development that was offered 
to them through their schools was not sufficient to adequately teach with technology: 
“I’ve never had any real professional development in technology” (Lucas, Interview, 
October, 28, 2009). Professional development was often offered in schools, but rarely in 
the subject of technology for music teachers: “Professional development in a lot of cases 
I thought was more the administration trying to get everybody to do what the 
administration wants them to do and it wasn’t really inclusive” (Lucas, Interview, 
October, 28, 2009). 
Due to the lack of professional development in music technology, some 
participants sought external sources to enhance their ability to teach with technology. 
Even with the external professional development, it was often difficult to marry the 
newly acquired knowledge to classroom lessons because the professional development 
sessions were general and not designed to align to specific school-wide curricula that 





   I’ve taken a lot of technology courses, but my biggest problem with it, with any 
technology sort of course that I’ve taken is that it’s not really about, it hasn’t been 
about the nuts and bolts about what you need to do to get it set up and to 
troubleshoot. I took a bunch of classes at TI:ME, in the TI:ME certification 
program, sitting around, you know using a synthesizer to do a recording. We 
spent a lot of time doing that sort of thing which I thought was like, that would be 
for a class for someone who was interested in doing audio. Some sort of audio and 
technology project on their own, rather than what the kids really need. (Lucas, 
Interview, October 28, 2009). 
 
Participants stated that the problem with the lack of teacher training was that their 
students possessed deeper knowledge of technology than they did: “The scary thing about 
technology for me, I love it, but it’s that my students have a better grasp of it than I do 
when we’re in the classroom (Harrison, Interview, November 6, 2009). “It was really 
embarrassing for me when a student would show me how to plug in a keyboard to the 
computer when I was using GarageBand. Especially when I’m in front of the class!” 
(Wilson, Interview, November 9, 2009). Lucas described the technological abilities of his 
son in relation to his students: 
   I mean it’s funny. Today, he was online and making Pokemon cards, taking 
photos from our iPhoto library you know, like on some web site and he was doing 
all this stuff. And, I was sitting there and thinking, is this something that is more 
innate in children? I mean what’s going on? I didn’t grow up with it. He, just had 
sort of a fearlessness about it. I think somehow his brain thinks in a way that some 
of these things work, whereas I don’t think mine always necessarily does that. So, 
you know, I would definitely say that students are able to figure all those sorts of 
things out. (Lucas, Interview, October 28, 2009) 
 
The Engaging Properties of Technology in Music Classrooms 
Throughout the data collection process, it became clear that although professional 
development for music teachers in technology was not widely available, students 
benefitted from the use of technology in the classroom.  
   I really feel that my students are learning more, when I, use technology in my 





thing for me to be up at the board explaining things, it’s something else when they 
are alone on a computer. (Harrison, Interview, November 6, 2009) 
 
Participants noted that technology was an engaging component of their music classrooms. 
Wilson commented,  
   Music classrooms should be places where exploration is the key component of a 
lesson. Unfortunately, New York City is full of classrooms that are not set up for 
engaging music lessons. There aren’t instruments unless you’ve built that in over 
several years. It is really difficult to get instruments and build a band program. I 
didn’t experience music growing up the way these kids do. I had band. I had choir 
and theory. The one thing I think these kids have is technology. This is their new 
instrument. Seriously, look at their phones. I see them creating beats and dancing 
to it. They are totally into it! I really need to catch that. My class really seems 
boring I think. (Wilson, Interview, November 9, 2009) 
 
Some of the participants noted that using technology in their classrooms 
strengthened relationships between students and fostered a level of excitement that was 
not present without technology.  
   My music classroom only has one computer in it. I do the best I can with it. I 
show YouTube videos, play music and use it for classroom presentations. When 
we go the computer lab for music lessons, it’s a completely different situation. 
They interact with each other in the lessons that I give. It can be pretty electric. 
(Lucas, Interview, October 28, 2009) 
 
The participants noted that students seemed to participate on a deeper level in the 
classroom when using technology during music lessons.  
   We got this really great software that allowed the kids to create music without 
instruments. I know that sounds weird, but the students made drum patterns and 
played in melodies on their keyboards. They didn’t need a physical piano because 
they could type in the notes using standard music notation. Without this software, 
they would be sitting and listening to me talk about the process of doing 
something. That really doesn’t sound like music to me. (Lucas, Interview, 
October 28, 2009) 
 
Technology allowed the students to experience and negotiate problems on an 






   My students really got into music notation in the classroom this notation 
software Sibelius. Notation can be really difficult because the note names are all, 
how do I explain, based off of common 4/4 time. But, in different time signatures 
those names don’t mean the same thing. That is hard to explain conceptually to 
the students. The software let them experience what all of this really meant and 
how they can work with it. They also helped each other figure, uh this stuff out.” 
(Harrison, Interview, November 6, 2009).  
 
Conclusion and Implications 
The data collected suggested that there is a lack of professional development in 
the area of technology for music teachers. Students often have a higher level of 
experience with technology than their teachers, which can create uncomfortable teaching 
situations for teachers and students alike: “The students, you know, know more than I do. 
That’s for sure” (Lucas, Interview, October 28, 2009). Teachers often seek supplemental 
training in order to better create musical experiences with technology. The bulk of a 
school’s technology budget is spent on software and hardware, rather than training for 
teachers (Savage & Challis, 2001). Professional development is often seen as a secondary 
need (Pitts & Kwami, 2002). While some feel that technology is undermining the musical 
experiences of students (Cain, 2004), the data suggests that students are deeply engaged 
in exploring music through the lens of technology.  
There are many ways to conceptualize what a curriculum is, but at the most basic 
level curriculum can be thought of as a purpose to action (Tyler, 1949). Music teachers 
are having difficulty integrating technology into their classrooms because the basic level 
of knowledge needed to build educational experiences has not been met. This is why 
technology is often not integrated into curricula in a meaningful way (Ausband, 2006). It 
is necessary for technology to be embraced not only by teachers, but also by 





classrooms (Staples, Pugach, & Himes, 2005). There is a need for professional 
development of technology for music teachers. It is important to provide this training to 
better prepare teachers to engage with students who are citizens of a world that is driven 
by technology. Music teachers, and the classes they teach, are running the risk of losing 
relevance to students in the technological world. This pilot study helped shaped the 
research interests of the researcher to extend the focus of this study from secondary 
school environments to music conservatories. 
Summary 
This chapter provided an overview of this study and gave background on data 
collection and analysis, participant risk and confidentiality, and an introduction to the 
conservatory faculty members and students who participated in this study. Also, this 
chapter provided a brief description of a pilot study that informed the researcher’s interest 
in studying the perceived role of music technology in the conservatory curriculum. The 
findings from the pilot study suggested that music teachers were not being adequately 
supported in regard to integrating music technology into the curriculum. While the pilot 
study was not conducted in a conservatory environment, it provided insight into the 
experience of teachers who were working to integrate music technology into their 
professional practice. The manner in which interview data were collected in the pilot 
study informed the tools and measures the researcher would use in this study. Data in the 
pilot study were recorded and transcribed by a third-party transcriptionist. Finally, the 
interview data were imported into QSR International’s NVivo software and were 
organized into categories and nodes. Research themes emerged from the node reports and 













 IV - FINDINGS 
Overview 
 This multi-site case study was conducted at two conservatories in North America. 
The participants in this study represent a cross-section of the conservatory community: 
administration, faculty, and undergraduate and graduate students in both classical and 
jazz divisions.  Data were collected via individual interviews and were coded for themes 
and sub-themes. The overarching themes that emerged from the data analysis include: 
access to technology in the conservatory, the role of the conservatory, the conservatory 
curriculum, technology and career development, and administrative support of 
technology in the conservatory. The researcher will report the findings of this study 
through the lens of the participant interview data. The researcher chose to present the 
interview data from faculty and students in a pooled manner rather than separating the 
respondents into grouping by conservatory. This decision was made because the 
researcher believed considerable overlap in perspective existed between participant 
responses from each conservatory.  
Access to Technology in the Conservatory 
Students often seek a conservatory education to fulfill their passion to improve 
and master their chosen craft, whether that be through the lens of music performance, 
music composition, or a combination of the two (Rege, 2008). Traditional conservatory 
methods of instruction often include an immersive educational experience with a musical 





increasingly present in music instruction due to instant feedback of musical ideas, 
increased engagement in musical practice, enhanced performance capabilities and 
streamlined delivery of compositional ideas and themes. Students believe that 
conservatories offer a curriculum that will arguably lay a foundation to build a career in 
music (Kennedy, 2005).  
Access to Technological Hardware and Software in the Conservatory 
Through the interviews that were conducted in this study, two emerging themes 
appeared in regard to access to technology: student view of access to technology and 
faculty view of access to technology. Access to technological devices that can play back 
audio and video performances was readily available to a number of faculty members for 
use in the classroom. Jackson, a classical composition major, notes, 
   The professors do have access to technology. Almost every classroom is 
equipped with some kind of stereo with CD players or auxiliary quarter inch jack 
inputs and they can always request TVs or projectors of sort, so I would say that if 
you want those kinds of technologies, those are quite fine for professors to get 
their hands on. 
 
Technological software and hardware that is used to create and perform music, rather 
than consume music, was reported to not be as readily available and often unavailable 
unless a faculty member was teaching a course that relied on that particular technological 
need. Further, students often did not have access to the music technology unless they 
were enrolled in the course that the technological resources were allotted to. Amanda, a 
flute performance major, recalls, 
   I feel really bad for the students who don’t have access to music technology. In 
the contemporary department we have our own room that has a bunch of 
technological equipment in it and stuff like that. I don’t think the rest of the 






Professor O’Brian, a composition professor, was disappointed that students were not 
granted access to music technology more regularly and felt that his students were not 
adequately prepared upon graduation from the conservatory. He states, 
   Students are getting gypped. I’m really trying to get them to know this stuff, but 
I teach one class at a very large school. They leave not knowing how to use a 
mixer, they leave not knowing how to record and mix their piece in the best way 
so that when they send it off to somebody else. 
 
Many students expressed similar frustration in regard to accessing music technology in 
the conservatory. Students have to request special permission to use school equipment 
that is necessary to complete school assignments. Allen, a classical guitar performance 
major, explains, 
   It’s hard but you have to be in a course. You have to ask the teacher, but I don’t 
know if he’d give you special permission. As far as I know, there’s just a list of 
all the names of the people who are in the class, and you have to sign out a key 
actually with the security guard and that’s how you get into the lab. 
 
Ashley, a classical composition major, continues, 
   I don’t think any of the students there really have their own setups on their 
laptops, like for me, I just have Logic on mine and Finale, and that’s pretty much 
it. I don’t have any of the great virtual instruments that the school has. The school 
does have really good software, but the problem is you only get a very limited 
amount of time to use it.  
 
Access to Technological Hardware and Software During Instruction 
Several faculty members and students reported various levels of access to music 
technology during classroom instruction. Classrooms do not appear to have a consistent 
configuration and are differentiated by the type of class that occupies the space. For 
example, classes that utilize digital audio workstations (DAWs) are scheduled in a lab 





scheduled in a multi-purpose room. Many students reported that computer workstations 
and labs were not easily accessible. Amanda describes her experience: 
   In my undergrad there were lots of studios, a public lab, and tons of full-time 
faculty. A computer technician was on staff to deal with equipment, help rent out 
equipment, and deal with all that stuff. Students who want to learn more about 
recording don’t need to be a major to take classes. This allows people to stick 
their hands in, if they want to. But here I don’t really think that’s the case.  
 
Several conservatory faculty members have also experienced frustration in regard to 
access to technological resources for use during instruction. A number of factors make 
outfitting classrooms with technological resources problematic for conservatories. 
Professor Peterson, a composition professor, notes,  
   The facilities are pretty old and pretty outdated. Getting the elevator working is 
hard enough, so having good technology in the classroom is a long way down the 
line.  
 
Universities have begun to implement smart classrooms for use in instruction. Smart 
classrooms incorporate computers, specialized software, audio-visual capabilities and 
Internet networking to foster and engage student learning. Conservatory faculty members 
who participated in this study noted that smart classrooms are not typically utilized for 
classroom instruction. This is often due to the financial burden to implement such a 
classroom. Professor Reyes, a vocal performance and music history professor, explains,  
   I don’t even have the option, if the school doesn’t have the monies to provide it, 
I am not going to freak myself out over the fact that I don’t have the smart 
classroom here, but I do have it at another school I’m teaching at. I’m going to go 
in and try to make my lesson work with what I’ve got. 
 
Conservatory faculty members have expressed that smart classrooms will not be 
implemented in the near future, if at all. Pilot programs were discussed, but never 





   Not in my lifetime; that’s never going to happen here. They were talking about a 
couple of pilot smart classrooms, but even that got shelved. I guess for now the 
rolling audio-visual units with the laptops are satisfactory. 
  
Budgets for Purchasing Technological Hardware and Software 
Implementing music technology into existing classrooms can be a costly expense 
that these two conservatories appear to be unable to bear without significantly raising the 
cost of student tuition. That said, professors who were charged with the task of 
implementing technology software and hardware into the conservatory note that progress 
is being made. Professor Reyes explains,  
   In terms of budgetary decision-making, they seem to give it [music technology] 
pretty high priority. I don’t think the conservatory is trying to lunge into the 23rd 
century, necessarily, but the Internet connections are very stable, and we’ve got 
good virus protection and we have friendly and helpful people to come and plug 
things in and so forth for us. 
 
External factors have impacted the ability of the two conservatories where this study took 
place to upgrade their music technology offerings. Administrators and faculty often 
assume multiple roles in the conservatory and there are simply not enough resources to 
balance the obligations of infrastructure upgrades. Professor Smith, a composition 
professor, explains,  
   We’ve got to stabilize everything before we fix our holes and fill in our blanks 
and that’s where we are at now. We’re going through the accreditation phase 
again and all that stuff and that consumes staff resources. 
 
Professor Reyes explains that music technology in the conservatory is adequately 
maintained, but any future additions are decided upon by a committee that is not able to 
meet frequently enough to implement necessary upgrades. 
   I made a big list with our engineer and a couple of people, of all the gear from 
the surround system here, and software here for the classrooms. Also, a list for 
what we did not have, so there was a giant wish list there and I forget what the 





things, it just went into the committee report. It will probably sit there for a 
decade, but I’m excited thinking in three years, we’re going to get all this stuff.  
 
Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) 
Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) programs have gained popularity in recent 
years in corporate America, higher education and K-12 environments. Faculty and 
students are encouraged to bring their own computing device so that school resources 
will not need to be allocated to purchasing hardware and software. Advancements in 
technology have yielded computing devices that are smaller, more portable and often 
more capable than computing devices of the past. With the advent of widely available 
technology, several professors are struggling to keep up with the ever-changing pace of 
advancement. Professor Washington, a brass methods instructor, notes,  
   It’s a pretty funny world we live in. In the 90s and even the early 2000s we had 
this computer music center and we had this place with all these computers and 
they can make music. Now, I have a computer music center in my backpack. So 
the technology’s absolutely available, it’s whether the faculty are interested in 
learning it. 
 
Some faculty members express fear that students who bring their own device to the 
classroom will use the technology for personal activities and disengage from class work. 
Professor Reyes explains, 
   If I see someone with a laptop and it looks a little suspicious after a while, I will 
say something. For the most part, you hope that that can be almost self-monitored 
by the collective consciousness of the class. Because once you go in the other 
direction, and you start to single students out, and you get all irate about this it can 
be problematic. I’ve heard a lot of my colleagues discussing this at faculty 
meetings. 
 
Many students have begun to bring their own devices to conservatory classrooms even if 





feel that inconsistent access to music technology in the conservatory has played a part in 
this decision. Joseph, a jazz composition major, states, 
   I know for a fact that people bring their computers to class every single day and 
they use their iPads to take notes instead of writing on manuscript paper in class. 
They’re taking notes in Finale or Sibelius, so it’s happening whether or not that’s 
actually coming through the conservatory or not. Integration of music technology 
is just happening because integration of technology is happening all around. 
 
Some students expressed frustration that some of their professors prefer that students do 
not use laptops and personal devices during instruction. Ella, a percussion performance 
major, explains, “A couple of them even dislike the idea of laptops in the classroom, but I 
mean, a conservatory is meant to conserve. Music has been done a certain way for 700-
800 years now and they don’t really see any reason to change that.” 
Distance Learning and Online Learning 
Distance learning and online learning has become increasingly popular in recent 
years and allows teachers and students to engage with one another without the need to 
occupy the same physical space. There are several approaches to distance learning and 
online learning that include learning management systems (LMS), such as Google 
Classroom and Blackboard, and video conferencing services, such as, Apple’s FaceTime, 
Microsoft’s Skype, and others.  
Participants in this study reported that distance learning appears to be a high 
priority for the conservatories, where they are enrolled. Distance learning allows the 
conservatory to reach a greater audience, commission the work of musicians who are not 
able to visit the conservatory on a regular basis, and pre-screen students prior to an in-
person audition. Professor Peterson explains, 
   I know our distance learning program does a lot with actual real-time 





school’s resources but also helps us connect more with the rest of the world, 
musically. 
 
Conservatories traditionally require auditions for prospective students, in addition to 
participating in a traditional application process. In recent years, conservatories have 
decided to pre-screen applicants so that they will not need to incur the high costs of 
traveling to an audition if there is not a reasonable expectation that the student will be 
admitted to the conservatory. Distance learning technologies have aided conservatories 
throughout the audition process. Professor Gutierrez, a conservatory professor, states, 
   The faculty council is looking into using video conferencing technology to at 
least do the initial culling of vocal auditions. This will allow us to do the first cut 
and decide if this person is going to be someone people will want to look at more 
closely. Once you go down that road, that’s going to open up a lot of possibilities 
for automating the audition process and putting it online, at least at some level.  I 
don’t envision a day anytime soon where you’re going to make your final 
decision based on a virtual audition, but at least it’s going to open up the 
possibilities. I’m very encouraged to see that the faculty want to explore this 
possibility. 
 
Some faculty members feel that using distance learning technologies can help to 
inspire and energize students in class because the learning is not limited to the 
walls of the classroom. Learning can be more dynamic, engaging and relevant to 
the way students are accustomed to exploring concepts. Professor Berg, a vocal 
performance professor, explains, 
   I think some of the ones [professors] who are more entrenched in their ways 
might need more coaxing. It really is atomistic and up to individual initiative here, 
but I think if you are open minded enough and you see the extent to which you 
can energize a student’s mind or an entire class, I can’t imagine that any but the 






The Role of the Conservatory 
Student Reasons for Attending a Conservatory 
Conservatory students in this study reported that their choice to attend a 
conservatory, rather than a school of music within a university, was due to the inherent 
sense of community, and like-minded camaraderie that accompanies a conservatory 
education. Jasmine, a jazz guitar performance major, notes, 
   I guess the thing that drew me specifically to a conservatory is the intense 
environment and the level of students at the conservatory, not necessarily that it’s 
a music-only institution, but that I know that when I decided to go to my chosen 
conservatory that I would be surrounded by some of the best students in the world 
for what I’m trying to do. 
 
Several students reported that the perceived skill level of students in a 
conservatory environment was intensely focused when compared to schools of 
music. Conservatory students in this study were driven to choose a conservatory 
for study due to the primary focus on music performance and composition, rather 
than an education that included core academic subjects, such as reading, writing, 
arithmetic, foreign languages, and so on. Dominique, a vocal performance major, 
states, 
   My main goal when I was deciding to go to a graduate school was that I wanted 
to really be able to focus on the performance aspect of my degree. I was able to 
focus on music through the conservatory, because a lot of the places that I 
auditioned for focused heavily on the academic side of the degree. I’d already 
done a lot of that in my undergraduate degree because I completed a liberal arts 
degree. I really just wanted to focus on fine-tuning the skills that I needed in order 
to perform. 
 
Justin, a classical composition major, noted that he chose to attend a conservatory 
because of the rigorous musical training that he felt was necessary to be 





   I decided to go to a conservatory for my undergraduate degree because I knew I 
was passionate about music and I wanted to focus on what I hoped to do for a 
career and I felt that I needed that serious level of training to get me to where I 
wanted to be. 
 
Allen notes that he chose to attend a conservatory because he, like other students 
in this study, wanted to pursue a rigorous musical education. He feels as if 
conservatories should provide additional learning opportunities, outside of music 
performance and composition, to support a career in music. He states, 
   Foundations of music theory and a good education of theory throughout all the 
time periods of music definitely are a plus. Music history through all the eras of 
music up through contemporary times, too. But I don’t know, I think 
conservatories should also be really focused on trying to teach students more 
practical skills that they can use when actually trying to make a career out of 
music. I think that’s probably the most important of all. 
 
Perceived Necessary Qualities of a Conservatory 
Students reported expectations that they had of a conservatory education. Students 
reported that a sense of community, comradery amongst colleagues, and unique 
performance opportunities were primary necessities of a conservatory education. Ella 
notes, 
   You should have great colleagues, and great students that are working there 
with you, because I think you can learn as much from your fellow students as you 
can from any teachers. I think there should be great teachers, obviously. I think a 
big thing is there should be a lot of interesting performance opportunities to sort 
of get you prepared for doing that kind of stuff out in the world and I think they 
should expose you to as much a variety of different styles of music, different kind 
of things you’re going to have to be doing when you’re a working musician. 
 
Students reported that rigor was a primary expectation of a conservatory education. 
Further, students expressed that conservatory studies provided an arguably more rigorous 
learning environment when compared to a school of music within a university because of 





   It [music conservatory] should be very rigorous and it should be. I guess that’s 
my main, in my mind, main difference between a conservatory and a music 
program in some other schools, the complete immersion and rigorous nature of 
the program. It should just be tough – not necessarily hard, but it should ask a lot 
of the students and require them to push themselves a little bit harder in terms of 
working on music than a more well-rounded sort of university environment. 
 
Student View of the Conservatory 
Some students in this study reported that they felt as if they were not supported by 
the conservatory from an administrative and pedagogical level. Amanda said, 
    No one is actually there for the students. To get anything done you have to deal 
with a lot of bureaucratic crap, as you do at any school, but like more than I’ve 
ever experienced.  
 
A few students expressed that the conservatory approach to music learning and 
exploration was not at the forefront of technological development. Jackson explains, 
   The conservatory is not overly adventurous, so there’s not a whole bunch of 
programming from an era where technology would have been used in 
composition. We’re usually performing pieces written between 1810 and 1913, so 
I mean there’s not a lot of room for very much technical stuff to be developed and 
I think that just because most of the students at the school have gone there to play 
this repertoire, that the idea of engaging in newer or more eclectic repertoire that 
would involve electronic instruments is distasteful, once again for the same reason 
that they went there to practice their instrument and you know learning even like 
basic Max or basic Ableton takes a lot of time and effort. Even some composers 
that I know have a very difficult time grasping the concepts. 
 
A number of students report that engaging with technology through the lens of music 
performance has become more important to building a successful career in music. Ella 
explains, 
   I think that for me, the reason to go to a conservatory is because it prepares you 
for a career in music a little more specifically than a university might. Like I said 
before, in order to prepare for a career in music it’s now necessary to be learning 
about technology. I think it works well in conservatories. I don’t know if 






Faculty View of the Conservatory 
Several conservatory faculty in this study reported that while exploration in 
technology is important, it is also important to engage in traditional music studies that are 
physical and tactile. Professor Gutierrez explains, 
   If all you had was technology to learn how to play the trumpet, how helpful do 
you think that would be? The reason I ask you that is because I do know that as 
far as not only keyboard skills, but harmony experience, that actually playing 
harmonies and full textures at the piano is irreplaceable. To actually be able to lay 
your hands on harmonies and follow voice leading with your fingers. The actual 
hands-on approach is basic. When I used to give harmonic dictation I would say, 
“I want to see you playing those chords that you hear on your desk.” It provides a 
physical context for the person and I think that many students would say the same 
thing. 
 
Professor Mendez, a composition professor, noted that he has experienced 
opposition to the use of technology in the conservatory because he emphasizes 
pedagogical practices that are perceived as deviating from a traditional 
conservatory model. He states, 
   One of the debates that’s going on between me and my colleagues is that I have 
a couple of colleagues that still have a view of what your [digital audio] 
workstation should be as a composer. They’re still very keen on the idea that 
every composer should be a pianist primarily and should be writing by hand first 
– using Finale and Sibelius just at the end. MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital 
Interface) is evil, and things like that.  
 
While some conservatory faculty members believe that technology should be recognized 
as a method of expression in the conservatory, other faculty members reported that 
technology should not necessarily be included as a method of learning in the 
conservatory. Technology is regarded by some as an ancillary tool that should be 






   It’s not ever been regarded as the conservatory’s business to teach them 
[technology], nor do I think it should be. They can figure it out on their own I 
would think. 
 
Professor Mendez reported that he is struggling to understand why technology is not 
more deeply utilized within the conservatory. He notes: 
   Why is this like this? It [technology] is just not getting the attention in the 
conservatory. I understand that it is a “conserve-atory,” so it’s sort of pulling teeth 
for the Board of Trustees and the administration to see this. The world is changing 
because there’s sort of a groundswell. I hope that more and more the school 
realizes that it has to catch up. 
 
Some faculty members reported that technology is not necessarily important to 
conservatory instruction because the primary approach to teaching is through the lens of 
instrumental performance or composition. While faculty are willing to teach with 
technology, some feel as if technology is not necessary to achieve a particular outcome. 
Professor Peterson notes, 
   Technology is not necessary across the board because of the nature of some of 
our classes. For example, performance practice classes or classes that are taught 
as studio classes or masterclasses, actually don’t really benefit from technology. 
It’s all hands-on chamber music stuff, so those faculty, although they’re on board 
with it being in classrooms, really don’t see a need for it in their own particular 
bailiwick. 
 
Professor Mendez mentions that many of his colleagues do not see the need for 
technology in the classroom because the nature of a conservatory is to conserve the 
traditions that have been followed for generations before. He explains, 
   I don’t know how great a demand there is really by the faculty for enhanced 
involvement of technology in the curriculum. This is a conservatory, with the 
accent on conserve and conservative. Their business apparently is to teach 







Several faculty members in this study reported that, in their opinion, the best way 
to compose music is not necessarily through the lens of technology. Professor 
O’Brian offers,  
   It’s really hard to say that, outside of music technology courses, that it 
[technology] should be incorporated too much because if you’re writing a piece 
for orchestra, in fact, the best way to do it is with a pencil and paper. 
 
Technology and Traditional Conservatory Values 
Several faculty members in this study reported that while technology may be an 
arguably important aspect of student learning, it is not fully being welcomed and 
incorporated into current and future curricula. Professor Chu states, 
   From the standpoint of academic instruction, I can’t pretend that I see them 
gelling in any harmonious way. I still think that it’s a pretty fledgling enterprise. 
It’s in its very early stages, certainly in terms of something that is taking place in 
the classroom and it’s endorsed by the school. It’s just taking its first baby steps. 
 
The faculty members in music conservatories appear to be somewhat divided on the 
notion that technology should be incorporated into the conservatory curriculum. Small 
sects of conservatory faculty feel as the current conservatory curriculum should be taught 
through the lens of technology. Professor Mendez explains,  
   I would say that there are a range of feelings about teaching with technology by 
the faculty. I mean if we just go to the composition faculty, there’s five of us that 
would really just say that notation software was important, and the rest of the stuff 
should just wait. There’s sort of a feeling, and it’s like the other conservatories, 
that while students are here, they need to master the craft of composition and their 
counterpoint and orchestration and then when they’re done, they can go on and 
play with software like Logic Pro, or Ableton. Then there are probably two or 
three of us that feel like it should be more a part of the curriculum. 
 
Other faculty members reported that their colleagues are not accepting of technology in 





troubling for some faculty members because they argue it does not capture the human 
aspect of musicianship. Professor Gutierrez, a composition professor, notes, 
   I’ve actually talked to some who are at odds with the ones who want to use 
more technology in things like ear training. I’m sort of on the side of the old 
timers, as far as ear training is concerned. Human-to-human works better for me. 
Technology can deliver, say, a tune for dictation. It can’t assess how well or not 
well the student is doing with the dictation, it can’t slow down, it can’t make 
demands, it can’t measure progress, it can’t comment.  
 
Honoring the conservatory tradition can be hard for faculty once technology is introduced 
to a tried and true conservatory curriculum. Many conservatory faculty members 
expressed that they favor tradition and are somewhat reluctant to incorporate technology 
in their courses. Professor Mendez compares conservatories to following a traditional 
orchestra model in which students learn standard repertoire. He notes, 
   I think to find that balance is really hard. Most conservatories obviously lean 
towards the honor tradition part, and my own personal crusade is to try and 
balance the scales a bit. My kick on it is kind of like, there’s a Board of Trustees 
and administration. Do you want the conservatory to be kind of similar to 
orchestras, do you want it to be sort of a museum type of enterprise where you’re 
upholding these masterpieces and people will always come to some degree to hear 
them? Do you want people just to play Beethoven and the 19th-century repertoire? 
 
The Conservatory Curriculum 
Composition and Performance Majors’ Use of Technology 
Several students in this study reported that performance and composition students 
use technology in different ways at the conservatory. Performance majors tended to use 
technology to notate music, but do not necessarily create music through the lens of 
technology. Conversely, composition majors tended to create digital music. Ashley, a 
conservatory student, explains: 
   I’m pretty sure everyone in the composition department uses a computer to 





paper for a big composition or something like that – in the end everyone submits a 
computer-generated score, but for performers it’s all about how they’re going to 
practice for the orchestra auditions. 
 
Conservatory students who major in music composition reported that they view 
computers as a musical instrument and a vehicle of expression, arguably more so than 
performance majors. Dominique notes, 
   We all have to be on Finale or Sibelius. I don’t know a single composition 
student that doesn’t use one or the other, or some substitute. All of us have to 
engrave our music so that it is perfectly legible and meets a certain criteria of 
notation. So, in a sense it is our instrument; it is what we use to communicate. In 
that sense it is more integral for us than it is for performers. 
 
Faculty members reported that classes do not tend to include technology because 
that is reserved for classes that are explicitly based around the use of technology. 
Professor Smith stated that there is not a great demand from faculty members to 
include technology into their curriculum because of the tendency of the 
conservatory to favor tradition. He explains, 
   I don’t know how great a demand there is really by the faculty for enhanced 
involvement of technology in the curriculum. This is a conservatory, with the 
accent on conserve and conservative and their business apparently is to teach 
Beethoven and Brahms and so forth. The technology is not too important in there. 
 
Student View of Integration of Technology into Current Curricula 
 Many students reported that a deeper integration of technology into current and 
future curricula would be a welcome change. Further, students reported that courses that 
currently do emphasize technology seem to be outdated and not representative of modern 
techniques. Jasmine explains, 
   I do think technology could be integrated more. I also think that with these 
classes that are specifically geared towards technology, some of the teaching 
methods are just a little outdated. I’ve had this one studio techniques class and I 
imagined from the course description that we would be learning how to place 





focused more on Digital Performer rather than general techniques. Not to knock 
that particular program, Digital Performer, but to me it just seemed like the whole 
reason for the use of that program was the familiarity of the professor with that 
particular program. 
 
Allen stated that music technology could provide additional methods for developing a 
career as a professional musician. He explained that additional career opportunities 
include composing for video games and television commercials. He states, 
   I think music technology is definitely the future of music careers, as far as 
trying to make a practical career out of being a musician. For example, I think that 
the best outlet is probably composing for commercials and video games, even 
more so than movies. In order to do that you have to be really well trained with 
technology. I’m not so sure about the performing side of it, how technology is 
really a big part of that, but I think as far as being able to use technology and 
music technology is just a really important ability to have the kind of career. 
 
Omar, a jazz alto saxophone performance major, reported that conservatories are not 
fostering the idea that students should be multi-faceted in their approach to developing a 
career in music. Further, he states that conservatories would benefit from exploring how 
technology affects the culture of music performance and composition. He explains,  
   I think conservatories and musicians now should be trying to explore and 
expand their awareness of music, culture and technology. I’ve heard from my 
friends in the classical department that there are some teachers who are very set in 
what they think and how they think such and such piece should be interpreted. If 
you play classical music, you should only play classical music. I think that sort of 
mentality is detrimental. I feel like there’s a weird kind of disconnect between 
some ideas of conservatories – should conservatories be teaching the old way as 
the right way or should they be trying to innovate and increase the student’s 
knowledge and awareness? 
 
Faculty View Integration of Technology into Current Curricula 
Professor Reyes reported that he would like to integrate technology into his 
courses, but has not been able to do so effectively. He states that he could arguably create 





   One of the things I would like to be able to do that I don’t really do, is to create 
a blog through which I can really interact with my students. I could have them 
post, say first reactions to reading that the students can each read other people’s 
reactions and then we can come into class with that sort of input. It’s something 
I’ve always wanted to do, and I just haven’t mastered that level. 
 
Faculty members reported an interest in integrating technology into the 
conservatory curriculum and have submitted proposals for redesigning how music 
technology is integrated into courses, but the proposals are not implemented. 
Professor Mendez notes: 
   I actually wrote up a little proposal for a sort of redesign of our music and 
technology curriculum, such as it is, in what is a small school. Ideally, the school 
should be about 325 students for both undergraduate and graduates, so it’s pretty 
small and that might give influence over the years, but at the moment it’s just 
sitting there like a document and has moved down from the higher ups down to 
the accounts department. 
 
Professor Reyes reported that he has expressed the need to increase course offerings that 
utilize technology during faculty council meetings. He expects that an increased use of 
technology will permeate the curriculum. He states, 
   In the faculty council, which is the time I really get to spend time with the 
musical side of the faculty, I’ve put in the word a few times, let them know what 
equipment we’ve recently gotten and about the most I can do is just let them 
know what it can do and then they can start thinking about the things it can do for 
them particularly. And I expect it’s going to catch on, I mean they’re all very, 
very devoted to teaching – finding better ways to teach, so once the idea is there, 
I’m sure it’ll spread. 
 
Professor Gutierrez said that technology has not been integrated into curricula in a strong 
way because she does not believe that students and faculty are interested in doing so. 
Further, she stated that musical instruments themselves are pieces of technology and that 
is what students and faculty are focused on. She explains, 
   Technology has not been integrated into the curriculum in a super strong way. 
The reasoning is that most of the students that go there and most of the faculty 





technology in fact. But they are also set pieces of technology. So most of the 
students and most of the faculty aren’t that interested in incorporating different 
types of technology into what they do. 
 
Professor Mendez noted that faculty steering committees are discussing how to 
further incorporate technology into current and future curricula to prepare 
students to be nimbler and more entrepreneurial upon graduation. He explains, 
   I know when we were doing our steering committee we had a question about 
what it means to be a 21st-century conservatory. I have a lot of friends around the 
country, and this discussion seems to be becoming kind of a hot one in their 
school, too. I have a friend that teaches at Cal State Long Beach – they’ve been 
having big 10-year plan discussions about this, and of course you can’t have a 
discussion without the technology component as part of it. The two big 
components that seem to come up are entrepreneurial, alternate sort of paths for a 
career, so that every violin player doesn’t think they’ll be concertmaster of an 
orchestra. 
 
Technology as a Performance and Compositional Tool 
Some students in this study reported that they view technology as an extension of 
a traditional musical instrument. Ella stated that all musical instruments were high 
technology at one point or another and that technological tools used to create music are 
simply outgrowths of that mindset. She explains, 
   Every instrument is based on some sort of technology. It may be super old like 
the violin. Computers are just kind of an extension of that in our modern day. I 
think if that’s what you want to do, it can be great, if you’re good at it. Using 
technology actually as an instrument for performing is pretty interesting. 
 
Jackson noted that he is inspired by the use of technology in performance settings. He has 
used software programs to augment and enhance audio to provide new textural elements 
to music performance. He states: 
   Max MSP is a valuable composition tool that I find very inspiring, so learning 
how to use it is nothing but a good thing. I don’t really deal with computer-
generated sounds, but I do enjoy them, I mean most of my work has been in 






Students reported that the use of technology can be artful and requires, as in music 
performance, a honed skill to ensure that the musical project sounds natural. Ella 
explains: 
   It [technology] really tests your knowledge of styles and musicality to be able to 
get something, something you programmed on a computer, to be able to get it to 
sound good. It can just sound awful if you don’t add some sort of musicality to it. 
Especially, like other instruments that you don’t play, if you’re programming 
parts to them, you need to figure out how they’re going to play it, which is 
something that we talk about a lot in my orchestra.  
Student Desire to Use Technology 
 Students reported that they use technology in their process of learning. They use 
technology to engrave musical scores, and record individual practice sessions and lessons 
with their private instructor. Advances in technology have made the use of technology 
more pervasive for students. Jasmine explains, 
   I’ve always used technology as a compositional tool, even from when I was a 
teenager. I used that to write songs and to evaluate my own progress and I’ve 
always used technology in order to progress. I can even think of, a simple 
example now is I tape every lesson; I record every lesson on my phone. I 
remember back in the day when I actually went out and bought a little hand-held 
film recorder, just to do that, before I could do that lesson. So, I always used 
technology to record myself, to listen back to lessons, listening back to tapes of 
myself playing songs I wrote two years ago, and comparing, or just noticing the 
progress through those means. 
 
Professor Reyes reported that students are modeling how they learn through the lens of 
technology: 
   I think that they’re showing us the way. I have a very ambivalent feeling about 
when and where they should be working with their gizmos. I get pretty hard ass 
about people turning off their gizmos when they’re in class. I should say, gizmo-
free desktop, I don’t want you downloading your e-mail during class, but I find 
them to be really adventuresome, and looking for new stuff that the computers can 
do and that their portable devices can do, and I think when you suggest something 






Several students reported that they are much more efficient when using music 
technology. Further, the use of music technology has been an influence since the 
start of their exploration with music performance. Ashley notes, 
   I’m just so much faster on the computer and that’s how I learned to write music. 
I just messed around on Finale notepad one day and learned it. I don’t necessarily 
think of that in my studies at school because it’s just been something that’s a part 
of my life for so long, but it definitely, like I mean every time I come to a lesson 
though, my teacher prefers, basically demands that we bring a printed-out score, 
and he’s the first teacher that I’ve had where I’ve had to do that. All the other 
teachers at the school I think they just let their students bring a laptop and 
whatever, a flash drive, and they’ll pull it up on the computer. But they’re 
definitely much more traditional in that sense. 
 
Professor Berg shares Ashley’s observations. Many conservatory faculty members are 
inclined not to use technology because of the tradition that accompanies music 
performance. She explains, 
   Folks are coming from all over the world to study with great teachers and a 
great institution where they’re going to focus on playing music at the highest level 
possible so there is a lot of thought about how to do that, but of course there is a 
lot of practicing that’s going on and some of that is very much old school. 
 
Professor Chu agrees that there is an ongoing tradition associated with learning 
how to become a performer or composer, but argues that the tradition can be 
preserved with new pedagogical approaches that incorporate music technology. 
She notes, 
   Students in my lecture that asked why don’t we have PowerPoint instead of 
slides. I don’t know, ultimately, if it would make that much of a better experience, 
given what I’m calling the ideal experience in the classroom, which is about these 
kind of excited, collected conversations that lead to discoveries that can be 
insightful for both sides of the desk. But I do think we’ve got to try to 
accommodate more fully the kind of technology that they are used to from grade 






Allen expressed that courses that incorporate music technology should be required so that 
students are exposed to, and as a result, become conversant in ways that technology can 
be used to develop a career in music. He explains, 
   I think at least the music technology courses that they do have, which are very 
few, I think they should be required. I don’t know, and kind of advertised more 
because I think a lot of people just don’t even know about them. I know I didn’t 
for a while. 
 
Omar agrees with Allen. He continues, 
   If there were more classes in music technology or recording, or stuff like that, I 
think that would definitely benefit the curriculum and the students and I think that 
there would be interest in that. Especially now, with so many young people like 
my age getting into electronic music and all the things that are possible with that. 
 
Justin stated that he would appreciate the study of music technology, but only if it 
was a high-quality experience that was relevant to his current and future studies. 
He explains, 
   They [students] would welcome it, but the question and the hinge issue is 
always going to be the quality of such, if the quality is where it’s supposed to be, 
everyone will be very happy about it. If any sense of it’s going to be that it 
doesn’t work the way it should, or the technology’s not up to snuff, and therefore 
makes it harder, it would not be acceptable. If it works the way it should, I think I 
would be very happy. 
 
Technology and Career Development 
Entrepreneurship 
Faculty members in this study reported that conservatories are incorporating 
additional courses into existing curricula to discuss the notion and entrepreneurship in 
order to provide practical skills that will arguably aid students upon graduation. 
Technology has been used as a core component in these courses. Professor Berg explains, 
   I co-teach a class on music entrepreneurship and practical skills for musicians, 





successful musicians, but musicians who can successfully merge enterprise and 
their role as artists. So, we have them obviously using technology that many 
business folks and many entrepreneurs no matter what sector they’re in would 
use. Everything from Facebook, and of course, a number of digital social media 
and web tools. We encourage students and alumni that we work with to have an 
online presence to share their artistry visually. So, in that regard we are 
encouraging and helping them use those resources as much as possible. 
 
Professor Mendez agrees,  
   It’s very exciting and that sort of, “entrepreneurial, make your own path thing” 
seems to be a very hot subject among my colleagues around the country. Then the 
other one of course is just music technology in general.  
 
Professor Berg continues: 
   It is our duty to make them aware of the changes in the industry – everything 
from the changes in how recordings are dispersed to how using those recordings 
are used to promote artistry both as performers, but also as teachers. We want to 
make folks entrepreneurial in all aspects of the word. 
 
The Influence of Technology in Careers in Music 
 Students in this study reported that a career in music is seemingly not as attainable 
as it once was. The use of technology is seen by students as a vehicle to help young and 
aspiring musicians better prepare themselves for a successful career in music. Allen 
notes, 
   A career outlook for classical musicians, I think, is a little bit more difficult than 
it once was, not hopeless, but not really looking so good these days. That’s why I 
think they [conservatories] should incorporate more music technology into 
classes. The whole music technology thing is the most practical career for a 
musician, but I think a lot of their people don’t really realize that or refuse to 
accept it. 
 
Jasmine mentions that technology has had an influence on her decision to pursue a career 
in music. She explains,  
   I think that technology has had some influence on my own personal decision to 
go into music. Technology has always been important to me just because I love 
computers and always have. So, music technology and technology in general is 






Students noted that technology has shaped the way that they engage with the music 
business today. Streaming services, such as Google’s YouTube, have changed the way 
musicians engage with audiences. Many students reported that there are a number of 
different avenues that one can explore to widen a musical career. Scoring music for 
mobile applications can arguably open another revenue stream for students that did not 
exist previously. Amanda explains, 
   I don’t think people needed YouTube to get into music, but it has changed my 
path for me. I am interested in being a performing artist, but there are a lot of 
other things that I’d like to do with music – help produce records, be a mixing 
engineer. I don’t know if I’m ever going to be a mixing engineer or a producer but 
those are the things that I think about right now. My dream job is to get hired by 
Korg, or some other music technology developer, that needs an iPhone app. That 
would be amazing. I’ve learned specifically how to make money with computers 
– so yeah, it’s definitely informed my career. 
 
Technology as a Career Tool 
 Several students reported that being versatile in regard to music technology is an 
important skill today. Amanda explains,  
   Everyone says that technology is now more important than ever – it’s important 
to be really versatile. I think that’s really true. It’s hard to find a job and if there’s 
a job opening, and you can do something, then you have a higher chance of 
getting that job in a music field. 
 
Promoting oneself was seen as a necessary skill for conservatory students. An 
understanding of the recording process, self-producing musical recordings, and 
distributing music through online streaming services and stores was reported to be an 
aspirational goal of conservatory students. Jackson notes, 
   I think being able to put out your own CD or your own recordings online and 
make them sound good is essential. It’s the age of the self-promoting artist, to 
spout clichés. In order to be able to do that you need a fundamental understanding 





overload an amp or click a microphone. People at our school are not being taught 
these kinds of fundamentals. You’d think it’d be helpful to them.  
 
Students reported that the ability to be fluent in the use of digital audio workstations 
(DAW), such as Apple’s Logic Pro, Avid’s Pro Tools and others, are necessary for 
aspiring musicians. The ability to perform tasks that once had to be completed by hired, 
skilled professionals can streamline the operating costs for self-promotion. Amanda 
explains,  
   You need to know how to be able to use a digital audio work station, otherwise 
you’re spending a lot of money for someone to like put your track in Logic Pro 
and add bold reverb – 300 bucks is out. It’s like another thing in your pocket, like 
research that you have that doesn’t take a whole lot of effort to learn the basics. 
Knowing the basics [of audio recording] can take someone a pretty long way. 
 
The ability to supplement income from performance through other avenues was reported 
to be a high priority for students in the conservatory. Many students expressed an interest 
in working in a recording studio to earn additional income while pursuing a performing 
career in tandem. Ashley notes, 
   If I wanted to support myself with a studio job, I feel as if a lot of the stuff I’m 
learning in these [music technology] classes will be really, really helpful just for 
background knowledge. I’ll dive into more detailed stuff on my own time. Also, if 
I want to make a recording of my own music, I don’t want to spend hundreds of 
dollars in a studio. I can figure out how to do something myself. 
 
Omar noted that learning how to engage with technology in a general sense, as well as 
music technology, is an essential skill for musicians in an ever-changing landscape. The 
ability to understand technology so that one can engage with other professionals at a high 
level was a priority for him. Omar explains, 
   I definitely think learning about technology in both the general and the specific 
sense is really important for a musician nowadays – even if it’s just like knowing 
your way around a mixing board at a live gig. I’ve had dire experiences with 
sound guys. Even just knowing the terminology, if you don’t know how to use the 





nowadays, I think. I guess the more you know about the more specific stuff, the 
better conversations you can have with the recording engineer who might be 
doing your album.  
 
Justin noted that technology allows musicians to have complete control over how they are 
promoted for performance and composition opportunities. He states that it is imperative 
for conservatory students to create an online presence and a process for contacting others 
for employment opportunities. Justin explains, 
   First and foremost, it’s just a part of a professional life. You’re e-mailing and 
inquiring about getting gigs, setting up your own website, etc.  Every single 
student that graduates from the conservatory should have a website with audio 
clips on the website. There should be multimedia clips on the website. People 
should probably have a YouTube channel of their performances or at least their 
music on YouTube. That sort of thing. In the whole arts world, especially being 
young graduates, we’re in the situation where we have to market ourselves and 
technology has revolutionized and really changed that game, and as such, it is 
indispensable. 
 
Conservatory students have expressed that they have approached conservatory 
administration to include general technology and music technology into the conservatory 
curriculum. Students reported mixed results from their conversations with administration. 
Justin adds, 
   That’s something that I’ve pushed to the administration a little bit. I’ve pushed 
it in the sense of it being tied into a whole career development and professional 
skills sort of thing, but I think they are looking into more revamping for next year. 
 
Conservatory administration is acknowledging the request from conservatory students to 
include technology studies for students within the conservatory to better prepare students 
for professional life after graduation. Professor Berg believes that, 
   Music career offices and entrepreneurship offices should be focusing on and 
even thinking about what skills musicians need to have by the time they graduate 






Professor Smith notes that many of the students in a conservatory may not pursue a full-
time career in music performance; learning technological skills will arguably aid them in 
any career path they choose. He explains, 
   Technology skills and that information can only continue to be useful to them as 
they go out into the world, I would think, I mean especially if they go into music. 
Well, you know a certain percentage of students from the conservatory do not 
become professional performers, but they go into sort of musical or other arts 
administrative roles. 
 
Professor Peterson believes that it is essential to achieve fluency with technology while 
preparing for a career in music. She mentions that there are a number of ways that 
technology influences performance, composition and the creation of musical recordings. 
She explains, 
   It’s impossible to be a professional composer these days if you don’t know your 
way around not only the notation programs, but more and more, digital audio. It’s 
more and more the case that we mix master our own recordings, whether they’re 
live or studio recordings or not. The capability to do that is becoming more and 
more mandatory. Composition students need to be able to single-process in real 
time. 
 
Several conservatory faculty members noted that students should be seeking programs 
where they can become conversant with general technology and music technology. 
Professor Berg explains faculty members should be, 
subliminally encouraging students to make sure they’re looking at a number of 
areas for professional development. Also, taking advantage of some outside 
resources that are perhaps more affordable than others. 
 
Professor O’Brian states that students are not being adequately prepared for a career in 
music while at the conservatory because they are not being exposed to learning with 
technology that will foster entrepreneurship. She explains, 
   Students are getting gypped. I’m trying to change this, because in my class I’m 
really trying to get them to know the stuff, but I teach one class at a very large 





to record their piece in the best way, mix it and make a good mix of their pieces. 
[This is] so that when they send it off to somebody else, it sounds good, 
somebody else will want to play it. They leave without, I mean one of the things 
is that the current musical world is very DIY [do it yourself], and it used to be, up 
until five years ago, that if you wanted to have a piece of your chamber music 
recorded and released, you paid a recording engineer, you paid first base, you pay 
a mixing engineer, which are all good things, I think that those people should be 
paid, I’m one of those people. But now there’s really not funds to do that unless 
you’re independently wealthy.  
 
Professor Mohammed, a composition professor, believes that curricular development to 
include increased study in technology is import and that students should be encouraged to 
study it. He explains,  
   Students should be steered in that direction more, I don’t know if it should be 
required but at least it needs to be made very clear how important that can be in 
the outside world and that everyone should know something about it.  
 
 Conservatory students are cognizant of the importance of technology and the 
impact it can potentially have on a career in music. Jasmine explains, 
   There’s no getting around the fact that you’re going to have to use technology in 
some kind of way if you’re in the music field. Whether or not, ok, if you’re in 
music education, you’re going to have to use technology in order to develop 
lesson plans, to contact students, I mean, or if you’re going to be a recording artist 
you have to know the technological aspects of making those recordings and it 
always helps to know about what you’re doing. 
 
Allen feels as if technology will be a primary focus in his career as a musician. He 
mentions that technology will provide additional outlets to be creative. He states 
that composition for film and video games will arguably provide alternative 
routes to a career in music. He explains, 
   Well, what I think is that, I think music technology is definitely like the future 
of music careers, as far as trying to make a practical career out of being a 
musician. For example, I think that the best outlet is probably composing for 
commercials and video games, even more so than movies and in order to do that 
you have to be really well trained with technology and I’m not so sure about the 





as, just in this day and age, being able to use technology and music technology is 
just a really important ability to have the kind of career I’d want. 
 
Allen mentions that traditional careers in music performance are difficult to achieve. As a 
classical musician, he feels as if his career prospects are limited and will be difficult to 
attain. He explains:  
   A career outlook for classical musicians I think is like a little bit difficult, not 
hopeless, but not really looking so good these days. The whole music technology 
thing is the most practical career for a musician, but I think a lot of their people 
don’t really realize that or refuse to accept it. 
 
Technology Literacy 
Conservatory faculty and students reported that fluency with technology is a key 
component of success in the music industry. That said, conservatory many faculty 
members stated that many students do not understand the underpinning of technological 
systems. Enhanced graphical user interfaces (GUI) and enhancements to that model have 
abstracted the complexity involved with technology. Conservatory faculty members 
argue that this abstraction has diminished a conservatory student’s ability to 
conceptualize the core concepts involved with creating musical works with technology. 
Professor O’Brian explains, 
   The post programming world where you see text that turns into things – where 
it’s all graphic, it’s all interface. These people tend to grow up far less curious 
about how things work, and I think that’s a major problem. So, while they might 
be completely efficient at using technology, I don’t think they actually know how 
it works. 
 
Conversely, some conservatory faculty reported that the abstractions are allowing 
students to be nimbler with the technological tools available to them. In a simple sense, 
they use technological tools as a means to an end to complete what is necessary. 





   Among my 20-something students, what I love is they just don’t get what the 
issue is. They don’t get what the problem is. One student, she just literally didn’t 
compute what the problem was. Most of my 20-something students just jump 
between whatever tools they use. They don’t think, or need to think about, what is 
going on underneath. 
 
Professor Smith, a composition professor, expressed that students in the conservatory are 
experimenting with technology and incorporating it into their process for developing a 
career, regardless of the perceived ideology of the conservatory. He notes, 
   I feel that they’re already doing it, whether we want them to or not. I have now 
eight students in my class; originally I had 10. Every student had owned a laptop, 
every one of them without exception. I mean I’ve just seen this evolve over the 
years from students not knowing how to use computers to students now knowing 
how to use them better than I do. 
 
Ashley exemplifies this trend. She expressed that he has been interested in creating music 
through the lens of technology from an early age. She notes that many of her professors 
request that she learns in a manner that she is not accustomed to. Joseph reported that 
many of the students in the conservatory are conversant with technology, but their 
professors are not. A significant amount of class time is often lost due to troubleshooting 
technological problems. He notes, 
   What ends up happening every class, especially in the first semester, is that 
people bring in the assignment they’re working on and the professor tries to 
troubleshoot. Classes can feel boring because he spends the whole time 
troubleshooting. 
 
Justin reported that he believes faculty members do not understand the technological 
fluency that students have cultivated. That said, he noted that there are differing levels of 
fluency within the student population. He explains, 
   I’m not sure if it’s something they think about that much. We’re all pretty 
technologically savvy, and we all have different levels. I know some people who 






Administrative Support of Technology in the Conservatory 
Access to Professional Development 
Few would argue that in educational institutions professional development is an 
integral component of ongoing enrichment of the professional practice of faculty 
members. Professional development provides a vehicle for educators to augment and 
enhance their professional practice. Conservatory faculty members in this study reported 
that professional development is not widely available to faculty and staff. This is due, in 
part, to the status of a faculty member – full-time or part-time. Professor Mohammed said 
that, “at the conservatory I would imagine, of that faculty, 70% or so are part time.” 
Professor Berg continues, 
   For some folks, some colleagues, they’re only here one day a week. They’re not 
here as much as some of the other ones of us. My position, also, in addition to 
teaching, has an administrative component that has me here a lot. We get some 
professional development from the school. I know that I do some on my own, just 
whether it’s be going online to learning more about what’s out there. I think this 
has become more common in so many industries, but it’s something that can 
always certainly increase. I think it’s about having an institutional plan for it and 
what is key to making sure that everyone is where they need to be with music 
technology. 
 
Faculty members reported that it is not uncommon for them to teach at a number 
of conservatories, if regionally available, and schools of music. This is due to the 
fact that they are not offered full-time employment at a particular conservatory. 
They work at multiple education institutions to aggregate full-time employment. 
Professor Chu notes, 
   This is not a nuclear family by any means. It is just the nature of the beast since 
I’m touring and teaching at two different places. My colleagues teach at as many 






Professor O’Brian stated that since many faculty members are classified as part-time, and 
are ineligible for health insurance as a result, the conservatory is not interested in 
providing professional development opportunities. She explains, 
   I would say 75% of the faculty are part-time and don’t get enough hours to get 
health insurance so the school, since all their faculty is part-time, has absolutely 
no interest in professional development of their teachers, beyond what they 
already know. 
 
Several faculty members reported that they sometimes feel isolated as part-time faculty 
members are not afforded the same opportunities as full-time faculty. Professor Chu 
explains, “you’re just not as fully integrated into what is happening, so therefore you 
might feel a little bit more distant from some of the opportunities of the fulltime faculty.” 
Access to professional development was reported to be sometimes absent at the 
conservatory. In one conservatory a peer evaluator suggested that additional professional 
development should be made available to increase the capacity of faculty members in 
regard to technology. Professor Chu posits, 
   No, it [professional development] is not here at all. I think that's one of the 
points that the Middle States Commission on Higher Education made when they 
came here. That they’d like to see more professional development and I don’t 
really see the school kind of supporting that kind of instruction or development of 
its faculty in regard to technology. 
 
Professor Chu reported that announcements to offer professional development 
were not made available to faculty members. She notes, 
   I’ve never once attended a meeting of professional development. It’s never even 
been brought to my attention. They might, but I don’t know about it. Maybe they 
have them for full-time faculty members, but I’m part time so I haven’t heard 
anything. 
 
Professional development grant processes were reported to be available at some 





amount of funding to attend a professional development opportunity. Professor 
Berg explains, 
   We do have a grant process. I think it may be even more enticing for funding, 
because it is recognized as an important part, and we’re fortunate to have leaders 
that are, I would argue, especially forward thinking, even though we are in a 
conservatory setting where, you know, that word reminds us that we are 
supposedly trying to conserve something. 
 
Conversely, access to professional development funding opportunities was not 
consistent amongst faculty members in this study. Professor Mendez notes, 
   No, it’s not. It seems almost like more of a university dynamic. I’m not sure we 
know what we need to know, you know, in some ways. That’s why we need some 
sort of a consultant. I’ll probably have to apply for a faculty grant to go do 
something. It’s not like it’s out there, or there’s something to do. Again, because it 
is sort of in some ways an old-fashioned conservatory. There’s not really any 
opportunities for us to let’s say, go take an Ableton Live class or do something 
like that. 
 
Professor Smith continues, 
   There’s nothing about music technology; I’ve never heard of that being 
advertised or instruction in that provided, I mean the notation software is made 
available to the students in their computer lab; I don’t think it’s made available to 
the teachers. 
 
Faculty Fluency with Technology 
 Few would argue that technology evolves at a staggering pace with new 
innovations, and iterations of innovations, at a near-constant rate of development. It can 
be difficult to adopt and become comfortable with new technologies as they emerge. 
Faculty members in this study suggested that faculty fluency with technology is often not 
as developed as that of their students. Professor Reyes explains that while in his mind 
students are leading the way with technology, faculty members might not be ready for 
that transition. Many faculty members reported that while students may have more 





punctilious in their pursuit to gain a deeper understanding of how technology can affect 
how students learn and engage in classroom activities. Professor Peterson states, 
   I’m paddling as fast as I can. I’ve been using music notation programs 
practically since they were invented, so I can certainly help my students quite a 
bit with technical problems that they have with musical notation and digital audio, 
but that’s more experience based; it’s just a result of how long I’ve been doing it 
and how long I’ve been a professional composer. 
 
 Several faculty members reported that there is a sense of faculty members 
struggling to engage with and use technology at the same pace that their students use it. 
Many faculty members in composition and digital music departments have a wealth of 
experience with early forms of digital music through the lens of synthesizers and 
samplers, and technological hardware that can take samples of recorded music. Adapting 
and using more modern technological innovations can be challenging. Professor Smith 
explains, 
   I try to keep ahead of them. I wouldn’t have much of a product to sell if I didn’t 
know a thing or two more than they did. As I say, every time I’m confronted with 
Windows Media Player, or something new like that, I can’t remember how to use 
it. I often have to ask, but as far as the more remote reaches of computers and 
music technology, generally synthesizers and what not, my experience goes back 
a long way and goes out to the margins. I generally can throw them a few things 
that they’ve never heard of before. 
 
Faculty members stated that they are learning what is relevant in regard to technological 
innovation by being observant of the tools that students are choosing to use throughout 
their educational experience. They are trying to create a balance between what concrete 
skills should be taught in a conservatory and how they relate to the new modes of 
thinking that technological innovation can provide. Professor Mendez notes: 
   I wish I had done better with technology during my undergraduate years at 
Yale. I have a lot of fun with my students who turn me on to different ways of 
thinking about technology and the stuff I don’t know well – like comparing Logic 





They’re putting stuff up on Sound Cloud and immediately creating all of these 
beautiful fixed media pieces in between lessons and classes. It’s a very tricky line 
to walk because there are certain techniques and conventions that you have to 
know if you’re going to a conservatory, and yet I don’t want them to think at all 
that the other stuff is just, or should be thought of, as a hobby. 
 
 Several students reported that there is a disconnect between the method in which 
conservatories teach and the method in which students are learning and engaging with 
technology in their studies. Omar explains,  
   I feel like there’s a weird kind of disconnect between some ideas of 
conservatories. Should conservatories be teaching the old way as the right way or 
should they be trying to innovate and increase the student’s knowledge and 
awareness? 
 
Allen reported that he feels as if the conservatory is not adequately prepared to provide 
support for learning music through the lens of technology. He states,  
   I think most of the faculty are even unaware of the whole music technology 
department. For example, I spoke to my guitar teacher about my interests and how 
I wanted to write for video games and stuff. He had no idea about that kind of 
stuff; I’d say that most of them are pretty unaware. 
 
 Joseph believes that conservatory faculty members have an interest in and respect for 
technology, but are not equipped to support students in this area. He explains, “It seems 
like the professors that I’ve had don’t really know how to use that stuff [technology]. 
They say that stuff’s great, but I don’t know how to use it.” 
Justin notes that there is a possible generation gap in regard to technology usage. 
He feels as if younger faculty members might be more inclined to teach through the lens 
of technology, while more seasoned faculty members are not because it was not a part of 
their contextual learning experience. He states, 
   As hard as it is to say, some of it is a generation thing, and not to make any sort 
of assumptions about what somebody is like of the other generation, but it feels 
more acceptable to allow exceptions if somebody is of an older generation, 





their late 20s, early 30s, one of these really hot star young virtuoso sort of types, I 
would absolutely expect them to be able to keep up technology-wise. When 
teachers are in their late 70s and 80s, they’re like these old masters. I’m not going 
to expect them to have the technology chops, so I think as it progresses over the 
next 20-30 years, the standard will change, but because all this stuff over a larger 
arc is relatively new, there’s a mixed set of expectations. 
 
IT Staff Availability and Maintenance of Technology 
A number of faculty members reported that Information Technology (IT) staff are 
widely available and able to handle technological problems. That said, IT staff is often 
inundated with support requests and not available for ad-hoc training sessions. Professor 
Gutierrez recalls, 
   I wish there was more training; we do have a really solid IT team and they do 
offer as much support as they can. It’s kind of a chicken and egg thing sometimes, 
I think – folks are trying to integrate more but because we have a lot going on, our 
technology staff is asked to do a lot so we’re trying to juggle what is the first 
priority to make happen. 
 
Professor Chu continues, I will say that IT has tried their best to offer that kind of 
instruction, but it’s usually very local, very limited and very individual. It’s not like 
here’s a workshop. Faculty members reported that there is an expectation that music 
technology is maintained by the instructor of the course, rather than the IT staff at the 
conservatory. Professor Berg notes,  
   There is an IT staff, but I don’t know really what their function is beyond 
making sure the internet works. It’s like wow, you’re going to pay me an adjunct 
salary to not only teach the class, but also be the studio manager – OK! 
 
Students also reported that there is a perceived expectation that faculty members maintain 
studio labs. Further, students feel that the labs are well-maintained by the faculty 
members who are charged with that task. Ella explains, 
   The music technology lab is pretty much maintained by the teachers that teach 
those courses. It’s maintained well, as far as I can see. Some of the setups aren’t 





what we’re doing, you know. They have the real, legit software and stuff. On the 
other hand, the general technology stuff in the classroom, as I mentioned before, I 
think is not probably where it should be. There’s not really much of it in a 
classroom at all actually. 
 
Many students in the conservatory reported that music technology is not maintained or 
available for student use. It was also reported that the perceived number of IT staff in the 
conservatory is not sufficient to aid students with technological problems. Jasmine states, 
   It’s a constant pain. I might have mentioned this before that there’s no printing 
setup for students at school and that hardware situation has been just the biggest 
pain. You’re expected to write so much music and if you don’t have a printer you 
have to go to a copy shop. There is a printer in school in the library that constantly 
has problems. I think that it has something to do with hardware acquisition, but I 
think it has more to do with support. There is no printing lab or dedicated person 
that’s supposed to fix problems with the printer.  
 
Jackson continues, 
   The few basic things that we do have break with too much frequency to be 
acceptable for the small number of machines that we have. We have one printer 
for the school. It is such a toss-up as to whether or not it’s working that I very 
rarely bother going there and will instead go to a public copy place instead of 
trying to deal with that carnival of disaster. Sometimes I feel like the percent 
working is under 50%. 
 
Several students also reported that they feel as if the conservatory is acquiring technology 
that is not directly aiding instructional activities. Further, they reported that technological 
acquisitions are superficial and not necessary in the conservatory. Amanda explains, 
   It’s funny because I feel like there are a lot of schools that do this thing where 
they put up plasma screen televisions in the hallways. They think they are so cool, 
“look at our plasma screens.” I’ve never heard a student speak well of it, I’ve 
always heard students say, “Wow, I wish that money was being spent on 
somewhere else.” I look at it and then complain about how I feel something else 
isn’t receiving an adequate amount of funding. 
 
Students reported that the current music technology in the conservatory is not up-
to-date and computer workstations are aging. Further, students reported that they 





   A lot of the computers are slower than they should be. They’re not up to date. I 
say all this realizing that now, the conservatory does their best and if they had the 
resources they would, but they don’t have the resources. They keep the software 
up-to-date as they can, but some of the computers are much slower than expected. 
The electronic music studio is not great, not where it should be, in my opinion, for 
an electronic music studio at a conservatory. It really looks like they just took all 
the equipment from the old building and brought it over with no consideration for 
building a new electronic music studio. 
 
Summary 
 In this chapter, the researcher reported the findings of this multi-site case study 
through the lens of several themes and sub-themes that emerged from participant 
interviews. Students in this study expressed that they desired increased access to 
technology in the curriculum. Further, they expressed a need for increased access to 
music technology in a general sense. In order to use specialized hardware and software, 
students were often required to be enrolled in a course that specifically utilized it. Many 
faculty members share their students’ sentiments, but were met with difficulty in 
implementing music technology throughout the curriculum, due to factors that include: 
fluency with music technology, consistent and relevant professional development, and 
access to technology in the classroom.  
 Faculty members in this study were divided on the relevance of music technology 
in the conservatory curriculum. Some felt it is the responsibility of the conservatory to 
uphold traditional pedagogical approaches, while others believed there is a middle ground 
to be found. Students expressed that they were frustrated with the state of technology use 
throughout the conservatory. Many students reported that music technology is a primary 
component of their musical expression. Further, a smaller subset believes that music 





researcher will analyze faculty and student perceptions of music technology in the 







 V – DISCUSSION 
 
Overview 
 It was critical to examine both student and faculty perceptions of music 
technology and their relationship to the conservatory curriculum. This chapter explores 
these perceptions through the lens of the related literature in an attempt to satisfy the 
research questions that informed this study. 
What role does music technology play at the music conservatory? 
 Students attend conservatories because they desire to experience an immersive 
educational environment that is deeply focused on an exploration of music (Plasket, 
1992). Students in this study expressed this sentiment when describing why they chose to 
attend a conservatory. Dominique, a vocal performance major, noted that her 
undergraduate studies at a liberal arts school did not necessarily afford her the 
opportunity to, “fine tune her skills” that she felt were necessary to perform at a high 
level. Hendrich (1978) pointed out that there are similarities between conservatories and 
schools of music within universities, but with a discreet difference: music is at the core of 
the conservatory, where it is additive in a university. Justin and Allen, classical 
composition and classical guitar performance majors respectively, expressed that 
conservatories provide a more rigorous experience in music learning with a deep 
emphasis on the mechanics of performing. In their opinion, conservatories frame their 
musical learning through practical skills, such as theory and ear training, in conjunction 





students wish to focus on a specialized music curriculum that culminates in a diploma, 
rather than a degree. Conservatories frequently offer artist diplomas, as well as degree 
programs (Ruch, 2009). For Jasmine, a jazz guitar performance major, a conservatory 
education, “should just be tough – not necessarily hard, but it should ask a lot of the 
students and require them to push themselves a little bit harder in terms of working on 
music than a more well-rounded sort of university environment.” Given that less than 
10% of conservatory-trained musicians achieve a career in music” (Plasket, 1992), it is 
possible to say that rigorous study should be paramount in the conservatory experience.  
 Community, camaraderie and unique musical experiences were identified as 
necessary characteristics of a conservatory education by students in this study. Ella, a 
percussion performance major, mentioned that conservatory settings should provide 
opportunities to learn from not only faculty members, but more importantly, from other 
“colleagues” in the student population who are experimenting with varying styles of 
music performance. Kennedy (2005) argues that conservatories do not fully nurture 
students’ exploration into musical styles, aside from those presented in the core 
curriculum – Western classical music and jazz. Further, conservatories should work to 
include new and emerging styles into conservatory curricula (Kennedy, 2005). Dobbs 
(2017) shares Kennedy’s assertion and states that the use of music technology should be a 
part of the educational experience for musicians. Further, he believes that it can augment 
the experience of nearly every aspect of music learning, including: group rehearsals, 
applied lessons, and individual practice. Ella notes that exposure to multiple avenues of 
music performance will better suit her and her fellow students throughout the pursuit of a 





much a variety of different styles of music, different kind of things you’re going to have 
to be doing when you’re a working musician.” Ella mentioned that varying performance 
experiences in a rigorous environment are deeply important and are arguably more 
impactful than, “learning how to practice excerpts.” Kennedy (2005) underscores this 
notion by stating that students who choose to attend conservatories do so because they are 
aiming to have a career in the music industry through the learning of specific concepts, 
techniques and information.  
How are music technology courses incorporated into conservatory curricula? 
 Students who participated in this study reported that they are excited about the 
proposition of incorporating technology into their learning; however, they feel as if some 
of the teaching techniques employed by faculty members were out-of-date or not 
relevant. Varma (2016) might say that the use of technology in music learning at the 
conservatory level has not been adopted as quickly as it has been in other academic 
disciplines. Jasmine believes that, “technology can be incorporated more” and for classes 
that utilize technology, the, “teaching methods are just a little outdated.” Ertmer and 
Ottenbreit-Leftwich (2010) would argue that it is not enough for professors to simply use 
technology for augmenting lectures. Rather, professors should be supported in not 
learning how to use a technology, but how to use technology effectively in the classroom 
(Varma, 2016). For Omar, a jazz alto saxophone performance major, “conservatories and 
musicians now should be trying to explore and expand their awareness of music, culture 
and technology,” not limiting themselves to a particular style of performance. With that 
in mind, Ashley, a classical composition major, explained that performance majors and 





experience, “everyone in the composition department uses a computer to notate their 
music,” while performance majors focused on, “how they’re going to practice for 
orchestra auditions.” She learned how to compose through music notation programs and 
feels as if she is, “so much faster on the computer.” Using a computer to capture musical 
ideas is not something that she actively thinks about because it is deeply engrained in her 
musical process.  
Allen explained that the few music technology courses that exist in his 
conservatory, “should be required” because the courses are not advertised and, “a lot of 
people just don’t even know about them.” Ertmer and Ottenbreit-Leftwich (2010) believe 
that professors should plan classroom activities and assignments with technology in mind 
in order to support meaningful student learning through the lens of technology. Varma 
(2016) echoes this sentiment and posits that technology can have a significant impact on 
student learning, especially in applied lessons. Further, she believes that the use of 
curated applications, in tandem with wearable technology, can provide insight into 
playing posture, and help prevent injury.  
Professor Reyes, a vocal performance and music history professor, reported that 
he has expressed the need to increase course offerings that utilize technology during 
faculty council meetings. He expects that an increased use of technology will permeate 
the curriculum. He notes, “I expect it’s going to catch on, I mean they’re all very, very 
devoted to teaching – finding better ways to teach, so once the idea is there, I’m sure it’ll 
spread.” With that in mind, Professor Gutierrez, a composition professor mentioned that 
technology has not been integrated into curricula in a strong way because she does not 





mentions that students, and faculty alike, are using, “instruments which are beautiful 
pieces of technology.” While it can be argued that musical instruments were considered 
high technology at the time of their invention (Riddell, 1993) professors should reflect on 
their pedagogical beliefs to create more student-centered learning experiences that 
involves technology (Ertmer & Ottenbreit-Leftwich, 2010). Professors will be more 
likely to include the use of technology in the curricula if they believe it will benefit 
learning outcomes (Ottenbreit-Leftwich, 2007). 
 Riddell (1993) argues that most instruments that are considered to be “traditional” 
create sounds that are limited to the mechanical world. These instruments are able to 
create sound through, “primitive approaches of plucking, striking, scraping and blowing” 
(p. 97). Students expressed that music technology has broadened how many can define a 
musical instrument. Ella said that, “all musical instruments were high technology at one 
point or another.” Cremata and Powell (2017) argue that computers can be seen as an, 
“extension” of performance vehicles for musicians. Further, they believe that the 
definition of a musical instrument is in a constant state of revision. New software and 
hardware technologies are abstracting the definition of a traditional musical instrument 
(Cremata & Powell, 2017). Jackson, a classical composition major, agreed with Ella’s 
view of music technology. His work includes the use of a digital audio workstation to 
capture the sound of live instruments and, “processing the sounds that they create.” 
Dobbs (2017) agrees with Jackson’s use of a digital audio workstation in his musical 
exploration. He believes that the ability to archive rehearsals and applied lessons can 
provide valuable data to improve and reflect upon music performance. Jackson uses 





able to create otherwise. He noted that, “Max MSP is a valuable composition tool that I 
find very inspiring, so learning how to use it is nothing but a good thing.” Riddell (1993) 
argues that technological advancements have expanded the definition of musical 
instruments to include modern computing devices that create sound through non-
traditional methods. Further, he states, 
   MIDI is an instrument without form or specific sound. It is extremely influential 
in the realization of real-time electronic music. This influence initially comes 
from the types of devices constructed to generate signals, then from the level of 
quantization it imposes on this information and finally through the types of 
systems it encourages or inspires to manage and conceptually frame the 
codification of performance information. MIDI codifies, in a peculiar manner, a 
performer’s relation to a piece of equipment deemed musically significant.  
(p. 139) 
 
Ella explained that it can be difficult to program a digital audio workstation to perform a 
composition in the way that it was intended to be performed: “Technology really tests 
your knowledge of styles and musicality to be able to get something, something you 
programmed on a computer.” The composer takes on the role of the performer, dictating 
style and nuance, throughout the performance of the composition. Technology as a 
musical instrument can present new and interesting challenges for a musician. One may 
argue that the process of learning a musical instrument spans a lifetime. With that 
sentiment in mind, there is an expectation that the musical instrument does not change in 
shape or function. This is not necessarily the case with music technology. New 
innovations frequently replace previous innovations, which in turn, can impede the ability 
of a musician to develop an individual voice (Riddell, 1993). If music technology is 
going to be integrated into curricula, it is important for faculty members to become more 
comfortable with the idea that music technology is a musical instrument (Cremata, 2010; 





How does music technology align with traditional conservatory culture and values? 
   Higher education has not fully embraced music technology within their curricula 
(Cremata, 2010). If students are not provided with opportunities to learn and utilize music 
technology in their studies, they are often left to explore other avenues to acquire these 
skills. Conservatory students in this study expressed that they use technology to learn, 
explore and perform music. This includes recording practice sessions, recording 
performances and rehearsals, playing along with audio recordings, and recording lessons 
with their private instructors. Jasmine said that she has, 
always used technology as a compositional tool, even from when I was a 
teenager. I used that to write songs and to evaluate my own progress and I’ve 
always used technology in order to progress. 
 
 She uses her cellular telephone to record personal practice sessions, as well as private 
lessons. Further, Jasmine explains that she listens back to tapes of herself playing songs 
that she wrote years ago to compare and contrast the progress she has made. Cremata 
(2010) might argue that music students are not looking to incorporate music technology 
into their studies – they already are. There are numerous entry points into technology for 
students because it surrounds their life in ways that did not exist for their professors.  
 Student desire to use technology as a learning and performance tool has not gone 
unnoticed by conservatory faculty members. Professor Reyes, noted that students are, 
“showing [us] the way” in regard to how technology can and should be used throughout 
the conservatory curriculum. Cremata (2010) notes that the speed at which technological 
advancements occur might be making the process of teaching with music technology 
difficult for many professors. With that in mind, Professor Reyes, believes that students 





through the lens of technology. This can be a learning opportunity for both the teacher 
and the student. Professor Reyes explains, “I don’t want you downloading your e-mail 
during class, but I find them [students] to be really adventuresome and looking for new 
stuff that the computers can do.”  
 Many students explained that they feel more efficient using technology as a tool 
in their music learning. Lin (2005) might say this is because music technology provides 
an effective method for self-learning. In other words, music technology allows students to 
move at a unique pace that is challenging to them. Ashley said that she is, “just so much 
faster” using a computer because that is the way she learned to write music. Music 
notation software was her entry point into music composition. This contrasts a more 
traditional approach to music composition where one might handwrite scores with the aid 
of a physical musical instrument. The software application is the entry point into the 
musical instrument (Cremata & Powell, 2017; Riddell, 1993). Professor Berg, a vocal 
performance professor, notes that conservatories rely on teaching techniques that are, 
“very much old school” because faculty members are comfortable with more traditional 
approaches. Cremata (2010) reports that faculty members are often resistant to 
incorporating technology into curricula due to, “authenticity of music, learning curve, 
costs, and lack of desire to learn about new technologies” (p. 188). That said, many 
faculty members in this study believe that the use of technology can spark more engaging 
discussions. Professor Chu, a composition professor, believes that a deeper integration of 
technology can lead to, “excited, collected conversations that lead to discoveries that can 





 Students expressed that music technology should become a more integral 
component of the conservatory curriculum. Rege (2008) shares this belief. She asserts 
that conservatories should require students to take courses that explore music technology. 
She believes that, “one of the most important practical skills musicians need is the ability 
to effectively use music technology” (p. 9). Allen suggested that it, “should be required” 
at the conservatory. With this sentiment in mind, students said technology is a core 
component of some modern musical styles. Omar mentioned that electronic music relies 
heavily on music technology. He believes that further integration of music technology 
would, “definitely benefit the curriculum” overall and expand the available performance 
and composition experiences for students. Justin warns that any new music technology be 
integrated in a thoughtful and meaningful way. He believes, “the hinge issue is always 
going to be the quality” of the courses. He explained that he would welcome high-quality 
courses if the technology, and presentation of such technology, “works the way it 
should.” Students and professors alike are beginning to challenge how music students are 
prepared for careers in music. Clarefield (2004) offers the following: 
   We all know that most of us want and need to do many different professional 
musical activities as part of our career. Yet, how many of these activities were we 
really prepared for by our institutions of higher learning? Yes, we can be 
successful without lots of training, but couldn't we serve our students even better 
if we took what we know about the reality of life as a musician and incorporated it 
into our curriculum? I believe we need to change the emphasis of the 
undergraduate music student to incorporate courses that will enable them to be a 
successful musician, not just a performer. (p. 16) 
 
Do faculty members and students feel the use of technology in conservatory settings 
will better prepare students for a career in music? 
 Throughout this study, two themes emerged in regard to access to technology: (a) 





their access to hardware and software is often very limited outside of the scope of a class. 
Amanda, a flute performance major, said, “I don’t think the rest of the students are privy 
to use it [digital audio workstations], unless you’re taking that course.” She said that she 
felt bad for other students because music technology is widespread in her department and 
she and fellow students have our “own room that has a bunch of technological equipment 
in it.” Mishne (2012) states that the limited access to technology in the conservatory 
creates a digital disconnect for students. She asserts that,  
with technology use so ingrained in students’ daily lives outside school, educators 
are missing a valuable opportunity to engage students with tools they are already 
comfortable using. (p. 2) 
 
Agnew (2003) argued that access to specific music technology within classrooms 
was not an effective predictor for technology use being available in a general sense. 
Amanda is happy with the software resources that the conservatory has, but, “the problem 
is you only get a very limited amount of time to use it.” She continues, “I think there 
definitely needs to be more – computer labs and a lot more workstations available.” 
Professor O’Brian, a composition professor, expressed that, “students are getting gypped” 
by not being provided access to hardware and software resources outside of class. He 
believes that students who leave the conservatory should know how, “to record and mix 
their piece in the best way so that when they send it off to somebody else, it sounds good, 
and somebody else will want to play it.” Rege (2008) supports Professor O’Brian’s 
statement: 
   To be successful in their work, professional musicians must be able to record 
their own performances either for public use or for personal practice, manipulate 
digital music files in a variety of formats, and market themselves either on the 
internet or with digital press packets. Many performers supplement their income 
in other ways, including teaching and composing/arranging. All of these activities 






Faculty members and students both expressed that technology for use within 
instruction was inconsistent. Computer labs were only made available to students 
enrolled in courses that specifically utilized music technology, such as digital audio 
workstations. However, access to music technology in other classes was not as readily 
available. Amanda expressed frustration that there had been, “lots of studios, a public lab, 
and tons of full-time faculty” in her undergraduate studies in a non-conservatory setting. 
Further, she explained that many of her peers are interested incorporating technology into 
their classroom studies. This is due, in part, to a scarcity of music technology in classes 
that are not specifically designed to utilize it. As a result, classes that incorporate music 
technology are in high demand and, “it’s not likely you’ll even be able to get into a 
class.” Cremata (2010) might say that conservatories should broaden their course 
offerings in order to make music technology more widely available to students who wish 
to use it. Further, he might suggest that conservatories engage in an ongoing 
improvement plan that re-examines course offerings and potential additions to 
curriculum.  
It can be difficult for educational institutions to purchase and maintain and 
maintain hardware and software (Rege, 2008). Conservatory faculty highlighted budget 
constraints as a contributing factor to the limited resources in the conservatory. Professor 
Peterson, a composition professor, mentioned that, “getting the elevator working is hard 
enough, so having good technology in the classroom is a long way down the line.” 
Faculty members expressed doubt that technology will be incorporated into classes 





possibility of, “a couple of pilot smart classrooms, but even that got shelved. I guess for 
now the rolling audio visual units with the laptops are satisfactory.” 
Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) programs have become increasingly popular in 
a number of environments that rely upon and offer computer network access to a large 
number of users (Hellquist, 2014). More recently, BYOD programs have been 
implemented in K-12 classrooms and corporate environments. BYOD programs arguably 
offer increased flexibility for information technology (IT) administrators, as well as the 
end user. IT administrators are largely absolved of the responsibility of managing 
hundreds of computers, while end users are free to configure their computers in any way 
they deem necessary. (Cheng, Guan, & Chow, 2016). Generally speaking, BYOD has 
been successful in meeting the needs of end users without overtaxing the limited 
resources of IT staff.  
Conservatory faculty members seem to embrace the idea of smaller, and more 
capable, computer hardware for music creation. Professor Washington, a brass methods 
instructor, recalls,  
   In the 90s and even the early 2000s we had this computer music center and we 
had this place with all these computers and they can make music. Now, I have a 
computer music center in my backpack. 
 
While faculty members in this study may embrace the advance in technology, they have 
been inconsistent about allowing students to use technology in a classroom setting 
because they fear that students may not be fully engaged in classroom activities. Duhon 
(2010) would argue that faculty members who are fearful of student technology use feel 
this way primarily because they have not embraced technology as a key component of the 





it looks a little suspicious after a while,” he will say something. He acknowledged that 
many faculty members do not know how to approach students about personal device use 
in the classroom. He mentioned that, “once you start to single students out, and you get 
all irate about it, it can be problematic.” Duhon (2010) noted that educators should 
develop a positive attitude toward technology. Further, she stated that professors, “often 
felt apprehensive about technology since it required them to challenge their current role 
in the classroom” (p. 41). 
Conservatory students began using their own devices in classes because of 
inconsistent access to digital audio workstations. Dobbs (2017) would argue that this is 
impeding the ability of students to archive rehearsals and applied lessons. Students also 
appear to have matured as musicians with technology as a central component of the 
musical explorations. Riddell (1993) states that music technology has changed the way 
students engage with traditional methods of study, performance and composition. Joseph, 
a jazz composition major, explains,  “people bring their computers to class every single 
day and they use their iPads to take notes instead of writing on manuscript paper in class” 
because it is easier to organize work, as well as move work between mobile devices and 
their primary computer workstation. Williams (2014) states that the iPad has become a 
significant performance and composition tool for students. Jackson continues and 
mentions the, “integration of music technology is happening [in the conservatory], 
primarily because integration of technology is happening all around us.” A number of 
students expressed frustration that technology has not been welcomed at the core of the 
curriculum. Ella explains that some professors, “dislike the idea of laptops in the 





explains, “music has been done a certain way for 700-800 years now, and they don’t 
really see any reason to change that.” While conservatories are designed to maintain a 
specific tradition of study, they have adapted to offer a wide range of study that is not 
solely focused on music performance (Ruch, 2009). Music technology is arguably 
extending the way musicians conceptualize and engage with music performance and 
composition (Cremata & Powell, 2017; Riddell, 1993). 
 Branscome (2010) conducted a study and found that there were a number of 
skills, aside from music performance and composition, that would aid students as they 
begin to build a career in music. These include: interpersonal skills, business acumen, 
tenacity, collegiality, among others. Further, in addition to the aforementioned skills, he 
found that music technology has become an increasingly important field of study to 
support careers in music. The students in this study exhibited a mature sense of 
pragmatism when describing how their career might unfold as time progresses. Many 
students acknowledged that, “a career outlook for classical musicians is a little bit more 
difficult than it once was.” Further, definition of financial success in music performance 
is far different from those in other professional fields. Ondracek-Peterson (2013) 
conducted a study and found that over 50% of conservatory students interviewed believed 
that $50,000 was an indicator of financial success in music performance careers, whereas 
$100,000 was an indicator of success in other professional fields. Brodsky (2006) posits 
that this perceived indicator of financial success is driven by positive intrinsic motivation, 
rather than extrinsic motivation, such as fame or rewards. 
Students in this study believe that the use of technology will be crucial to 





that conservatories, “should incorporate more music technology into classes.” Further, he 
says, “the whole music technology thing is the most practical career for a musician, but I 
think a lot of their people don’t really realize that or refuse to accept it.” Students 
mentioned that new and emerging technology, such as streaming audio and video 
websites, has changed the professional landscape for musicians who are the beginning 
stages of their career. In addition, the advancement of technology has created new 
opportunities for professional work, while more traditional avenues of professional 
performance and composition, such as studio recording, has been cannibalized by the 
same technology (Branscome, 2010).  
 In recent years, music composition for mobile applications and gaming consoles, 
such as Microsoft’s Xbox and Sony’s PlayStation, have created a number of new 
opportunities for musicians to composed and perform music for high profile game titles 
(Brascome, 2010; Newcomb, 2012). Students have identified these opportunities. 
Amanda said that her dream job is to, “get hired by Korg, or some other music 
technology developer, that needs an iPhone app.” She expressed great interest in 
designing mobile applications for music production, as well as using mobile applications 
for music creation. Mobile music creation has become much more feature-rich in recent 
years. Gaines (2015) notes: 
   The look and feel of recording environments has changed dramatically since the 
advent of the digital audio workstation (DAW). It is now possible to produce 
high-quality audio projects outside of the traditional recording studio. Musicians 
and composers can create and capture beautiful musical projects in a 
nontraditional home studio, with a laptop on a plane or with minimal mobile 
device equipment during a live performance. The tools required to work with 
digital audio have become smaller in size and more efficient. Mobile devices are 






Many students explained that having basic fluency in using a digital audio workstation 
will allow them to take advantage of additional revenue streams to supplement their 
income from music composition and performance. Ashley explains, “if I wanted to 
support myself with a studio job, I feel as if a lot of the stuff I’m learning in these [music 
technology] classes will be really, really helpful.” Further, she mentioned that she would 
save “hundreds of dollars in a studio” by being able to record herself instead of hiring a 
studio engineer.  
 A number of conservatories have realized that being a world-class musician is 
simply not enough to sustain a career that is based upon the foundation of music 
performance and composition. With this sentiment in mind, schools of music and 
conservatories are incorporating entrepreneurship courses into curricula (Snow, 2012). 
Professor Mendez, a composition professor, says that it is imperative for students to 
understand, “changes in the [music] industry” that have a significant impact on how 
media is consumed and, “how recordings get dispersed.” A number of faculty members 
have incorporated additional courses into existing curricula to discuss entrepreneurship 
and how students can cultivate their career by creating new opportunities for themselves. 
Tonelli (2015) notes that entrepreneurship is,  
effective when it is comprised of experiential learning and when it was delivered 
in a tiered format, using a combination of large class, small group, and one-on-
one instruction. (p. 424) 
  
Professor Berg explains that students should have an, “online presence to share their 
artistry visually” through, “Facebook and other social media tools.” Professor Mendez 
feels the movement to incorporate elements of the music into curricula is, 
 exciting and that sort of, “entrepreneurial, make your own path thing” seems to 






Justin agrees with Professor Mendez and Professor Berg. He said that, “every single 
student that graduates from the conservatory should have a website with audio clips” and, 
“have a YouTube channel of their performances” because this type of self-promotion is, 
“indispensable” for musicians. Students are seeking more and more opportunities to 
exercise the skills they are acquiring from entrepreneurship courses. Moreover, they 
would like to have access to like courses earlier in their studies so that they can have 
more time hone their skills in this area (Tonelli, 2015). 
 Omar mentioned that technology, as it relates to entrepreneurship, is important at 
even a more basic level than promotion online. He believes that, “learning about 
technology in both the general and the specific sense is really important for musicians.” 
Understanding how music technology as it is used in live performance can have an 
impact on how a performer is perceived by the audience. He explained that he has had, 
“dire experience” with sound engineers who control live performances. Further, he 
explains that, “just knowing the terminology, if you don’t know how to use the specific 
piece of technology, even just knowing the words is really important.” Pine-Thomas 
(2017) reports that the ability to be literate and conversant in how technology is used 
within professional fields is an essential skill that all students need to acquire. 
 Digital music tools have quickly evolved from audio archival tools to vehicles for 
music creation (D’Errico, 2016). Conservatory faculty and students in this study both 
shared the belief that obtaining fluency in technology is important for students as they 
begin to build a career in music. That said, faculty felt that they possess a different 
definition for what fluency with technology is. Professor O’Brian noted that polished 





without understanding the process that lies behind the functionality of the applications. 
As a result, she feels that, “people [students] tend to grow up far less curious about how 
things work, and I think that’s a major problem.” D’Errico (2016) asserts that this shift in 
thinking is representative of how computer software has become less linear in approach, 
resulting in modular interfaces that provide various toolsets, rather than static ways of 
working. Professor Mendez believes that modern, polished user interfaces are abstracting 
the complexity of older software and allowing students to work on what is important, 
rather than focusing on the learning gap of first using the software application. He 
explains, “most of my twenty-something students just jump between whatever tools they 
use. They don’t think, or need to think about, what is going on underneath.” D’Errico 
(2016) might argue that more modular abstract interfaces have fostered creative 
environments where experimental play leads to a new approach for music composition 
and performance.  
 Conservatory faculty members noted that student fluency with technology has 
steadily increased and, as a result, the use of technology has become more transparent in 
the classroom. Professor Reyes recalls, “I’ve just seen this evolve over the years from 
students not knowing how to use computers to students now knowing how to use them 
better than I do.” This sentiment was echoed by conservatory students who have used 
technology since they began their exploration of music performance or composition. 
Ashley explained how much faster she is when writing music with music technology. 
Cremata (2010) echoes Ashley’s thoughts and claims that many students are more 
comfortable using music technology to augment and enhance music performance and 





Students noted that they feel frustrated in having to conform to traditional conservatory 
expectations. Ashley continues, “every time I come to a lesson, my teacher prefers, 
basically demands, that we bring a printed-out score.” Some music professors believe that 
the use of technology is not needed, and that more traditional methods for music 
composition and performance would be more beneficial for the student (Cremata, 2010). 
When comparing her private instructor, Ashley reported that other professors 
allow students to, “bring a laptop, a flash drive, or whatever. They’ll pull it up on the 
computer.” Many students have become accustomed to using music technology in their 
studies (Ubovich, 2015) and it was clear that the students in this study align with that 
sentiment.  
How are faculty members and students being supported in teaching and learning 
with music technology? 
 Conservatories have employed distance learning for quite some time to extend 
educational opportunities for students and professional development opportunities for 
faculty members (Sherbon & Kish, 2005). While distance learning applications are 
commonly associated with Internet lag, and at times, sub-par audio quality, they are 
commonly used to connect musicians in remote locations (Riley, MacLeod, & Libera, 
2014). Common applications for distance learning include learning management systems 
(LMS), such as Google Classroom and Blackboard, and video conferencing services, 
such as, Apple’s FaceTime, Microsoft’s Skype, and others. Distance learning for many 
conservatories is a hallmark program often celebrated by both students and faculty 





does a lot with actual real-time performance and master class situations that really 
help to not only share the school’s resources, but also helps us connect more with 
the rest of the world, musically. 
 
Lockett (2010) found few differences in student performance between online learning 
and traditional face-to-face instruction. Further, he offers new possibilities in applied 
instruction: 
   For instrumental music instruction, special music software is available that is 
designed to isolate, detect, and correct incorrect musical pitches. Teachers can 
assign students music lessons from a centrally located classroom while students 
can be scattered nationally and internationally. In another example of a delivery 
method, students can download an assigned music lesson and play it on software 
designed to detect errors. The student can prepare the lesson by performing for the 
software, which is designed to aid the student as they practice. (p. 5) 
 
Riley, MacLeod, and Libera (2014) would agree with Lockett that distance learning 
offers new opportunities for collaboration, but would likely say that Internet latency 
makes collaborative performance with performers in remote locations difficult. 
Conservatories are seeking ways that they can be more efficient in the way they conduct 
auditions in the conservatory. Professor Gutierrez explains that, “the faculty council is 
looking into using video conferencing technology to at least do the initial culling of vocal 
auditions.” This will allow conservatories to give instantaneous feedback to prospective 
students about moving to the next stage of auditions. Further, she is excited for the 
possibility of, “automating the audition process and putting it online” in some capacity. 
Littles (2014) studied the suitability of online courses for applied lessons. The 
participants, “rated applied instrumental/vocal lessons and instrumental/choral 
conducting as courses between Somewhat Not Suitable and Not Suitable for online 
delivery” (p. 59). Lockett (2010) posits that the technological benefits of online music 





 Stewart (2014) believes that professional development that honors all 
stakeholders is key to educational institutions. She states, 
   Learning communities thrive when all participants are invested in the work they 
are doing. If members of a learning group do not feel comfortable together, they 
may not be able to offer or receive feedback in a constructive manner. Difference 
of opinion and critical analysis of work should be discussed in an environment in 
which all have contributed to the organization of the group. (p. 28) 
 
Professional development is a fundamental tool for acquiring new technological 
competencies (Navarro, 2008). Conservatory faculty members in this study were 
frustrated because professional development was not made widely available to them. This 
was due, in part, the transient nature of adjunct faculty appointments. Professor 
Mohammed, a composition professor, notes that, “at the conservatory I would imagine, of 
that faculty, 70% or so are part time.” Faculty members often have positions at several 
academic institutions outside of the conservatory, including schools of music within 
universities, secondary schools, and community schools. Professor Chu, said her, 
“colleagues teach at as many as three or four different places.” Further, she mentioned 
that when an external evaluator came to the conservatory they said, “they’d like to see 
more professional development,” but she has not seen, “that kind of instruction or 
development of its faculty in regard to technology.” Navarro (2008) would contend 
professors who are offered regular professional development are more capable and 
comfortable teaching with technology. Further, she posits that they will also become 
more vocal and active in the implementation of new pedagogical approaches. 
 Some faculty members in this study reported that professional development was 
made available, but only through a grant process. It was the faculty member’s 





proposal. Administrative support is a critical component to meaningful professional 
development (Navarro, 2008). Professor Mendez mentioned that he did not know where 
to begin with professional development. Further, he is skeptical that he and his colleagues 
up-to-date with technology in the conservatory. He says, “I’m not sure we know what we 
need to know, you know, in some ways. That’s why we need some sort of a consultant.” 
Professor O’Brian feels that the conservatory administration, “has absolutely no interest 
in professional development of their teachers, beyond what they already know.” Faculty 
members expressed that there seems to be a disconnect between the faculty’s desire for 
professional development and the administration’s support of providing it. Professor Berg 
believes that there should be, “an institutional plan for it [professional development] and 
that is what is key to making sure that everyone is where they need to be with music 
technology.” Chandy (2013) argues that professional development of teachers should be 
built, “on teachers’ interests and priorities in order to generate interest and adoption of 
technology” (p. 175). Further, she posits that a school culture that fosters experimentation 
in new approaches to technology in instruction, without the fear of failure, is crucial to 
the development of teacher. 
 Students in this study said that music composition and music performance majors 
use technology in different capacities in the conservatory and that there should be 
supports in place for any use case. As students have incorporated technology into their 
studies in deeply personal ways, it has become increasingly difficult define an absolute 
manner in which technology is used. Rege (2008) notes many students have acquired 
skills in music technology before beginning their studies in a post-secondary 





course, or through use of technology as it was integrated in their coursework 
requirements” (p. 13). Performance majors in this study tended to use technology to 
notate and archive musical performances, whereas composition majors in this study 
tended to use technology to actively create and perform music. Many students have 
begun to experiment using technology as a musical instrument (Cremata & Powell, 2017; 
Riddell, 1992). Dominique explains that, “in a sense it is our instrument, it is what we use 
to communicate.” She explains that technology is important to music performance 
majors, but that they may not place as much emphasis on it as a composition might. 
Ashley shares Dominique’s sentiment and believes that music performance majors spend 
more time focusing on becoming a more accomplished performer. Music technology may 
not play as large of a role for performance majors. 
 Regardless of how students use technology in the conservatory, they stated that 
they would like more support of music technology throughout the curriculum. Jasmine 
believes that the current use of technology in the conservatory is, “outdated and not 
representative of modern techniques.” Students in this study reported that faculty 
members are not fluid with their use of technology. Cremata (2010) says that, 
    A highly skilled and trained music educator, who makes good use of music 
technology, can inculcate lifelong skills in his/her students which will 
significantly affect their ongoing musical development. (p. 4) 
  
Jasmine continues,  
   It just seemed like the whole reason the use of that program was the familiarity 
of the professor with that particular program. It just seemed like a very narrow 
kind of way to go about teaching studio techniques. 
 
 Students expressed frustration with how music technology is being used throughout the 





    I think conservatories and musicians now should be trying to explore and 
expand their awareness of music, culture and technology. 
  
He expressed that, “traditional mentality is detrimental” to students who are preparing to 
build a career in music. Rege (2008) offers, 
   The current music core curriculum in American higher education has changed 
little since its development in the late nineteenth century. The Bachelor of Music 
degree needs to be modified to reflect the current skills needed to be able to create 
and sustain a successful career as a professional musician. These necessary skills 
include music technology among others. (p. 67) 
 
One might argue that if technology is to be used in an academic setting, it is important 
that the technology is well-maintained by staff so that it functions consistently for both 
faculty and students (Wilson, 2009). Conservatory faculty members reported that 
information technology (IT) was available on site, but was largely unavailable for support 
because they were inundated with support requests. Professor Gutierrez felt that it was 
difficult to integrate technology because she was not able to fully rely upon IT staff 
because, “they are asked to do a lot, so we’re trying to juggle what is the first priority.” 
Unreliable access to support services can make it exceedingly difficult for professors to 
use technology in a seamless manner in the classroom (Wilson, 2009). IT staff in this 
study were often asked to assume roles in the conservatory that are not necessarily 
associated with troubleshooting and repairing software and hardware problems.  
IT staff in this study were often expected to fill a void in professional 
development. Faculty members expected workshops and one-on-one training to better use 
technology in the classroom. Welch (2013) posits that staff members that are specifically 
trained in instructional technology should be made available to music teachers to 
effectively integrate music technology into the curriculum. Professor Chu explained that 





effectively use technology. Faculty members mentioned that they were often expected to 
maintain computer labs and studios because IT staff were not consistently available for 
support. Ella explains, “the music technology lab is pretty much maintained by the 
teachers that teach those courses.” Students felt that technology was not being supported 
well by IT staff. Jasmine did not feel that the conservatory was adequately staffed with IT 
personnel. She said, “there is only, I think, one IT person in the whole school and has to 
run around and fix everybody’s computers from administration to the computer lab, and 
the library.” As a result, student labs and technology in the classroom are not up to the 
expectations of the student population. Justin believes, “the conservatory does their best 
and if they had the resources they would, but they don’t have the resources.” The burden 
of supporting technological resources could be shared with specifically trained staff 
members (Welch, 2013). 
Summary 
In this chapter, the researcher sought to examine the perceptions of music 
technology and the relationship it has with the conservatory curriculum. Three 
overarching themes helped frame this discussion: the role of music technology at the 
music conservatory, student and faculty perceptions of music technology, and student 
learning and faculty instruction. Students seek to attend conservatories in order to explore 
an immersive experience in their chosen discipline (Plasket, 1992). While this sentiment 
was true for the students who participated in this study, the manner in which they engage 
in their musical studies through music technology is not being fully nurtured by the 
conservatory (Kennedy, 2005). Students expressed a need to further incorporate the use 





music technology should be more integral to student learning, but faced difficulty 
integrating it into current and future curricula in a consistent way. This was due to factors 
that include: comfort and fluency in teaching with music technology, professional 
development to support curriculum development, and access to specialized computer 
hardware and software.  
 Music conservatories place the study of music at the core of the curriculum 
(Hendrich, 1978). Faculty members explained that modernizing curriculum can be 
challenging because the notion of “conserving” traditional approaches can impede the 
implementation of new pedagogical practice. That said, faculty members expressed a 
desire for professional development to support the integration of music technology into 
the curriculum, where appropriate. The combination of relevant professional 
development (Chandy, 2013) and increased access to specialized computer hardware and 
software (Rege, 2008) for faculty and staff will arguably foster new and interesting 
enhancements to the conservatory curriculum. In the next and final chapter, the 
researcher will summarize the findings of this study, as well as provide conclusions and 







VI – SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Summary 
 The purpose of this study was to investigate the perceived role of music 
technology in the conservatory curriculum as reported by conservatory students and 
faculty. Further, this study sought to examine supports that are in place, for both students 
and faculty, in regard to integrating technology into current and future curricula. These 
supports include hardware and software acquisition and maintenance, professional 
development opportunities for faculty, and student access to technology within the 
conservatory. One might argue that technological innovations have a persistent impact on 
the arc of student learning in higher education. Conservatories are charged with the task 
of facilitating the growth of students so that they will be positioned to perform at a 
professional level upon graduation. While music conservatories are designed to produce 
highly skilled musicians, they often do not prepare students for lasting careers in music 
(Clarefield, 2004). Further, Clarefield states that conservatories should consider 
curricular changes in order to better prepare students in maintaining a successful career in 
music. Conservatory students are including music technology as a tool in their 
exploration and growth in their study of music (Burnard, 2007). 
 Technology has become a pervasive component of student learning, but 
conservatories have experienced difficulty in integrating music technology into the 
conservatory (Ferreira, 2007). There are two primary factors that hinder the inclusion of 





ongoing professional development (Bauer &Daugherty, 2001). Financial resources are 
often allocated for the acquisition of hardware and software (Cuban, 2001), but not 
professional development for how to most effectively train faculty and staff on its 
integration into existing and future curricula (Staples, Pugach, & Himes, 2005).  
The researcher initially sought to make connections with Transformation 
Learning Theory (TLT) (Mezirow 1978, 1990, 1991, 2000, 2003) in this study. TLT is 
often described as a cognitive process; however, it is recognized that emotional changes 
are generally present in this process (Illeris, 2004). Transformative learning may occur 
when students are placed in engaging and supporting learning communities that are 
properly structured for the potential disturbances that might occur in this form of learning 
(Moore, 2005). In the findings of this study, the researcher was not able to identify 
elements of TLT in connection with music technology. That said, conservatory faculty 
members who use the dynamic properties of technology in their classroom and 
performance studio may possibly benefit from Mezirow’s (2003) theory of 
transformation by creating educational experiences that engage students on an individual 
and community level. 
 The researcher elected to conduct a multi-site case study. While the researcher 
contacted six conservatories, in the end only two conservatories consented to have 
research conducted at their institution. Both conservatories are located in North America. 
As previously mentioned, the conservatories that did not consent to research being 
conducted believed that the topic of music technology in the conservatory was too 
controversial at the time data were collected. However, they requested the findings of the 





senior administration at each conservatory (see Appendix A) to request permission to 
conduct research. Upon preliminary approval of research at each conservatory, the 
researcher submitted a research plan (see Appendix E) and interview protocol for both 
faculty (see Appendix C) and students (see Appendix D), in order to provide greater 
detail of the scope and sequence of the study. Upon review of the supporting documents 
by senior administration, the conservatories granted final approval for the study and 
introduced the researcher to the dean of students at each conservatory site. They posted 
research announcements (see Appendix H) on internal message boards on behalf of the 
researcher and provided preliminary participants lists.   
The researcher provided each participant with a brief research proposal (see 
Appendix E), shared an Informed Consent Form (see Appendix F), a Participant’s Rights 
Form (see Appendix G). Once the signed forms were received from each participant, the 
researcher scheduled interview dates. The final participants list included five faculty 
members and five students from each conservatory, for a total of 20 participants. Each 
interview was conducted via the Skype video-conferencing service and recorded through 
a Macintosh-based computer application, WireTap Pro. In order to provide increased 
anonymity, the likeness of each participant was not recorded via video. (Glogowska, 
Young, & Lockyer, 2011). The interviews were transcribed by a third-party 
transcriptionist. The names and conservatory affiliation of each participant were removed 
from each recorded interview prior to sharing the audio recordings with the 
transcriptionist. Once data collection commenced, the researcher provided each 
participant with a copy of the transcribed interview in order to provide an opportunity for 





provide a contextual frame for their statements from in the interview (Wood, 2007). 
Interview data were secured throughout the process of initial data collection through 
analysis and coding of data for themes. Data were secured within an encrypted disk 
image on the researcher’s password-protected laptop. Further, all data were anonymized 
through the use of participant pseudonyms. 
Conclusions 
 In order to examine the perceived role of music technology in the conservatory 
curriculum, the level of integration of music technology into courses, and faculty support 
for teaching with music technology, the researcher posed the following research 
questions: 
1. What role does music technology play at the music conservatory? 
2. How are music technology courses incorporated into conservatory curricula? 
3. How does music technology align with traditional conservatory culture and 
values?  
4. Do faculty members and students feel the use of technology in conservatory 
settings will better prepare students for a career in music? 
5. How are faculty members and students being supported in teaching and 
learning with music technology? 
The researcher conducted a multi-site case study at two conservatories in North 
America in order to examine these research questions. The interview data were imported 
into QSR International’s NVivo software for qualitative data analysis. Data were 
categorized and organized into nodes (see Appendix I) so that the researcher could see 





 The perceived role of technology in the conservatory. 
 Faculty and student view of integration of technology into curricula. 
 Technology and traditional conservatory culture. 
 The impact of technology on careers in music. 
 Access to technological software and hardware for instruction and student use. 
 Faculty support and professional development. 
These themes helped to provide a contextual frame for the role of music technology in 
the conservatory curriculum. The researcher will briefly conclude the findings from these 
themes, as they relate to the research questions, and provide recommendations and 
possible avenues to explore for future research. 
What role does music technology play in the music conservatory? 
 Students primarily attend conservatories to immerse themselves in the study of 
music performance and composition in a way that is arguably more intensive than a 
school of music within a university (Hendrich, 1978). The researcher found that this 
sentiment was shared by the students who participated in this study. Students expressed a 
desire to perform at a high level and believed that attending a conservatory would best 
suit their needs. With that in mind, students sought to expand their exploration of music 
technology in tandem with their conservatory studies. This includes access to music 
technology in rehearsals and applied lessons (Dobbs, 2017). 
 The researcher found discrepancies between faculty members’ and students’ 
perceived role of technology in the music conservatory. Faculty members generally 
acknowledged that music technology has become an increasingly important component 





united in the belief that conservatories are designed for a single purpose – to train 
musicians at a high level. Faculty members expressed the belief that traditional 
pedagogical approaches served them well in their own studies, and would arguably be of 
benefit to their students, as well. As a result, technology is not seen as a necessary 
component of the traditional conservatory curriculum. Professor Mendez concurred: 
“This is a conservatory, with the accent on conserve and conservative.” The perception 
among faculty members that technology is an ancillary component to conservatory 
studies arguably contributes to the slow adoption of music technology in the curriculum 
(Varma, 2016).  
Students attend conservatories to immerse themselves in a mode of study that is 
solely focused on music performance and composition (Landes, 2008). According to Ella, 
“I think that for me, the reason to go to a conservatory is because it prepares you for a 
career in music a little more specifically than a university might.” That said, students in 
this study noted that technology has been a centerpiece of their music learning (Ubovich, 
2015) and it is jarring for them to not have technology take on a more important role in 
their studies. For many students music technology was simply another tool to be used in 
their learning (Cremata & Powell, 2017).  
How are music technology courses incorporated into conservatory curricula? 
 The researcher discovered that faculty members who participated in this study 
were generally in agreement that technology was an arguably important skill for students 
to employ in their learning, as well as career development. They were more divided on 
how it should be integrated, if at all, into current and future curricula. There seemed to be 





was seen as a necessary tool for more deeply engaging in class discussions and activities 
(Rege, 2008). On the other end, faculty members expressed that technology has little 
benefit to the overall learning and process of students. Professor Mendez sums up the 
view of some of his colleagues by noting the, “business apparently is to teach Beethoven 
and Brahms, and so forth. The technology is not too important in there for them.”  
Some of the faculty members expressed that they were not sure what benefits 
come from integrating technology into the curriculum – the possible benefits were not 
readily apparent. According to Professor Gutierrez, “it [technology] can’t make demands, 
it can’t measure progress, it can’t comment. It can’t do anything except just go beep, 
beep, as far as I know.” A number of faculty members were actively trying to bridge the 
difference of opinion of their colleagues. They noted that the use of technology does not 
have to be binary. In their opinion, a middle ground can exist which can complement and 
enhance traditional conservatory pedagogy and values. D’Errico (2016) shares this view 
and believes that music technology has evolved into a tool that can be complementary in 
music creation. 
Many students expressed frustration that technology was not represented in the 
conservatory curriculum as much as they thought it should have been. They 
acknowledged that conservatories are meant to “conserve” traditional pedagogy and 
practice but hoped that the conservatory could evolve to be more representative of the 
professional world that they aim to enter. Students noted that technology has been an 
invaluable tool in their own learning. In many cases, music technology was a primary 
vehicle of expression that students used in their music learning (Cremata & Powell, 





approach for many of the students in this study. Joseph explains that his peers are, 
“taking notes in Finale or Sibelius” rather than in a more traditional way. He continues, 
“Integration of music technology is just happening because integration of technology is 
happening all around.”  
There seemed to be a disconnect between the manner in which students wish to 
include technology into their studies, and the level to which faculty members are 
accepting and supportive of its use in the classroom. Ottenbreit-Leftwich (2010) would 
say that faculty members often do not support the use of technology in the classroom 
because they are not being supported in their own learning of technology, and arguably 
more importantly, because they are often not supported in ways to effectively use 
technology in the classroom. Some of the faculty members in this study were attempting 
to bridge the gap between students’ desire to use technology throughout the learning 
experiences and the willingness, or ability, of faculty members to engage with 
technology. The researcher found that this was not a widespread occurrence and seemed 
to be limited to courses that explicitly use technology. Generally speaking, these courses 
explored music composition and digital music production. Students expressed that they 
wished that music technology would be expanded from the arguably narrow scope of 
select courses to the entire curriculum, where appropriate. According to Professor 
Peterson,  
   Technology is not necessary across the board because of the nature of some of 
our classes. Practice classes or classes that are taught as studio classes or master 






How does music technology align with traditional conservatory culture and values?  
 Faculty members and students alike noticed that a level of tension and dissonance 
existed between traditional conservatory culture and the implementation of music 
technology into that culture. Specifically, a favorable view of music technology seemed 
to be siloed by department. For instance, music technology was more likely to be used by 
those who taught music composition courses. Professor Mendez supports this statement 
and offers, “That there is a range of feelings about teaching with technology by the 
faculty.” This divide was generally consistent among faculty members. Courses that 
focused mainly on music performance did not incorporate music technology nearly as 
much as music composition courses. Ottenbreit-Leftwich (2007) states that faculty 
members are less likely to integrate technology into courses if they do not foresee an 
immediate impact on learning outcomes. Further, this divide among faculty seemed to 
extend to the binary of newer faculty members, and what Professor Gutierrez refers to as 
the, “old timers.” Professor Chu believes that it may take time to bridge the difference of 
opinion among faculty members:  
   I can’t pretend that I see them gelling in any harmonious way. I still think that 
it’s pretty fledgling enterprise. It’s in its very early stages, certainly in terms of 
something that is taking place in the classroom. 
 
Students did not seem to experience the same tension and dissonance between traditional 
conservatory culture and the implementation of music technology. This is likely because 
there may have never been a divide for them – music technology has existed for as long 
as they have studied music. Students have taken it upon themselves to use music 
technology as a vehicle for learning (Cremata, 2010). This is in stark contrast to many 





of their professional careers. Music technology was an arguably new and somewhat 
tangential avenue of exploration in their established methods of creating and performing 
music. While not every student in this study believed that music technology should be 
integrated deeply into every aspect of the curriculum, they were united in their belief that 
music technology is an invaluable tool in their music learning because it allows them to 
excel at an individual pace (Lin, 2005).   
Do faculty members and students feel the use of technology in conservatory settings 
better prepares students for a career in music? 
 Despite the varying opinions of faculty members of the importance of music 
technology in the conservatory curriculum, they overwhelmingly believed that 
technology literacy is of paramount importance for music students. Professor Berg 
explains, 
   It is our duty to make them [students] aware of the changes in the industry. 
Everything from the changes in how recordings are dispersed, to how using those 
recordings are used to promote artistry both as performers, but also as teachers. 
We want to make folks entrepreneurial in all aspects of the word. 
  
It seems that the entrepreneurial spirit is a theme that both conservatory faculty and 
students can find in common. Allen sums this up by saying, 
   A career outlook for classical musicians, I think, is a little bit more difficult than 
it once was, not hopeless, but not really looking so good these days. That’s why I 
think they [conservatories] should incorporate more music technology into 
classes. 
 
Students in this study seemed to be keenly aware of the changes that are occurring around 
them in regard to technological advancements. Technological innovations, such as 
streaming audio and video, have arguably had a significant impact on the way student 





out on a valuable opportunity to engage students with learning tools that they are 
accustomed to using (Mishne, 2012). According to Amanda, “I don’t think people needed 
YouTube to get into music, but it has changed my path for me.” As previously 
mentioned, faculty members overwhelming believed that engaging with technology is an 
important skill for musicians as they work to build a career in music. A disconnect 
seemed to emerge between what faculty members believe is important for students in 
regard to technology in the curriculum and what is actually offered to them in the 
conservatory. Students expressed a desire to use music technology in many aspects of 
their learning including informal rehearsals, individual practice and applied lessons 
(Dobbs, 2017). Students have approached conservatory administration in an attempt to 
advocate for increased integration of music technology into current and future curricula. 
Conservatory administration seemed to be receptive to requests from students. According 
to Justin, technology integration is, 
something that I’ve pushed to the administration a little bit. I’ve pushed it in the 
sense of it being tied into a whole career development and professional skills sort 
of thing, but I think they are looking into more revamping for next year. 
 
Some faculty members seem to be advocating for a similar change to conservatory 
curricula. Professor Peterson believes that it is essential to be fluent in music technology:  
    It’s impossible to be a professional composer these days if you don’t know 
your way around not only the notation programs, but more and more, digital 
audio. 
 
How are faculty members and students being supported in teaching and learning 
with music technology? 
 In order for faculty members to be successful teaching with music technology, 





courses that utilize music technology. Stewart (2014) states that relevant professional 
development is a key factor for creating thriving learning communities. According to the 
faculty members in this study, consistent professional development was not made readily 
available to them. To this end, Professor Chu explained that she, “never once attended a 
meeting of professional development. It's never even been brought to my attention.” She 
continued to explain that professional development might be offered to full-time and 
senior faculty: “I'm part time so I haven't heard anything." According to faculty members 
in this study, a number of their colleagues are classified as part-time employees. 
Professor Mohammed estimated that, “seventy percent or so” were classified in this 
manner. This is due, in part, to the fact that part-time may only be teaching a single 
section of a course or may be teaching only a few students in applied lessons. 
Professional obligations outside of the conservatory play a role in this phenomenon. 
Professor Chu explained that she is, “touring and teaching at two different places. Her 
colleagues teach, “at as many as three or four different places." Navarro (2008) indicates 
that professional development is a key tool for acquiring new and innovative 
technological competencies. Further, Chandy (2013) would say that the diverse faculty 
population should be offered professional development that is based on their unique and 
individual interests. Supporting faculty members in their professional practice will 
arguably benefit students in various learning settings throughout the conservatory. 
 Although formal professional development offerings were not immediately 
apparent for faculty members in this study, some faculty members reported that unofficial 
grant opportunities were available on a rolling basis. The opportunity for professional 





support in finding relevant professional development to support curricular development 
in the conservatory. The responsibility for finding and applying for professional 
development was left to faculty members. This arguably creates a fragmented 
environment where professional development is not thought of programmatically or 
systemically. In general, it was evident that there was a desire for increased professional 
development from faculty members. Faculty members will arguably be much more 
effective in teaching with technology in the classroom if they are provided ongoing 
support of their professional practice (Ottenbreit-Leftwich, 2010). The researcher did not 
find any evidence that consistent and relevant professional development was made 
available to faculty members for the purpose of more effectively using music technology 
throughout the curriculum.  
 Access to technology can arguably have a significant impact on the degree to 
which it is incorporated into curriculum. Faculty members expressed that while they had 
access to technology, it was often not in working order and was not relevant to what they 
wanted to accomplish with it. Unreliable access to support services compounded their 
ability to effectively use music technology in the classroom (Wilson, 2009). That said, 
access to basic music technology was present. This included general audio/visual (AV) 
equipment to play back recordings or to view online resources and project them during 
instruction. Access to music technology equipment, such as audio interfaces for the 
purpose of recording, digital audio workstations (DAW), and various software plugins for 
editing audio, was not made readily available to students. Dobbs (2017) states that 
computer workstations, with relevant software, should be made available to student in all 





group learning. In order to use this specialized equipment, students had to be enrolled in a 
course that directly utilized this equipment. Further, in order to use this equipment 
outside of course meeting times, students were expected to sign out scheduled studio 
time. This was frustrating for students because they were often not able to schedule a 
time slot that was convenient in relation to the meeting times for their other courses, as 
well as scheduled practice room times for their primary performing instrument. 
Configuring classrooms and practice rooms with computer workstations that are equipped 
to enhance music learning would be of great benefit to conservatory students (Dobbs, 
2017).  
 Students felt that access to technology should be expanded to allow students who 
are not enrolled in specific courses that utilize music technology. While some students do 
have access to professional software on their personal laptops, this was not uniform. 
According to Professor Gutierrez,  
   I don’t have any of the great virtual instruments that the school has. The school 
does have really good software, but the problem is you only get a very limited 
amount of time to use it. 
 
 Many students echoed Professor Gutierrez’s sentiment. Amanda noted that in her 
undergraduate studies she had access to, “lots of studios” and a, “public lab.”  Further, 
she noted that open labs were available for students to explore specialized music 
technology, but, “here I really don’t think that’s the case.” Faculty members expressed 
similar frustrations. A limited number of faculty members have access to music 
technology, which is not readily available unless you teach a course that specifically 
requires it. Professor Smith laments that,  
   The notation software is made available to the students in their computer lab, 






 There seems to be a consistent belief among faculty and students that music technology 
should be made more available to all. Further, access to trained support staff will 
arguably support both faculty and students in learning with music technology (Welch, 
2013).    
Updates 
 As previously mentioned, data for this study were collected in the fall of 2013. 
Technology evolves at a rapid rate due to a number of factors, including, “advancement 
in science, human ingenuity, and competitive markets” (Murthy & Mani, 2013, p. 1). 
Since the data for this study are nearly five years old, the researcher examined the current 
state of music technology integration into curriculum at conservatories through a review 
of course offerings and departmental changes on their respective websites. The researcher 
investigated the music technology offerings of the following music conservatories: 
 Berklee College of Music 
 Boston Conservatory 
 Cleveland Institute of Music 
 Curtis Institute of Music 
 The Juilliard School 
 Manhattan School of Music 
 Mannes College – The New School for Music 
 New England Conservatory of Music 
 Oberlin Conservatory of Music 





The researcher found that some conservatories are working to expand the inclusion of 
music technology in their curriculum. For instance, Berklee College of Music in Boston, 
MA merged with Boston Conservatory in 2016. This merger combined the traditional 
composition and performance course at Boston Conservatory with the contemporary 
curriculum of Berklee College of Music. Of note, Berklee College of Music has 
employed a one-to-one laptop program, where students are provided a laptop upon 
beginning their studies. This laptop comes pre-installed with software that Berklee has 
identified as necessary in their curriculum. A press released detailed the potential benefits 
of the collaboration with Boston Conservatory: 
   The merger will allow both schools to leverage their individual strengths in co-
designing new courses and hybrid programs not possible elsewhere. These new 
offerings will give Boston Conservatory students enhanced access to Berklee’s 
leading studies in improvisation and contemporary music, technology, music 
business, music therapy, sound design, production, film scoring, and online 
education. Likewise, Berklee students will benefit from access to the 
Conservatory’s expertise in classical music, opera, dance, movement, acting, and 
musical theater. (Berklee College of Music, 2016) 
 
The Oberlin Conservatory offers a major in Technology in Music and Related Arts 
(TIMARA). This degree program, founded in 1967, allows students to study both 
traditional music performance and composition, as well as music technology. The Center 
for Innovation at the Juilliard School, founded in 1993, has recently added courses that 
further introduce students to music technology. The center offers advanced courses in 
composing with music technology, music production, and interactive music technology. 
The Curtis Institute of Music has not announced formal music technology initiatives, but 
has signaled a movement in this direction through the hiring of a new Chief Technology 





   Mr. Morgan will be responsible for innovation and operation of technical 
infrastructures and applications across the school, and serve as the primary expert 
for determining the college's long-term data architecture, programming platforms, 
and emerging technology directions. (Curtis Institute of Music, 2017) 
 
 The San Francisco Conservatory of Music has made significant changes to their 
curriculum since data for this study were collected. The Technology and Applied 
Composition program offers students an opportunity to work with industry leaders in 
music technology. Degree concentrations honor disciplines such as: composing for the 
moving picture, video game and application music, algorithmic music composition, and 
sound design.  
The remaining conservatories on this list have not changed or updated their music 
technology offerings to reflect new courses. The Cleveland Institute of Music allows 
students to enroll in a dual-degree program with Case Western Reserve University to 
study engineering, medicine and law, but has not offered new courses for conservatory 
students who are interested in pursuing music technology. While not every conservatory 
offers courses that utilize music technology, some conservatories have worked to advance 
curriculum with course offerings that provide access to music technology for their 
students.  
Recommendations 
 It is important for students to skillfully engage with music technology as they 
build and cultivate a career in music. The professional landscape for musicians is 
dynamic and musicians must arguably be nimble in order to maintain their career path. 
Students overwhelming expressed that they wish to see an increased presence of music 





still honor the traditional training that has defined the role of conservatories, but they 
have identified a need for additional support. Many faculty members believe that the sole 
mission of the conservatory is to train students to be high-caliber musicians. For them, 
music technology is not a necessary avenue for students to explore, possibly because 
music technology was not present when they were shaping their professional voice as 
musicians. As a consequence, music technology has not been a central, or even peripheral 
focus, in the conservatory curriculum.  
 Some faculty members honored and shared their students’ desire to incorporate 
music technology into curriculum, but their belief did not seem to be the norm. These 
faculty members worked to increase fluency in music technology so that students could 
be nimbler in an ever-changing musical landscape. Further, they advocated for an 
increased presence of music technology throughout the conservatory curriculum as a 
whole, rather than courses that explicitly incorporated it, such as digital music 
composition, studio recording techniques, and so on. These faculty members believe that 
fluency in music technology opens new and exciting opportunities in professional music 
careers. Students share this sentiment, as they expressed that cultivating and maintaining 
a career solely as a music performer or composer, or both, has become increasingly 
difficult in recent years.  
 To the researcher, it seems that a disconnect exists between what students feel 
they need to explore in regard to their music education and what the conservatory faculty 
and administration are offering to students in their curriculum. The researcher believes 
the following actions should be taken by conservatories to expand the curriculum and 





 Establish administrative and staff positions within the conservatory to manage 
professional development, curricular development, integration of technology 
into the curriculum, and support for faculty members and students.  
 Departments within the conservatory should regularly assess ways to improve 
curricula and related professional practice. 
 Provide frequent and relevant professional development workshops to faculty 
members. 
 Establish faculty curriculum development committees to investigate short-
term and long-term curricular goals, and to offer recommendations to enhance 
the curriculum.  
 Establish budgets for ongoing professional development, hardware and 
software allocation and upgrades, and general maintenance of conservatory-
owned assets. 
 Establish music technology laboratories for students and faculty that are 
available regardless of course enrollment. 
 Staff music technology laboratories with qualified personnel to support 
faculty and student needs.  
 Information Technology (IT) departments should regularly assess and address 
the maintenance requirements of conservatory-owned hardware and software.  
 Foster the appointment of student representatives to provide recommendations 






 Students understand the emerging opportunities that music technology offers 
them. Career paths above and beyond traditional music performance and composition are 
becoming available as new technology is introduced. Allen was excited because he 
believes that, “music technology is the future of music careers.” This sentiment was 
shared by a number of students in this study. The proposition of composing music for 
video games, commercials, and other forms of new media has inspired students to place a 
greater significance on music technology than the conservatory seems to. Students 
expressed that they do not see music technology replacing traditional music performance 
and composition opportunities; they see it augmenting and enhancing these opportunities. 
 Finally, upon personal reflection and observation of the investigation, it is the 
opinion of the researcher that the findings of this research are likely not limited to the two 
North American conservatories that participated in this multi-site case study. It would be 
beneficial and interesting to conduct further research to investigate the role of music 
technology in additional music conservatories, schools of music within universities, 
music departments in public and private educational institutions, and music education 
departments. Further, it would be beneficial to disseminate a follow-up survey that would 
collect more detail about the use of music technology from the varying members of music 
learning communities: full-time and part-time faculty, music performance and 
composition majors, and music education majors. An introductory list of questions for 
future research is as follows: 
1. Is traditional conservatory pedagogy relevant in modern music performance 
and composition? 





3. How can conservatory administration offer consistent and relevant 
professional development opportunities to incorporate music technology in 
current and future curricula? 
4. What supports do conservatories need in order to increase access to music 
technology for faculty and students? 
5. Are conservatories preparing students for modern careers in music 
performance and composition? If not, what aspects of the conservatory 
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Conservatory Electronic Mail Message Contact 
 
Dear: 
I am doctoral student at Teachers College, Columbia University. I am writing because I 
would like to discuss the possibility of conducting my dissertation research at (name of 
conservatory). My current research interests surround technology in music education, 
specifically, the use of music technology at the conservatory level. The school, students 
and faculty will all have anonymity. The research will take an impartial, non-biased view 
of the role of music technology in the preparation of conservatory musicians.  
   I have attached a short proposal that details the scope of the research. In order to 
conduct research, I would need a letter stating that I have permission to conduct research 
on the premises. This is required by the institutional review board (IRB). 
   I am free to speak about any questions that you may have about my proposal. It would 
be wonderful to conduct research at such a fine institution. Thank you in advance for 











Appendix B  
Participant Electronic Mail Message Contact 
 
Dear: 
My name is Jason Gaines and I am currently in the data collection phase of my 
dissertation at Teachers College Columbia University. My dissertation focuses on the use 
of technology in the conservatory curriculum. I am conducting research at several 
conservatories throughout the United States. I was wondering if you might be interested 
in participating in a roughly 60-minute interview. The interviews will be conducted and 
recorded via Skype. 
   Your responses and identity will remain completely confidential. I have been granted 
approval to conduct research at the (name of conservatory) by (name of Dean). Please see 
the attached approval letter. 
   I hope that you will be interested in participating in my study. Thank you in advance for 













Faculty Interview Protocol 
 
Pre-Interview  
1. Do you consent to have this interview recorded? You will maintain complete 
anonymity. 
2. Have you received the participant’s rights form and informed consent form? 
3. Do you agree to the information set forth on the participant’s rights form and 
informed consent form? 
4. Are there any questions before we start the interview? 
Interview 
1. Integration of Technology in the Conservatory. 
a. How is technology used throughout the curriculum? 
b. Are courses currently designed to utilize technology? 
c. How can technology be incorporated into existing courses? 
d. Is technology readily available for use in instruction? 
2. Impact on Students 
a. Do you feel that students wish to incorporate technology into their current 
studies? 
b. How would technology change the learning experience for students? 






3. Professional Development 
a. Is professional development that surrounds technology readily available? 
b. If so, is this professional development supported by administration or does 
professional development require individual funding by faculty members 
who wish to teach with technology? 
c. Do you feel that currently available professional development is sufficient 
to incorporate technology into the curriculum? 
d. How do you feel your level of fluency in technology compares to that of 
your students? 
4. Technology Support Services 
a. Is there adequate support staff to facilitate learning with technology? 
b. Are technology acquisitions (hardware and software) adequately 
maintained in the conservatory? 
5. Faculty View of Technology 
a. Is technology seen as a necessary learning tool in the conservatory? 
b. Do faculty members uniformly welcome the use of technology? 











Student Interview Protocol 
 
Pre-Interview Questions 
1. Please state your name 
2. Do you consent to have this interview recorded? You will maintain complete 
anonymity. 
3. Have you received the participant’s rights form and informed consent form? 
4. Do you agree to the information set forth on the participant’s rights form and 
informed consent form? 
5. Are there any questions before we start the interview? 
 
Interview Questions 
1. What drew you to attend a music conservatory? 
2. What qualities do you feel a music conservatory should embody for students? 
   Integration of Technology in the Conservatory. 
3. How is technology used throughout the curriculum? 
4. Are courses currently designed to utilize technology? 
5. Is technology readily available for use in instruction? 
6. Do you feel as if technology needs to be integrated more in the conservatory? 






   Impact on Students 
8. Do you feel that your peers wish to incorporate technology into their current 
studies? 
9. How would technology change the learning experience in your studies? 
10. Do you feel that learning technological skills will better prepare you for a career 
in music upon graduation? 
11. Do you feel technology influences careers in music? 
12. Do you think music technology can be seen as a musical instrument? 
   Technology Support Services 
13. Is there adequate support staff to facilitate learning with technology? 
14. Are technology acquisitions (hardware and software) adequately maintained in 
the conservatory? 
15. Can you describe how computer labs are made available to students? 
   Student View of Technology 
16. Is technology seen as a necessary learning tool in the conservatory? 
17. Do students welcome the use of technology in the classroom? 
18. Does technology mesh well with conservatory values? 
19. Do you think faculty members are up-to-date with technological skills and are 









Conservatory Research Proposal 
 
Statement of Purpose 
The purpose of this research study is to examine the role of music technology in 
music performance and composition curricula in a conservatory setting. It will also 
examine the role of professional development of faculty members in the conservatory. 
The study will investigate the current state of music technology courses offered at the 
conservatory through interviewing conservatory administration, faculty members and 
students. The data will be examined to determine the perceived role of music technology 
in the curriculum.  
Overarching Research Questions 
1. What role do music technology courses play in the music performance and music 
composition curricula of the conservatory?  
2. What are the student perceptions of the current state of music technology in the 
conservatory?  
3. What are the faculty perceptions of the current state of music technology in the 
conservatory?  
4. What relationship, if any, exists between traditional music performance and 






The identity of all participants will be protected through the use of pseudonyms. 
The site of the research will not be disclosed. Data collected in this study will be through 
the voluntary consent of the participants. An agreement letter will be provided to the 
participant that details the full extent of involvement in the study.  
Research Plan 
Data will be collected through interviews with administrators, faculty members, 
students who are currently enrolled in courses that use music technology and students 
who are not enrolled in courses that use music technology. Faculty and administrator 
interviews will include faculty member and administrators who do not currently teach 
courses that utilize technology. The inclusion of these community members will arguably 
contribute to overall picture, or role, of technology in the current curriculum. A general 
survey will be distributed to a large number of students in the conservatory to further 
support data that will be collected via interviews. The survey will be distributed via an 
online system, such as Survey Monkey. Current course curricula, course descriptions and 
computer software and hardware configurations will be used as additional data sources.  
Data Collection 
Participants will be interviewed in person and recorded with audio equipment or 
interviewed remotely via Skype. An audio recording program, WireTap Studio, will be 
used to record the remote Skype interview. Course syllabi and course descriptions will be 





Once the interviews have been completed, the recorded interviews will be 
transcribed and read multiple times to become familiar with the data and to search for 
emerging themes. Data will be coded on a computer using Microsoft Excel. Data will be 
separated, highlighted and placed in categories of themes. These themes will be used to 
present the data that was yielded throughout the interview process. Data will be shared 
with the participants (Lutrell, 2000) to better understand the data by allowing the 
participants further elaborate on themes that may need contextual definition (Wood, 
2007). The interview and survey data will be used to describe the role of technology in 








Informed Consent Form 
 
Teachers College, Columbia University 
525 West 120th Street 




DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH: You are invited to participate in a research study 
on the role of music technology in the conservatory curriculum. You will be asked to 
participate in an interview and/or survey for the purpose of data collection. Interviews 
will be recorded. The research will be conducted by Jason Gaines at the conservatory, or 
if necessary through Skype audio call that will be recorded. Video recording will not be 
used. 
RISKS AND BENEFITS: This research project has the same amount of risk students and 
teachers encounter during usual classroom activities.  There will be no penalty of any 
kind for choosing not to participate. Participants who do not wish to participate will be 
allowed to leave the study immediately. As a result of this research, students may 
experience positive differences in conservatory curricula. 
PAYMENTS: No participants in this study will be compensated in any way for 
participation in this study. 
DATA STORAGE TO PROTECT CONFIDENTIALITY: The identity of all participants 
will be protected through the use of pseudonyms. Every effort will be made to ensure that 
the interview data gathered from participants will remain confidential. There will be no 
identification of the participating school in this study. Interview transcripts, interview 
recordings, interview notes and survey data will be stored in an encrypted disk image that 
is protected with 256 bit AES encryption.  
TIME INVOLVEMENT: Your participation will take approximately 90 minutes to allow 
for interview and survey data collection. 
HOW WILL RESULTS BE USED: It is expected that findings from this study will be 
included in the researcher’s dissertation, reported in articles submitted to peer-reviewed 
research journals, and presented at various professional meetings in the U.S. and abroad.  







Appendix G  
Participant’s Rights Form 
 
Teachers College, Columbia University 
525 West 120th Street 




Principal Investigator: Jason Gaines         
Research Title: Music Technology and the Conservatory Curriculum    
• I have read and discussed the Research Description with the researcher. I have 
had the opportunity to ask questions about the purposes and procedures regarding 
this study.  
• My participation in research is voluntary. I may refuse to participate or withdraw 
from participation at any time without jeopardy to future medical care, 
employment, student status or other entitlements.  
• The researcher may withdraw me from the research at his/her professional 
discretion.  
• If, during the course of the study, significant new information that has been 
developed becomes available which may relate to my willingness to continue to 
participate, the investigator will provide this information to me.  
• Any information derived from the research project that personally identifies me 
will not be voluntarily released or disclosed without my separate consent, except 
as specifically required by law.  
• If at any time I have any questions regarding the research or my participation, I 
can contact the investigator, who will answer my questions. The investigator's 
phone number is (xxx) xxx-xxxx.    
• If at any time I have comments, or concerns regarding the conduct of the research 
or questions about my rights as a research subject, I should contact the Teachers 
College, Columbia University Institutional Review Board /IRB. The phone 
number for the IRB is (212) 678-4105. Or, I can write to the IRB at Teachers 






• I should receive a copy of the Research Description and this Participant's Rights 
document.  
• If video and/or audio taping is part of this research, I ( ) consent to be audio/video 
taped. I ( ) do NOT consent to being video/audio taped. The written, video and/or 
audio taped materials will be viewed only by the principal investigator and 
members of the research team.  
• Written, video and/or audio taped materials ( ) may be viewed in an educational 
setting outside the research  
( ) may NOT be viewed in an educational setting outside the research. 
• My signature means that I agree to participate in this study and understand all 
aspects of the study and expectation of involvement. 
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Nodes\\Access to Technology in the Conservatory 
Nodes\\Access to Technology in the Conservatory\\Access to Music Technology Equipment  No None 
Nodes\\Access to Technology in the Conservatory\\Access to Music Technology Software  No None 
Nodes\\Access to Technology in the Conservatory\\Access to Technology for Instruction  No None 
Nodes\\Access to Technology in the Conservatory\\Availability of Technology  No None 
Nodes\\Access to Technology in the Conservatory\\BYOD  No None 
Nodes\\Access to Technology in the Conservatory\\Conservatory Budget Limitations  No None 
Nodes\\Access to Technology in the Conservatory\\Distance Learning  No None 
Nodes\\Access to Technology in the Conservatory\\Online Learning  No None 
Nodes\\Access to Technology in the Conservatory\\Online Resources  No None 
Nodes\\Access to Technology in the Conservatory\\Student Access to Technology  No None 
Nodes\\Access to Technology in the Conservatory\\Technology Acquisitions  No None 
 
Nodes\\Administrative Support of Technology Integration 
Nodes\\Administrative Support of Technology Integration\\Student View of Administration 
Desire to Integrate Technology 
 No None 
Nodes\\Administrative Support of Technology Integration\\Student View of How Tuition 
Money is Spent 
 No None 
Nodes\\Administrative Support of Technology Integration\\Technology Support from 
Administration 
 No None 
 
Nodes\\Administrative Support of Technology Integration\\Professional Development 
Nodes\\Administrative Support of Technology Integration\\Professional Development\\Access 
to Professional Development 
 No None 
Nodes\\Administrative Support of Technology Integration\\Professional 
Development\\Department Meetings 
 No None 
Nodes\\Administrative Support of Technology Integration\\Professional 
Development\\Faculty Desire for Professional Development 
 No None 
Nodes\\Administrative Support of Technology Integration\\Professional 
Development\\Faculty Fear of Technology 
 No None 
Nodes\\Administrative Support of Technology Integration\\Professional 
Development\\Faculty Fluency in Technology Related to Students 
 No None 
Nodes\\Administrative Support of Technology Integration\\Professional 
Development\\Faculty Knowledge of Technology Use 
 No None 
Nodes\\Administrative Support of Technology Integration\\Professional Development\\Part-
Time Faculty Status 








Hierarchical Name Nickname Aggregate User 
Assigned 
Color 
Nodes\\Administrative Support of Technology Integration\\Professional 
Development\\Student View of Faculty Fluency in Technology 
 No None 
 
Nodes\\Conservatory Cirriculum\\Faculty View 
Nodes\\Conservatory Cirriculum\\Faculty View\\Access to Online Resources  No None 
Nodes\\Conservatory Cirriculum\\Faculty View\\Courses Designed to Integrate Technology  No None 
Nodes\\Conservatory Cirriculum\\Faculty View\\curriculum development  No None 
Nodes\\Conservatory Cirriculum\\Faculty View\\Faculty Desire to Integrate Technology Into 
Curricula 
 No None 
Nodes\\Conservatory Cirriculum\\Faculty View\\Required Technology Courses in Curriculum  No None 
Nodes\\Conservatory Cirriculum\\Faculty View\\Technology in Auditions  No None 
Nodes\\Conservatory Cirriculum\\Faculty View\\Technology Integration into Curricula  No None 
Nodes\\Conservatory Cirriculum\\Faculty View\\Technology Used Across Curriculum  No None 
Nodes\\Conservatory Cirriculum\\Faculty View\\Technology Used in Tandem with Traditional 
Techniques 
 No None 
Nodes\\Conservatory Cirriculum\\Faculty View\\The Influence of Technology on the 
Conservatory Curriculum 
 No None 
Nodes\\Conservatory Cirriculum\\Faculty View\\Traditional Conservatory Curriculum  No None 
 
Nodes\\Conservatory Cirriculum\\Student View 
Nodes\\Conservatory Cirriculum\\Student View\\Student Access to Technology Courses  No None 
Nodes\\Conservatory Cirriculum\\Student View\\Student Desire fo Techr Concepts, Not 
Specific Applications 
 No None 
Nodes\\Conservatory Cirriculum\\Student View\\Student Desire for Technology Courses  No None 
Nodes\\Conservatory Cirriculum\\Student View\\Student View of Technology Integration in 
Curricula 
 No None 
 
Nodes\\Student Use of Technology in Fostering Musical Growth in the Conservatory 
Nodes\\Student Use of Technology in Fostering Musical Growth in the Conservatory\\Mobile 
Devices in Music Technology 
 No None 
Nodes\\Student Use of Technology in Fostering Musical Growth in the Conservatory\\Student 
Desire to Use Technology 
 No None 
Nodes\\Student Use of Technology in Fostering Musical Growth in the Conservatory\\Student 
Fluency in Technology 
 No None 
Nodes\\Student Use of Technology in Fostering Musical Growth in the Conservatory\\Student 
Technology Use in a Cohort 
 No None 
Nodes\\Student Use of Technology in Fostering Musical Growth in the Conservatory\\Student 
Use of Technology 
 No None 
Nodes\\Student Use of Technology in Fostering Musical Growth in the Conservatory\\Student 
View of Technology as a Performance Tool 
 No None 
Nodes\\Student Use of Technology in Fostering Musical Growth in the 
Conservatory\\Technology as a Compositional Tool for Students 
 No None 
Nodes\\Student Use of Technology in Fostering Musical Growth in the 
Conservatory\\Technology as a Transformative Tool 
 No None 
 
Nodes\\Technology and Career Development 









Hierarchical Name Nickname Aggregate User 
Assigned 
Color 
Nodes\\Technology and Career Development\\Student Outlook on Career in Music  No None 
Nodes\\Technology and Career Development\\Student View of Technology as a Career Tool  No None 
Nodes\\Technology and Career Development\\Student View of Technology Influencing 
Careers in Music 
 No None 
Nodes\\Technology and Career Development\\Technology as a Career Tool for Musicians  No None 
Nodes\\Technology and Career Development\\Technology Influencing Careers in Music  No None 
 
Nodes\\Technology Maintenance and Availability of Support Services\\Staff View 
Nodes\\Technology Maintenance and Availability of Support Services\\Staff View\\IT Staff 
Availability 
 No None 
Nodes\\Technology Maintenance and Availability of Support Services\\Staff View\\IT STaff 
Fluency and Knowledge 
 No None 
Nodes\\Technology Maintenance and Availability of Support Services\\Staff View\\Technology 
Infrastructure 
 No None 
Nodes\\Technology Maintenance and Availability of Support Services\\Staff View\\Technology 
Maintenance 
 No None 
 
Nodes\\Technology Maintenance and Availability of Support Services\\Student View 
Nodes\\Technology Maintenance and Availability of Support Services\\Student View\\Music 
Tech Professors Maintaining Lab 
 No None 
Nodes\\Technology Maintenance and Availability of Support Services\\Student View\\Student 
Perceived Inefficient Use of Technology 
 No None 
Nodes\\Technology Maintenance and Availability of Support Services\\Student View\\Student 
View of IT Staff Availability 
 No None 
Nodes\\Technology Maintenance and Availability of Support Services\\Student View\\Student 
View of Technology Maintenance 
 No None 
 
Nodes\\The Role of Technology in the Curriculum 
Nodes\\The Role of Technology in the Curriculum\\Composition vs Performance Majors Using 
Technology 
 No None 
Nodes\\The Role of Technology in the Curriculum\\Conservatory SIze vs Larger Schools of 
Music 
 No None 
Nodes\\The Role of Technology in the Curriculum\\Faculty View of Technology  No None 
Nodes\\The Role of Technology in the Curriculum\\Music Technology and Conservatory Values No None 
Nodes\\The Role of Technology in the Curriculum\\Student View of Technology  No None 
Nodes\\The Role of Technology in the Curriculum\\Technology Affecting Social Interaction  No None 
Nodes\\The Role of Technology in the Curriculum\\Technology and Traditional Conservatory 
Values 
 No None 
Nodes\\The Role of Technology in the Curriculum\\Technology Hindering Student Growth  No None 
Nodes\\The Role of Technology in the Curriculum\\Technology Impact on Student Work  No None 
Nodes\\The Role of Technology in the Curriculum\\Technology seen as a necessary learning 
tool. 
 No None 
Nodes\\The Role of Technology in the Curriculum\\Technology Valued in Conservatory  No None 
 
Nodes\\The Role of the Conservatory in Student Development 











Hierarchical Name Nickname Aggregate User 
Assigned 
Color 
Nodes\\The Role of the Conservatory in Student Development\\Student reason to attend a 
conservatory 
 No None 
Nodes\\The Role of the Conservatory in Student Development\\Student View of Conservatory  No None 
Nodes\\The Role of the Conservatory in Student Development\\Student View of Necessary 
Qualities in a Conservatory 
 No None 
Nodes\\The Role of the Conservatory in Student Development\\Student View of Technology 
Meshing with Conservatory Values 
 No None 
Nodes\\The Role of the Conservatory in Student Development\\Students Not Feeling Prepared 
for a Career After Leaving Conservatory 
No None 
Nodes\\The Role of the Conservatory in Student Development\\Technology, Amateur 
Musicians and How that relates to the conservatory 
 No None 
 
 
